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NOT AFFECT MISSION ASTRONAUTS HURTLE ON
Outer Coating Of Moon Lander Peeling
HOUSTON (API
on earth said today the peeling 
on the outer coating of the 
Apollo 16 lunar-lander Orion in­
volves a protective paint and 
that the condition would not af­
fect the mission.
And the Apollo astronauts 
hurtled onward toward a land­
ing Thursday on the moon's 
mountainous rooftop.
A Manned Spacecraft Centre 
spokesman said engineers were 
-certain that the flecks seen 
streaming into space Sunday 
night by the astronauts were 
flakes of thermal paint.
"Analysis shows the flaking 
will not affect the mission,” the
—- Engineers frolh Cape Kennedy, Fla.r to
“ Grumman Aircraft facilities at 
Bethpage, N.Y., for tests.
there from down here," Eng­
land said. '
"Oh yes, sure beats work,’*, 
came the mumbled reply.
"I'd hum something for you to 
was peeling off but that it would wafce you up but I’ve got a tin 
have no effect on Orion’s sys-
Fngineers concluded that for 
some unknown reason the paint
terns as it sat on the moon.
USED AS PRECAUTION
They said the paint was ap­
plied as a precaution in case 
Apollo 16 had to be launched a 
day late. The sun’s angle in the 
lunar highlands would have 
been higher as a result and the
spokesman said.
Astronauts John W. Young 
and Charles M. Duke entered 
Orion Sunday night a day ahead 
of schedule to turn on the lan­
der’s systems and conduct an 
inspection. Nothing was found 
amiss and no plans were made 
to alter the mission.
- The flakes were seen coming 
from several square feet of the 
l skin near Orion's reaction-con- 
I trol-system fuel tanks. Several 
' panels of the skin were flown.
experts wanted some added 
protection for the craft.
Additional tests were planned, 
including wiping the panels with 
different solvents and then 
simulating the vacuum and 
temperatures of space in test 
chambers.
While the experts pondered 
the trouble early today, the as­
tronauts slept.
Capsule communicator Tony 
England, an astronaut, awak­
ened them at 12 noon EST with 
a cheery call and received a 
groggy reply.
"Everything looks fine up
ear,” England said.
Young said he got seven hours 
of sleep and Duke reported five 
hours. United States Navy Lt.- 
■Cmdr. Thomas K. Mattingly 
logged six hours but complained 
of awakening every hour.
' Young reported his sleep "the 
best ever in space flight"
IT’S FIRST FLAW
The skin problem was the 
first flaw in an otherwise per­
fect mission that began at 
12:54 P.M. EST Sunday when 
a towering Saturn V rocket 
launched the astronauts into 
space.
Apollo 16 was so precisely on 
course Sunday night that a 
planned mid-course correction 
was cancelled. The astronauts 
will have an opportunity to per­
form a course correction tonight 
and again Tuesday and Wednes­
day before firing their space­
craft engine at 3:23 p.m.
Wednesday to slip into lunar 
orbit.
The astronauts completed 
their first day’s work five'min­
utes early and signed off at 
3:49 a.m. EST for eight hours of 
sleep, which is scheduled to end 
at 11:54 a.m.
Young and Duke are to land 
Orion Thursday afternoon on an 
undulating plateau between two 
mountain peaks in the lunar 
highlands near one of the high­
est points on the moon. Navy 
L t .-C m d r. Thomas Mattingly 
will orbit the moon in Casper, 
the command ship, conducting 
remote surveillance of the lunar 
terrain with scientific instru­
ments.
Bumping over the dusty pla­
teau and up a mountain slope in 
a battery-powered car, Young 
and Duke will seek evidence the 
lunar highlands were bom in 
fiery volcanic upheavals billions 
of years ago.
Mission Control became con­
cerned with the flaking skin and 
ordered the unplanned inspec­
tion after the astronauts de­
scribed skin particles streaming 
into space and said the dam-
aged area resembled "shredded 
wheat,” a well-known name-. 
brand cereal.
The skin—two inches thick 
and composed of alternate lay­
ers of aluminum foil and mylar . 
—is wrapped about much of the 
lunar lander’s body to fend off 
harsh solar rays and bits of 
space debris.
Reporting the particles strips 
ping away at "about five or 10 a 
second,” Duke said: "It’s all 
tattered and torn and shredded. 
Looks like Shredded Wheat.”
"Sure is something strange 
going on," Young said.
Mattingly trained a television 
camera through a cabin window 
at the flaking skin while'Young 
and Duke toured Orion. The pic­
ture received on earth clearly 
showed the firefly-like bits of 
material flicking away.
"The crew found nothing else 
wrong, withdrew, and went 
back to the command module," 
a spokesman ' for Grumman 
Corp., the lunar lander builders, 
. said.
LAUNCH FLAWLESS
The Sunday launch, under 
clear blue Florida skies and
watched by 500,000 on nearby 
beaches and highways, was 
flawless. Vice-President Spiro 
T. Agnew, watching from the 
Kennedy Space Centre tiring 
room, said afterwards it was 
“one of the finest."
Millions of television viewers 
were treated to a dramatic pic­
ture of the 36-storey, 3,100-ton 
Saturn V launch vehicle as it 
rose from the gantry.
President Nixon watched the 
launch on television and after­
wards sent congratulations to 
"the entire Apollo team on an­
other flawless launch" and 
wished the astronauts a success­
ful mission and safe return.
Young, a veteran of three 
prior space flights, and Duke 
and Mattingly, space rookies, 
were taciturn as they rode the 
roaring rocket into earth orbit. 
But after orbit was achieved 
and the spacemen looked out 
their cabin windows at the At­
lantic Ocean 100 miles below, 
Young exclaimed: "It’s just 
beautiful up here .. . just 
really fantistic!”
As earth quickly receded be­
hind them, the astronauts, like
their predecessors, marvelled at 
the view.
"You can't believe how beau­
tiful it is," Mattingly said, de­
scribing red deserts in Mexico, . 
the Great Lakes and Florida, 
He said the view was "abso­
lutely something.’.’
Young and Duke wiU pilot 
their Orion Into the midst of. a 
high mountain plateau. The 
landing site sits between' two 
«pea ks—Stone and Smokey 
mountains—In the lunar high­
lands 23 miles south of the 1969 
Apollo 11 landing site in the Sea 
of Tranquility.
Touchdown is set for 3:41 
p.m. EST Thursday, beginning 
a record 73-hour stay In which 
the two spacemen will use their 
battery-powered car to prowl 
the dusty plateau in three ex­
cursions. '
They'll erect a nuclear-pow­
ered science station near Orion 
to transmit to earth date from a 
moonquake detector, a sophisti­
cated thermometer to take the 
moon’s subsurface temperature 
and other delicate instruments 
to measure the highlands envi­
ronment.
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Several Others In Hospital 
After Three-Vehicle Crash
I ''
S. Vietnam Will Never Offers
Be Taken Over By Force
To Talk
PARIS (CP) — North Viet-
WASHINGTON (CP) - Stale 
Secretary William P. Rogers 
skid today the Nixon adminis­
tration "has no intention to per- 
mlt South Vietnam to be taken 
; over by force."
- Rogers said the United States 
will not permit the North Viet- 
namese offensive to succeed.
Rogers said the air offensive 
against Haiphong and Hanoi, 
North Vietnam, is in keeping 
“•1th President Nixon's prior as-
pilons that the United States
would not permit North Viet­
nam to take advantage of the 
withdrawal of U.S. forces.
The slate secretary appeared 
before the Senate foreign rela­
tions committee to defend the 
administration's foreign aid 
budget but immediately was 
questioned by chairman J. W. 
Fulbright (Dem. Ark.) about re­
newed American assaults in 
North Vietnam.
Fulbright said he does not 
think that the interest of the
S. Planes Hit Fuel Depots
In Hanoi-Haiphong Section
SAIGON (AP) — U.S. planes 
made their biggest MiG kill in 
years Sunday and heavily 
laniaged fuel depots In large- 
cale raids In the Ilanol-llal- 
ihong heartland of North Viet- 
am, the U.S. command re- 
orted today. Three MIG-21S 
.ere shot down.
Tie Soviet Union protested 
Tc bombing to Jacob Beam, the 
l,S, ambassador In Moscow, 
nd Pravda, the Soviet Com- 
vinlsl party news p a p e r, 
rained the U.S. It is "playing 
,-lth fire."
North Vietnam said hundreds 
f civilians were killed, but the 
Americans insisted only mili­
ary targets were attacked.
The three M1G-21S, the fastest 
tqlitcr planes in Hanoi's air 
orcc. were shot down southwest 
>f Hanoi, the U.S, command 
aid. It was the first time 
American pilots had downed 
tree MIGs in one day since 
»ct. 26.1967.
The U.S. said a navy A-7 and 
n air force F-105 were lost dur- 
ig the raids. '
Three other American nlr- 
raft were .lost in South Viet- 
am, the U.S. said.
On the ground, the South Viet­
namese command claimed that 
its forces and planes killed 
more than 400 North Vietnam­
ese and Viet Cong In heavy 
fighting a mile east of An Loc In 
Blnh Dinh province on the cen­
tral coast, and In southern Cam­
bodia, Sout t Vietnamese losses 
were 53 ktl cd and 86 wounded, 
the .Saigon command said.
Jacques Rose 
Trial Delayed
MONTREAL (CP) - The kid- 
napping trial of Jacques Rose 
was adjourned today for an­
other three days by Mr, Justice 
Eugene Marquis of Court of 
Queen's Bench because of the 
continuing strike by Quebec 
public service employees.
While defence lawyer Robert 
Lemieux plckctted outside the 
east-end provincial police head­
quarters, Mr. Justice MarqhlK 
adjourned the proceedings until 
Thursday.
United States merits such a 
counter-reaction.
Rogers said there are three 
purposes primarily for the re- ! 
newed air and naval strikes 
against North Vietnam:
—To protect American troops 
still in South Vietnam,
—To make certain that the 
withdrawal of American forces 
can continue.
—To give the South Vietnamese 
a chance to defend themselves 
against the massive invasion.
Rogers said the United States 
docs not intend to reintroduce 
ground combat forces into the 
action in South Vietnam but 
that the air and naval strikes 
should make clear to the other 
side that the U.S. is going to 
take any action necessary to 
support the people of South 
Vietnam."
450,060 TROOPS WITHDRAWN
Rogers said that although 
450,000 troops have been with­
drawn from the Vietnam con­
flict, there are still 85,000 Amer­
icans therd.
He said the new North Viet­
nam offensive, involving 12 of 
its 13 divisions, shows that the 
North Vietnamese were "lying 
to their death" in their claims 
that there were no North Viet­
namese troops In South Viet­
nam.
Rogers called the Ndrth Viet­
namese drive into the South a 
"naked aggression of the most 
flagrant type.
"The South Vietnamese have 
risen to the challenge; .they 
have demonstrated their deter- 
■ mlnation to resist aggression. 
They deserve, now mon) than 
' ever, our steadfast help and cn- 
■ couragement.”
Rogers appeared before the 
committee to request $2,15 toil- 
I Ilion in foreign military assist- 
■ ance for'ttic coming fiscal year.
nnm offered today to resume se- 
c r e t negotiations with the 
United States and send politburo 
member Le Duc Tho back to 
Paris if the United States stops 
tombing North Vietnam and re­
sumes the regular weekly meet­
ings of the Paris peace talks.
The Associated Press said 
there seemed no livelihood that 
the United States would accept 
the offer unless. North Vietnam 
called off its offensive in South 
Vietnam. Ambassador William 
Porter, the chief U.S. delegate 
to the peace talks, said last 
week that the United States 
would itot agree to "meetings at 
gunpoi/t."
Mayor Hilbert Roth said to­
day he intends to seek federal 
Progressive Conservative nom­
ination for Okanagan-Boundary 
in the next election.
"I feel I can do more good 
for the people of Kelowna if I 
get appointed to a federal 
seat," Mayor Roth declared, ad­
mitting he had some "strong 
views and opinions" Ori the 
present government.
‘We have to be flexible enough 
to bend with change,” Mayor 
Roth said, adding he thought 
the PCs had the "best chance" 
of forming a new government. 
The present government, he 
said, was “encouraging people 
on welfare,” as opposed to a 
scheme for a "guaranteed in­
come" for the whole family. He 
reiterated he had some "strong 
opinions on what must be done."
, Mayor Roth admitted he had 
been approached by the Liberal 
party to run provincially, as 
well as the New Democratic 
Party as its federal candidate.
He said he believed the Con­
servative party was the only 
party which could defeat the 
Liberals. .
Queried about current party 
affiliations, he said he did not 
belong to "any party" but would 
“naturally” join the Conserva­
tives. He will attend a PC no­
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP) - Cana­
dian dollar, up 1-16 at 1.00 23-64 
in terms of U.S. funds. Pound 









ANKARA (Reuter) - Dr. 
Nihat Erim has resigned as 
prime minister of Turkey, it 
wart announced today, Tito 
announcement was made by 
President Cevdat Sunday, who 
said that the premier had of­
fered the resignation of his 
government and It had been 
accepted.
Ships Damaged
MOSCOW (AP)—The Soviet 
Union said today four Soviet 
merchant ships were damaged 
In tho United States bombing 
raids of the North Vietnamese 
port of Haiphong. U.S. am­
bassador Jacob 1). Beaut was 
summoned to tlic foreign min­
istry nnd handed an official 




host smorgasbord at the Jade
Palace today at 5:45 p.m., 
which will prelude a party 
nomination meeting at Elks’ 
Hall nt 8 p.m., featuring pro­
vincial leader, Derril Warren.
(Continued on Pago 3) 
■ See: ROmr
Two men were killed near 
Vernon Saturday in a flaming 
three-vehicle crash which sent 
several others to hospital.
Vernon RCMP said today a 
1964 vehicle was travelling north 
on Highway 97, two and one-half 
miles north of Vernon when it 
and a tanker truck, driven by 
William Donald Miller, 34, of 
Vernon, were in collision. The 
tanker went out of control and 
was in collision, with a pick-up 
truck driven by Thomas Ed­
ward Webb, 63. Both vehicles 
burst into flame immediately.
Miller was pulled free of the 
blazing tanker, which was half­
full of gasoline, but was pro­
nounced dead on arrival at Ver­
non Jubilee Hospital. His pas­
senger, Daniel Robert Parker, 
24, couldn’t be freed by rescuers 
and burned to death.
The driver of the pick-up 
truck was pulled free moments 
before it was engulfed in flame. 
He and his two sons were taken 
to hospital. None of the occu­
pants of the car, driven by a 
16-ycar-old juvenile, was hos­
pitalized,
RCMP are continuing an in­
vestigation into the accident.
A spectacular two-truck col­
lision Sunday morning on High­
way 97, four miles north of 
Summerland, sent two Penticton 
residents to hospital with head
Striking Douks
Are Hospitalized
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - 
Five imprisoned women mem­
bers of the Sons of Freedom 
Doukhobor sect, weakened by a 
lengthy hunger strike, have 
been'transferred to hospital.
The women,' all from British 
Columbia's West Kootenay dis­
trict, first launched their .hunger 
strike nt the? Kingston prison for 
women after arriving there In 
1071 to begin terms on arson 
convictions.
They began eating sonic solid 
foods in March after being ad­
vised by a prison official that 
they might be granted clemency 
If they stopped their protest. 
They resumed tlic hunger strike 
Inst week.
Vern Posnlckoff, 45', nqd Polly 
Chcrnoff, 53, both o( Krestova, 
B.C., were transferred to Cana­
dian Forces Hospital, Kingston, 
They arc serving three and six 
years respectively for arson 
after a blaze destroyed the 
home of Freedomlte lender Ste­
fan Sorchln In 1971.
Mary Astaforoff, 58, Tina 
Zmacff, 48, ami Mary Malakoff, 
57, were transferred to the 
prison Infirmary. They were 
convicted of arson following a 
1970 blaze which destroyed the 
, Grand Forks, B,C., home of Or-
thodox Doukhobor leader John 
Veregln. Mrs. Malakoff drew a 
four-year term and the other 
two women were sentenced to 
three years each.
Dr. Daniel Cralgen, director 
of medical services for the 
prison system, said today their 
condition is satisfactory taking 
into account the length of time 
they have been fasting."
The Sons of Freedom, a radi­
cal offshoot of tho Orthodox 
Doukhobors, plagued the West 
Kootenay district during the 
1950s and early . IMO.t with 
bombings, fires and nude dem­
onstrations. There have been 
sporadic outbursts of violence 
since.
injuries.
Summerland RCMP said the 
Penticton vehicle failed to nego­
tiate a curve and struck a 
northbound pick-up pulling a 
trailer, driven by an Alberta 
num. The Penticton truck spun 
around and ended up in the 
ditch, while the Alberta vehicle 
came to rest in the middle ol 
the road.
No names have been released. 
Police arc still trying to deter­
mine the driver of the Pentic­
ton truck. A 15-year-old youth 
and a 24-year-old man are In
satisfactory condition in hospi­
tal in Penticton.
A mishap Sunday night at the 
corner of Highway 33 arid High­
way'97 sent four people to hos­
pital with minor injuries. Kel­
owna RCMP said vehicles driv-, 
en by Terry Donald Leboe and 
Dennis Walch, both of Kelowna, 
collided causing about $2,100 
damage. The two drivers and 
two • unidentified ' passengers in 
the Walch vehicle required hos­
pital treatment.
Melvin Wannitt, of Kelowna, 
was treated and released from 
hospital after being injured 
when a car driven by Clifford 
Bennewlth, also of Kelowna, 
went out of control on Benvou- 
Un Road. Police estimated dam­
age at about $1,000,
The two Vernon deaths were 
among seven accidental deaths 
recorded In the province during 
the weekend.
A 23-ycar-old man, Brian 
Johnston, of Brocklehurst, died 
in a single-car accident Sunday 
near Kamloops.
Russell Lloyd Pflnder, 19, of 
Hope, died Sunday In hospital 
In Vancouver where he was 
taken after ri single-car crash 
about 20 miles north of Hope.
Ian McDonough, 27, of North 
Vancouver, died Sunday after 
his motorcycle went off the 
track on a hairpin curve nt 
■ Westwood Raceway In Coquit­
lam, east of Vancouver,
Georgina Forbes, 44, of Rich- 
, mond, died early Sunday after 
। falling down stairs at her home. 
। Frank Robert Mahood, 19, of 
Telle wa, died Saturday when ho 





ROME (AP)—A twin-engine 
domestic Italian airliner carry­
ing 15 passengers and a crew 
of three crashed in a heavy 
rainstorm early Sunday 50 miles 
south of Rome. Police said al 
on board were killed.
Tie plane, an F-27 Friendship 
turboprop, was en route from 
Rome toFoggls in southern 
Italy at the Hino of the crash.
Baby Bonus 
Tops Agenda
OTTAWA (CP) - After 
heady afternoon Friday with 
President Nixon and with a 
two-wcck Easter holiday only a 
memory, Parliament returns
a
thin week to the legislative 
grind.
On the Commons agenda Is 
unfinished work on a new baby 
bonqs program, to be followed 
by debate on proposed laws 
against Airline hijacking and re­
strictions on wiretapping.
'• Also on the list of legislation 
awaiting Commons acton Is n
bill to amend the federal labor 
law nnd another—discussed at 
length before Easter—to .auth tr­
ite financing for the CN R and 
Air Canada. । , ,
For Bernadette
BELFAST (CP) - Bernadette 
Devlin, 24-ycar-old firebrand 
Roman Catholic leader, and an­
other member of tho British 
Parliament were sentenced to 
six months in jail today for tak­
ing part In a Illegal parade.
Miss Devlin and the other 
MP, Frank McManus, refused 
to appear in court In Enniskillen 
and were not represented By 
lawyers.
Ticy were convicted of defy­
ing a ban on parades by joining 
a march In Ennlsklllln In Febru­
ary to protest tho deaths of 13 
civil! an a In Londonderry's 
Bloody Sunday clash with Brit­
ish paratroops.
Violence continued to plague 
Northern Ireland as British 
troop* battled snipers In tho 
streets of Beltast and London­
derry.
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Micheners Plan Coast Tour
B.C. Salmon Trailers Refuse 
To Sail As Season Starts
AROUND B.C. ’
Mayor Elected In Invermere
Gov.-Gen. and Mrs. Boland 
Michener hope to tour the Brit­
ish Columbia coast in an armed 
forces destroyer May 22 to June 
4, a Government House spokes­
man said today. Details of the 
trip have not been finalized, 
the spokesman said. But it is 
being planned because it is a 
part of Canada 'that hasn't been 
visited for some time by the 
’Governor-General.” The Mich­
eners took a similar cruise 
'along the East Coast about a 
r>year ago. '
Former federal cabinet min­
ister Judy LaMarjh Saturday 
Jnight told a conference on the 
.Canadian woman at Williams 
Lake, she would never have 
„bccn radicalized if she hadn't 
7 been in the cabinet. “I found out 
JLwhen I got there,” she said in 
‘ the keynote address, “that al­
though I had fought my way 
'there on the identical basis as 
/.'the other members I still was
t not accepted because I was a 
••woman. It became willy-nilly
JUDY LAMARSII 
. . reason radicalized
But he said he would prefer to
the practice of “zoning” water 
for various quality uses—some 
of which can't support aquatic 
life.
Pope Paul issued Saturday a 
pressing appeal for . more 
priests, monks and nuns to meet 
the important and urgent needs 
of the church and the *orld. In 
a special message to mark 
World Vocations Day, on April 
23, the Pope said: “Everybody 
can see the seriousness and ur­
gency of priestly vocations at 
the present time when the needs 
of the church and the world in­
crease while the number of 
priests . . . remain below these 
needs.” Pope Paul appealed to 
parents, teachers and priests to 
help encourage people to enter 
religious life.
The late Gen. Charles de 
Gaulle’s children, led by his 
son Rear Admiral Philippe de 
Gaulle, filed a $20,000 damage 
suit Saturday that demands 
seizure of a book containing
Gatineau. The suspect 
ing held but charges 
been laid. Gatineau 









Edgar Benson said Saturday he 
intends to ensure that Canada's 
role in the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization is maintained at 
its current level of efficiency. 
Mr. Benson said the Canadian 
government believes the organ­
ization is a deterrent to nuclear 
conflict. He was speaking to 
Wing 477, Royal Canadian Asso­
ciation, in Mount Hope, near 
Hamilton. He said German and 
British military experts con­
sider the Canadian forces com­
mitted to NATO the finest and 
most professional fighting men 
in Europe. Mr. Benson, noting 
that decisions made while he 
was finance minister had led 
to a freeze of the defence bud­
get, said he now intends to ef­
fect a budgetary thaw.
VANCOUVER (CPI—An un­
known number of salmon troll 
fishermen refused to sail when 
the spring salmon fishing sea­
son opened Saturday in a bld 
to get a first contract with 
fish processing companies. -
Spokesmen for the United 
Fishermen and Allied Workers 
Union said Sunday that “several 
hundred” trollers were on strike 
for a contract and higher prices.
They said they were being 
supported in the action, centred 
on the Gulf of Georgia, by the 
Native Brotherhood of British 
Columbia, which represents In­
dian fishermen, and the Pacific 
Trollers Association.
quotations from the late presi-
%iy responsibility to look after j thc m coinc m the form dent’s work. The family, back- 
, women. More than once I was > jntclcst.bearing loans rather cd by the Pion publishing house 
“asked ‘what do -he women 1^ ownership shares. Mr. in suing journalist Andre Pas- 
think? If I would have, asked j ^acc{onaid said “my clear pref-! seron, said it had the right to
'“the prime minister what do; ,c„ would 10 have thc keep royalties on de Gaulle’s
■ the men think, he would have c jn non. work to itself. Passeron has
”thought I was out of my mind. j j
t  i than ownership shares.
A secular state where Jews,
equity funded form—however, published a book on the presi-
, Moslems and Christians can 
Jlive peacefully is still the only 
solution to the Palestine ques­
tion, Palestine guerrilla leader 
' Yasser Arafat said in Cairo Sat­
urday. Arafat, addressing a 
'meeting of the Arab Socialist 
Union—Egypt’s sole political
• party—said the Palestinian rev- 
' elution was not against Jews 
’’ but against world Zionism which 
' Is part of international imper­
ialism.
Energy Minister Donald S. 
Macdonald says the United 
States will be a major source of 
the $50 billion in ' capital he 
estimates will be needed to de- 
. velop this country’s resources.
this involves a comoetitive mar- dent titled ‘De Gaulle 1958-69 * . S.____ ___ u QC nnffoc nnnket and attractive terms would
be needed to get the funds.
Representative Charles Vanik 
IDcm. Ohio) said Saturday that 
the phosphate level permitted 
in the newly-signed Canada- 
U.S. agreement to clean up the 
Great Lakes is twice as high as 
it should be. Vanik said the 
phosphate limit, while a reduc­
tion, “still permits twice as 
much phosphate as is proper.” 
The pact was signed in Ottawa 
Saturday by Prime Minister 
Trudeau and President Nixon. 
The Ohio congressman also said 
the agreement contains no regu­
lations governing off-shore oil 
and gas drilling and continues
of which 85 of 320 pages con-
tain quotes and extracts from 
de Gaulle’s speeches. The fam­
ily also asks a ban on the fu­
ture publication, in any form, 
of the passages cited in Pas- 
seron's book.
A hotel owner was fatally 
shot early Sunday during a dis­
turbance involving members of 
a Gatineau motorcycle gang. 
Andre Rouleau, 27, was shot 
four times after entering a 
washroom at the Capri hotel 
with one member of the gang. 
Mr. Rouleau died in hospital 
about six hours later. Two po­
lice cars arrived in time to trail 
a suspect to his home near
7
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis St.
. t
TORONTO (CP) — Prices in 
all major sectors of the Toronto 
stock market turned lower in 
mid-morning trading today 
after moving fractionally b'Sher 
in the opening minutes of trad- 
in&.
The industrial index was down 
.09 to 201.93, golds ;71 to 179.72 
base metals .15 to 97.47 and 
western oils $4 to 226.60. .
Volume by 11 a.m. was 666,000 














’ same time Friday.
. Trading resumed after a short 
delay at the opening in the 
- shares of Robinson Little. The 
; common stock was up TV- to $*5 
r while class A shares gained 11% 
' io $74%. , . .
> Chemical, industrial mining, 
4. oil refining, merchandising and 
- steel stocks registered moderate 
losses while banking, beverage, 
food processing and pipeline is- 
■ sues edged fractionally higher.
Inco was down % to $32%, 
Placer % to $39, Pan Ocean % 
‘1 to $13%, Bank of Nova Scotia ’/b 
. to $39%, Bell % to $44% and CP 








INVERMERE (CP) more money in heroin than 
there Is In fishing, they don’t 
Show much concern."
W. L.
Lake has been elected mayor 
and Gladwin Petersen aiderman, 
in a byelection called after. Hie 
Feb. 29 resignation of former 
mayor James-Warne.
, EIGHT ATTEND
duction people would have, been 
in touch with us,’* he said.
The strike coincided with a 
“tie-up” of trollers along the 
Washington and Oregon coasts, 
also seeking higher prices for 
salmon this season.
Mr. Nichol said trollers were 
faced with a price cut for fish 
by the pound and “disparities" 
in the prices paid according to 
where the fish are delivered.
The union has drawn up a 
list of proposed prices they want 
to be paid, with a base price 
for fish delivered at Vancou­
ver and differentials for fish 
delivered at other points on the 
coast, depending on how far the 









April 18th - 22nd 
COMMUNITY 
THEATRE 
Dox Office: Bank 0! B.C.
VANCOUVER (CP) - John 
Dryden, a spokesman for the 
X-Kalay Foundation, says peo­
ple in Vancouver are not very 
concerned about the drug prob­
lem. Mr. Dryden, commenting 
after a conference on drug 
abuse which was attended by 
only eight members of the 
public, said: “For people who 
are worried about there beingthem.
But Mr. Miller said he knew 
of no overtures for negotiations 
from the union and said prices 
offered tills season were normal.
Mr. Nichol said the union 
wants a price of 75 cents a 
pound for large Coho salmon— 
those weighing more than nine 
pounds—compared with an aver­
age price at Vancouver last 
year of “about 55 cents.”
The proposed price for large 
ped—or Chinook—salmon would 
be $1 a pound, compared with 
an average price of about 67 
cents last season.
“Instead of leaving it to the 
companies to set prices, we
Union secretary - treasurer 
Jack Nichol said the normally 
independent trollers want con­
tracts with the Canadian Fish­
ing Co. Ltd. and B.C. Packers 
Ltd,
Mr. Nichol said these two 
companies control most of the 
processing industry and "dictate 
prices,” and the “days of selling 
fish to the highest bidder are 
over.”
But D. F. Miller, president of 
Canadian Fishing, said he had­
n't heard about the strike until 
contacted late Sunday and had 
had no earlier indications that 
the fishermen might refuse to 
sail.
Realty




Linda Susan Collinge, 21, of 
Toronto, was brought to To­
ronto Sunday from Montreal by 
two Metropolitan Toronto po­
licemen on a warrant charging 
her with non-capital murder in 
the Dec. 28 slaying of city cab 
driver Jack Green. Miss Col­
linge faces the charges jointly 
with Thomas Otis Mosley, 38, 
who came to Toronto from Okla­
homa last September. He also 
faces charges of wounding and 
bank robbery. Green, who had 
been driving a taxi for 42 years, 
was killed in his car in the 
citys west end. He died of stab 
wound.
Scores of the fiercest men in 
central India laid down their 
rifles this weekend in what of­
ficials hope may be the begin­
ning of the end of a centuries- 
old tradition of banditry. Led by 
the country’s most wanted men, 
Mohar Singh and Madho Singh, 
the so-called Dacoits of the 
Chambal Ravines came by bus, 
by horse and by camel to sur­
render themselves to the. leader 
of an organization devoted to 
peace and nonviolence. Eighty- 
five came Saturday, prostrating 
themselves before Jayaprakash 
Narayan and kissing his feet. 
Seventy more surrendered Sun­
day.
want to negotiate differentials
"If this was something that using the Vancouvci- price as 
had an impact on us, our pro-'a base," he said.
Wall Street Responds Well 
But Keeps Eye On Vietnam
NEW YORK (AP) — The New! Thursday the Dow and other in- 
ork stock market responded to dicators showed minor losses.Y
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT, Fisher Road, subdivi­
sion, Benvoulin, Only $1,500 down, balance easy terms. 
Details from Dan Einarsson 766-2268. j
. RUTLAND — ONLY $1,600 DOWN. Immediate posscs-\ 
sion. Central location. 3 bedrooms, extra large living 
room with floor to ceiling fireplace. Newly decorated 
with new rugs throughout. Full basement, good sized 
lot Full price only $16,850, MLS. Call Gerry Tucker 
3-4400 or Fred Smith 4-4573.
ATTENTION DEVELOPERS’ Centrally located 3 bed­
room home on large lot. Zoned for apartment develop- 
. ment. Good home with great investment potential. Call
Fred Smith at 763-4400 or 764-4573. MLS.
CHECK THIS RARE Lakeshore holding today. 7 acres 
located on beautiful Okanagan Lake, 1006 feet of lake­
front. With two sheltered bays. A truly magnificent 
property featuring crystal clear water. Fantastic views 
and stately pines. To view this property now call Bill 
Juromc, your recreational land specialists at Inland 
Realty 763-4400. Low down payment and terms.
several favorable developments 
in the domestic economy this 
week, but investors kept a wary 
eye on the Communist offensive 
in Vietnam.
Wednesday proved to be the 
most active trading day, with 
volume thrusting upward to 
24.690 million shares.
The trading was spurred by a 
flow of favorable corporate 
earnings reports for the first 
quarter. By noon the Dow Jones 
average of 30 industrials was up 
8.80 points. Profit-taking set in. 
however, and the Dow finished 
with, a gain of 4.36.
The New. York Stock Ex­
change index of more than 1,300 
common stocks hit an all-time 
high of 61.42, topping the 61.27 
of Nov. 29, 1968.
Standard and Poor’s index of 
500 common stocks rose to an 
all-time high of 110.18, erasing 
the figure of 109.76 that had 
been set the day before.
There wds trading in 1,810 is­
sues, breaking the record of
Friday was little better. The in­
dicators showed slight gains and 
the trading volume was at the 
lowest point of the week,. at 
17.46 million shares.
The week’s volume on the big 
board was 99.533 million shares, 
compared with 98.810 million 
the week before. The NYSE 
index of more than 1,300 com­
mon stocks gained .20 to 61.28. 
The Associated Press 60-stock 
average was up .5 to 345.0 and 
Standard and Poor’s index of 
500 stocks gained .22 to 109.84.
The five most-active issues on 
the big board were Fannie Mae, 
up % to $24%; Republic Corp., 
ahead 2% at $7%: University 
Computing, up 3% to $24%; 
American Telephone and Tele­
graph, off Vs to $43, and Iriter-






Pac. West. Air. Pfd 39%
Metropolitan Stores 19











































Tor. Dom. Bank 33% 34
Trans Cda. Pipe 42% . 42%











































































Free-lance photographer Ger- 
ard Hebert of Montreal was in 
satisfactory condition after be­
ing treated today for wounds 
received in last week’s fighting 
for the South Vietnamese pro­
vincial capital of An Loc. He 
was on assignment for United 
Press International news agen­
cy. A UP I spokesman said He­
bert was hit in the right should- 
der April 13 by an AK-47 rifle 
bullet, and in the left shoulder 
by a piece of shrapnel.
national Telephone and Tele­
' VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
xvere mixed in active trading as 
’ the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
'reported a first-hour volume of 
1,898,672 shares.
In the industrials, Interna­
tional Visual was down .05 at 
$3.35 after trading 17,100 shares.
In the oils, Albany Oil was 
■ off ,07 at. .68 on a turnover of 
13.700 shares.
‘ In the mines, Alice Lake was 




(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
White Pass & Yuk. 13% 
Woodwards “A” .28% 
MINES
Bethlehem Copper ?2 
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Alberta Gas Trunk 54
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Harding Carpets . 
Home Oil "A" 













































































































































By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Scarsdale, N.Y.—Dorothy Dal­
ton, 78, auburn-haired star of 
the silent screen and wife of the 
late producer Arthur Hammer­
stein. .
Madison, Wis.—Leo T. Crow­
ley, 83, the first chairman of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp., and a member of Presi­
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt's ex­
panded wartime cabinet.
Yokohama, Japan—Yasunari 
Kawabati, 72, a Nobel Prize 
winning novelist, by suicide in 
his workroom in an apartment 
building near Yokohama.
Frankfurt—-Otto Brenner, 
president of the giant West Ger­
man metal-workers’ union, IG 
Metal, after he was admitted to
hospital two weeks ago with an 
acute circulatory ailment. |
1,797 set last Monday.
Analysts said the market has 
been Influenced by profit-taking 
and has found some resistance 
as it tries to reach the 975-level.
“For the market to move up 
we think a more extended base­
building phase is needed,” one 
analyst said. “The market has 
good support in the 945-950 
area.”
STARTED SLOWLY
The market got off to a slow 
start Monday. Coming off a 
21.90-point jump in the Dow av­
erage the previous week, it met 
with profit-taking and lost 4.52 
points.
There was an early lag Tues­
day but then reports of higher 
retail sales and first-quarter 
earnings produced a steady, 
dogged climb. The Dow gained 
4.52 points.
After Wednesday’s robust ses­
sion, there was a letdown. On
graph, down 2% to $55%.
The five most active stocks on 
the American Stock Exchange 
were Asamera Oil, off % to 
$21%; Phoenix Steel, ahead 1% 
to $5%: Teleprompter, down 1% 
to $34%pSTP Corp., down 4% to 
$19%, and United Foods, up % 





12 noon to 2 p.m. 1 qq 
“Always Good” .... 1*7 7
1405 Harvey Ave. 
Phone 762-0789
I CALENDAR OF I
I COMING EVENTS |
The following space fa now available every Monday 
for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to inform the public of their coining 
events. There is no charge for this service but they 
must be brief and to the point. ,
Any of the above organizations wishing to use this 
space, must either bring In their copy or phone it to 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning in ask . 




















Panocean 13 ‘Zt 13% Conoco .30 .35
Peyto 2,10 2,15 Darkhawk 2.70 2.75
Ranger 19'i 19% Kelver .35 .45
Scurry Rainbow 16:% 16% Morocco .11 .15
Sunningdalo Oil 3,65 3,70 Rayorc .47 .58
United Cimtio 5.15 5.25 .Shnsln . .50
Voyngeur 4,01) 4.85 Solomon 1,20 1.30
Westconst Pro, Ltd. 9% 9% West, Sid., Silver .10
Western Decalta 5,80 5,90 White Rivpr .57 .00
FUNDS
Rochelle,HL—O. J. Caron, 85, 
a native of Quebec City and a 
textile pioneer who built a small 
yarn company founded with bor­
rowed money into an interna- 
liohal industry, Caron Interna­
tional Co.
Stratford, Ont.—Mr, Justice J. 
Maurice King, 65, of the Ontario 
Supreme Court, after collapsing 
while delivering a speech in the 
Stratford Festival Theatre,
West Palm Beach, Fla.— 
Louis Robert Pcrlni, 68, former 
owner of the old Boston Braves 




Inland Natural Gas 16'» \ 16%
Int’l Nickel 32% I'”"
Int’l UUlitics 18"i
Interprov. Pipe 32







PETER FONDA — WARREN OATS — VERNA BLOOM
“THE HIRED HAND” Adult Ent.
PLUS Clint Eastwood “THE BEGUILED”











Balrii Forest Pnxl. 10% 11
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MOSCOW (Reuter) A rare 
mine r'a 1, pandalt, containing 
eight per cent barium oxide, 
has been discovered within the 
crater of an ancient volcano on 
(he western slope of the Ural 
Mountains. The mineral had 
previously been found only in 
Africa and South America, Bar­
ium and Its compounds are used 
In the automotive and chemical 
Industries, medicine and agri­
culture.
OPENING TONIGHT 
FOR ONE BIG WEEK
GUIDE
TONIGHT AND TUESDAY
















5 courses, salad and 










Evenings 7 and 9 p.m.
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day1 at 
Ml BeimnJ Ave. 762-3111
Shapes That Cool 
Guys Go For 
Aviator and. wire - frames 
. , . fop shapes arc here. 
}»cc them.
For expert flttlngn seo 
Wayne II. Keuhl
LONDON OPTICAL 
438 Lawrenro Th. 2-151(1
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave, Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407Phone 762-0515
“NOTED FOR FINE FOODS”
a LOTUS
TUESDAY
Kelowna chapter of Barber­
shoppers (SPEBSQSA) will 
hold a meeting at 8 p.m. in 
Raymer Elementary. All men 
interested- are invited to at­
tend.
Rummage sale, by Phyllis 
Brunton group of First Bap­
tist Church, 2:30 p.m. at' 
Women’s Institute Hall, Law­
rence Avenue.
WEDNESDAY
Rummage sale, Anglican 
Hall, Sutherland Avenue, at 
2 p.m. Sponsored by St, 
Mary's Guild.
Nnvy League Ladies’ Auxili­
ary rummage sale and ba­
zaar, St. Joseph's hall, Suth­
erland, 2 to 4 p.m. Bazaar 
will open at 6:30 p,m.
Rummage sale by St. An­
drews Guild, Community 
Hull, OK Mission at 2 p.m.
Bingo at the Legion Hall, 
corner of Leon and Ellis ‘ 
Street, 8 p.m.
Spnghctll dinner, cafeteria of 
KSS from fl to 7:30 p.m. Pro­
ceeds to grad class for grad­
uation gowns. Tickets avail­
able nt Dycks Drug store or 
phono Karen Ward, 3-4717 
and / Angelica Schuckr, 
4-4077.
WEDNESDAY, CONT’D.
Spring tea and bazaar, 3:30 
to 4:30 in Centennial Hall.
Prospective Sweet Adelines 
of Kelowna invite all women 
who would like to learn to 
sing four-part harmony to 
their meetings, at 7:30 p.m. 
Bankhead Elementary School 
music ’’oom, Wilson Aven”'’.
FRIDAY
First Kelowna rangers, as­
sisted by venturers, scouts, 
guides, cubs and brownies of 
Kelowna, Rutland and West- 
bank plan n night of family 
fun, <1:30 to 9 p.m. In Cen- 1 
tonnlal Hall. |
SATURDAY
A walkathon will be held by 
Peachland Riding Club at 10 
a.in. starting from Peach­
land Elementary School.
Immaculate Conception CW 
arc holding a rummage sail 
10 a.in. to 2 p.m. In St. Jos, 
cph's Hall, Sutherland. Cof­
fee and doughnuts available.
Bingo In St. Joseph'ri Hall, 
863 Sutherland Ave,, 8 p.m, 
Sponsored, by the Knights of 
Columbus,
St, Margaret's Anglican 
Church Guild will hold a 
spring lea In the Parish Hull, 
2 p.m.
SUNDAY
Fastball game, Rovers vs, 
Willows, Kinga Stadium, 
game time fl p.m.
In Kelowna more and 
more people are turning 
to their local dairy, 
NOCA Dairy. Their milk 
, is^produccd, and delivered 
locally by local citizens 
who earn their livelihood 
locally and whose corn- , 
ings enter the sales chan­
nels of local economy. .. 
Yes, locally produced 

























People driving past the site 
; of the new senior citizens' ac-. 
>; tivity centre Saturday after- 
\ noon thought a serious acci- 
, dent had occurred. But it 
■ was only the Okanagan Tele-
‘ phone safety and first aid 
j team competition. An impair- 
’ ed driver was supposed to 
‘ have driven a small truck
V J)
MARINA APPROVAL EXPECTED 
ACCORDING TO CHIEF NOLL
Plans for a $1.5 million marina on Indian land at West­
bank are expected to be cleared by federal officials by the 
end of the month, it has been announced.
Robert Hebenton of Calgary is planning the marina on 
land belonging to Westbank Indian Band. Chief Noll Derrik- 
san has been dickering with federal authorities for two years 
on the matter. He blames them for holding up the work.
Peter Clark, supervisor of lands in the federal Indian af­
fairs office at Vancouver, said the project has been delayed 
because of confusion about the status of the land. However, 
legal officials are checking documents, and it is hoped this 
will be finished soon. .
Chief Derriksan says Mr. Hebenton has spent about 
$20,000 preparing for the project.
The marina is part of a general plan to develop the re­
serve, which has 130 residents. The chief envisages an 18- 
hole golf course on 150 acres. A water system costing about 
$125,000 would be needed.
Gopher Killing Machines 
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KELOWNA-RUTLAND
Page 3
Passports And Border Patrol 
May Be Way Of Settling Feud
Not allowing Rutland people 
to use Kelowna facilities, or 
vice-versa, was suggested to­
day as a means of settling the 
dispute that appears to be 
brewing between the two com­
munities. '
Mrs. Birt Showier, secretary 
of Rutland Cnamber of Com­
merce, was commenting on a 
letter from Kelowna Mayor 
Hilbert Roth. His letter was in 
reply to one sent by Mrs. Show­
ier on behalf of the chamber in 
answer to comments about 
Rutland made by The mayor 
and other council members.
At its last general meeting, 
the chamber decided to let the 
matter die. Mrs. Showier said 
she and president Fred Stevens 
were to meet this afternoon to 
discuss the latest communicat­
ion.
“We’re getting right down to 
basics now,” Mrs. Showier
favor of Rutland incorporating. 
Two votes were held on the is­
sue about 20 years ago, but 
neither succeeded.
ROTH
ed. One man is. being loaded 
into the fire department am­
bulance, while the other is 
already in the vehicle. Below, 
Ron Robey, in charge of con­
struction and engineering for 
the telephone company, pre­
sents the challenge trophy to 
Roy Le Clair, captain of the 
Cranbrook team. Vernon won
through a barricade, knock- the Okanagan trophy. The 
activity centre is being con-H ing a scaffold down and in- 
’ juring two men. A child was structed by the city, and is
knocked off a bicycle while expected to be ready in the 
summer. (Courier photo).’1 these men were being treat-
IWAChiefBlasts
J Remarks By IFLRA
Gophers beware.
An agreement has been, sign­
ed whereby operation of sev­
eral pocket gopher burrow 
building machines will be as­
sumed by the British Columbia 
Fruit Growers Association dur­
ing 1972
Cyril Shelford, Minister of 
Agriculture, announced recent­
ly that an agreement has been 
signed between the British Co­
lumbia Department of Agricul­
ture and the BCFGA.
The pocket gopher burrow 
building machines hitch on to 
the back of a tractor, much like 
a plough and drill, and digs 
underground. A, tube on the 
machine deposits poison under­
ground, and that is the end of 
any unwary gopher.
The poison bait comes in a
plastic bag', and is meant
Possibility
Lake Draining To Minimum 
To Handle Expected Runoff
Snow courses at Mission 
Creek, Summerland reservoir 
and Trout Creek have the high­
est water equivalent to April 1 
in 32 years of readings.
A report from the provincial 
water resources service depart­
ment indicates the Okanagan 
River Basin snowpack is 
"above average” at lower ele­
vations and maximum or near 
maximum at higher levels.
The report says Okanagan 
Lake has recorded its “highest” 
March inflow since 1944 due to 
low elevation melt and above 
normal precipitation during 
March. Inflow for that month 
was 47,500 acre-feet, compared 
with a previous high of 32,000 
acre-feet set in 1956.
Similarly, the Similkameen 
River Basin also had a record 
high April 1 watershed snow-
with alternate short periods ot 
warming and cooling, would 
produce "much lower stages."
With a normal forecast period 
from April to July, predicted 
Okanagan Lake inflow is 550,000 
acre-feet, compared with an 
average of 333,000 acre-feet and 
a maximum of 604,000 acre- 
feet which occurred in 1948. Ac­
cording to the Okanagan Basin 
Water Board, Okanagan Lake 
will be at its lowest permitted 
elevation level of 1,120 feet in 
the next two or three weeks. 
The lake lowering is prepara­
tory to the “huge” spring runoff 
peaks expected in early May 
when the lake begins rising 
again.
Scientists have increased
(Continued from Page 1)
with courses at both low 
and wgh elevations reporting
dent, Harris McLean, who willbe chairman of the meeting. LuOlUMiekS°Wi,,Or riv®r..at
No date has been set for the stahon
Tory nominating convention for l? P.re<bc^e^ acre"
the federal seat. Besides the a recor^ s™ce 
mayor, only one other, former ■ e a^s future wea- 
Cariboo MP Bert Leboe, has wdl determine the melting 
stated.publicly he would seek factor of sn°w packs on both 
nomination for the Conserva- basins and a raP'd and sustain- 
tives. Mr. Lebod1 now lives in ed melt “could push tributary 
Peachland. and main channel stages to
commented. “Apparently there 
is no way to satisfy the man.”
Mrs. Showier pointed out 
people from the entire region 
use Kelowna facilities, and Ke­
lowna people use facilities in 
other parts of the region.
“Directors of the Regional 
District of Central Okanagan 
may have comments on gar­
bage costs,” she said, referring 
to the fact the district uses city 
disposal facilities.
The mayor has challenged 
the chamber to discuss incor­
poration at a public meeting, 
and invite B.C. municipal af­
fairs minister Dan Campbell, 
who has expressed himself in
to 
isdestroy any varmit who 
caught gnawing at the roots of
However, Mr. Doak said there flood levels." Controlled melt, 
was a possibility of up to 10
water flow through the Pentic­
ton floodgates from 1,200 cubic 
feet per second to 1,500, which 
is “expected to be maintained 
until the lake level drops to its 
minimum.
The lake is currently about 
three inches above its permit­
ted minimum, board secretary­
manager, William Parchomchuk 
said, adding although the lake 
will be brought down for the 
heavy spring runoff predicted 
by provincial scientists, the 
level is still expected to bring 
summertime water lapping 
"right up to and over some 
beach levels.”
I! IWA vice-president Wyman 
• Trineer has levelled a verbal 
'blast at Michael Davison of the 
l Interior Forest Labor Relations 
.Association for statements he 
Imade Friday concerning IWA- 
r ILFRA contract negotiations.
I, Trlneer, head of the union’s 
I-southern interior negotiating 
r committee said today, “If Davl- 
tsqn wants to negotiate, he can 
I find more constructive things to 
| do than denounce us in the 
|press. It he thinks the union’s 
[demands are completely unman- 
j ageable, he could, tell us what 
I he thinks would be manage- 
I able, then we could proceed 
■ from there."
H ‘‘It would also help if he got 
■his facts straight," said Mr. 
■ Trincer, who took exception to 
■ a statement by Mr. Davison 
■ that woodworkers in the south- 
Bern Interior have surpassed 
■ wage parity with their countcr- 
■ parts in the United States.
"Southern Interior rates





The BCFGA has asked vari­
ous districts to co-operate and 
make available the machine in 
their area, so all agricultural 
producers may borrow the ma­
chines on a rental basis plus 
charge for bait.
Ten machines together with 
gopher bait are now located in 
Vernon, at the Vernon Fruit 
Union; Winfield, at the same 
place; Rutland, KGE packing 
house; Westbank, at Westbank 
Orchard; Kelowna at South and 
East Irrigation Office. Mach­
ines are also available in Sum­
merland, Penticton, Keremeos, 
Oliver, and Creston.
Negotiations are in progress 
to place other burrow builder 
machines in other areas re­
quiring such service.
ging and 20 cents in sawmilling. 
Only our. plywood rates arc 
close.”
“Davison says he's trying to 
be rational," says Mr. Trin- 
ecr," but he will never suceed 
by taking lessons from John 
Billings of the coast employers’ 
association, as he is apparent­
ly now doing."
“The way for him to be ration­
al is to silt down, work out what 
he thinks is a rational counter­
proposal, then convey it to the 
IWA negotiating committee. 
That's what they call negotiat­
ing."
HEARD
Members of the Capri East 
Rotary Club, their wives and 
guests attended a bowlerama 
Saturday night at the Valley 
Lanes in Rutland. A smorgas- 
board supper was served to 
about 90 people. Under A. A. 
Blackford, the event was held 




. Funeral service will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance, Wednesday, at 1:30 
p.m. for Philip Joseph Trottier, 
69, of 831 Coronation Ave., who 
died Friday.
Surviving Mr. Trottipr are his 
wife, Bella; one daughter; Mrs; 
Gordon (Joyce) Benson, in
Adventurer
To Speak
John Hasell, executive direc­
tor of Outward Bound in Can­
ada, will be the featured guest 
speaker at the annual general 
meeting of the Okanagan Simil­
kameen Parks Society, Tuesday 
at Penticton.
Mr. Hasell will address the 
meeting on the concept of Out­
ward Bound, illustrated with 
colored slides. The guest speak­
er is described as an accomp­
lished sailor, flyer, underwater 
explorer and mountaineer. He 
has participated in a number 
of Himalayan and other high 
altitude expeditions which re­
sulted in membership with the 
Royal Geographic Society.
Mr. Hasell conducted the Out­
ward Bound army school in 
Britain from 1962 to 1964, and, 
in 1969, founded the first Out­
ward Bound school In Canada 
at Keremeos;
Other business at the meet­
ing will Include a review of last 
year’s work and election of of­
ficers, as well as discussion on 
the activities of the Okanagan- 
Similkamecn Parks Society.
IN COURT
persons seeking the federal rid­
ing nomination including the 
mayor and Mr. Leboe.
The successful Tory nominee 
will contest the Okanagan- 
Boundanr .seat against Liberal I Mr. Parchomchuk said once 
Bruce Howard and NDP candi-1 the low water level is reached, 
date Brian McIver. Mr. Doak, I lakeside property owners should 
himself, if successful today, will take the opportunity for beach 
^°UturOkA’ b°at landing repairs before 
caSBennettmSt Premier W* Al the water begins to rise again. 
— ■ Generally, throughout the pro­
vince, “double" the normal 
quota of March precipitation 
I fell at most Valley locations, 
I with a “significant" proportion 
falling as rain, the report’ 
notes.
I At higher elevations, the
Can Clean Up The Beaches
the Okanagan Basin this year 


























aobve normal precipitation in- 
enn « • u I creased the water equivalent of 
m ™ rtre the already above to weU above 
nf cinnfni* Afitirtn I Of H UlOnth ago.
Tuesdav°afrSfhpr Vinal t ’ I The government agency says 
y a tocal Legion I yayey temperatures were “be-1 
' llow normal" in the first and
Founder of the Vancouver I final weeks of March, however 
based organization and former I warm air blanketed the pro­
Vancouver mayor, Thomas Ais-1 vince for most of the second 
bury, is scheduled to address I and third weeks, resulting in 
the 2 p.m. meeting on the sub- freezing levels close to or above 
ject of increased pensions from the 5J)00-foot level.
the current $80 a month to a During the warm spell, con- 
proposed $150. I siderable low. elevation melt oc-






















21.8Middle Esperon 4,700 19.2
Brenda Mine 4,800 20.9 17
Bouleau Creek 5,000 15.8 15.8
New Penticton 5,225 13.8 9.9
Vpper Esperon 5,400 22.1 26.5
[sintok Lake 5,510 16.7 9.5
Mutton No. 1 5,700 24.9 18.4
Mission Creek 5,850 26.2 25.1
Graystoke 5,950 28.5 32.6
Mount Kobau. 5,950 17.4 16.8
Mutton No. 2 6,000 23 20.6
White Rocks 6,000 33.6 34.1
Silver Star 6,050 41 34.8
Big White 5,500 23.7 20.9
PEEPING GEORGE 
teND HIS KITE 
Bkelowna's world champion 
•*Vvnter skier Saturday attempt­
ed the ultimate exercise in 
[ Operation Hughes Watch— 
and lost out to a 25 m.p.h. 
wind.
George Athans, 19, sailed on 
I n kite to within 500 yards of 
I Howard Hughes’ waterfront 
[ hotel suite, In Vancouver, but 
I fulled to catch a glimpse ot 
I the billionaire recluse.
I He hung below a flimsy ahi- 
I nd num and dacron kite und 
I was pulled by a highspeed 
| motor boat ns he made two
Gordon Raymer Ritchie, of 
Kelowna, was fined $250 and 
prohibited from driving for one 
month, after pleading guilty to 
a charge of refusing to provide 
a sample of his breath for ana­
lysts,
Daniel South, of Kelowna, 
was fined $200 and prohibited 
from driving for one month, af­
ter pleading guilty to driving 
with a l|lood-alcohol level ex­
ceeding .08 per cent,
Cold rehearsals arc the order 
of the day for members of the 
Kelowna Little Theatre play Bus 
Stop. The furnace has not been 
connected in the old forestry 
building nt Ellis Street and Cle­
ment Avenue, used for rehears­
als by KLT and Kclownn Musi­
cal Productions. The iilay will 
be presented May 13 at Okana­
gan Mission Community Hall, 
and May 17-19 at St. Joseph's 
Hall, Sutherland Avcpuc. Since 
It deals with a bus that has been 
stopped because of a storm, the 
cast feel nt home In their over­
coats.
Texas; three grandchildren, 
Garry Roper in Calgary, Shirley 
Roper in Edmonton, Sandra 
Roper in Texas;’ one great 
grandson, Sean Roper; one 
brother, and two sisters, Henry 
Trottier, Mrs. Jerry (Alice) Lee 
and Mrs. Ole (Agnes) Johnson, 
all In Edmonton.
Rev. R. S. Leitch will conduct 
the service. Burial will be in 
the Garden of Devotion in Lake­
view Memorial Park.
tries at lighting 
whose suite is on 





the kite to tho boat shopped 
on tho first run, dumping 
Athans into the harbor’s chilly 
water.
I On the secopd try, he battled 
strong winds and managed to 
steer the kite hi for a bird's 
eye view of tho tower, lluglujs’ 
curtains remained shut.
I' The kite had n wingspan of 
114 feet, nnd Atlinns ased wa­
iter skis to uke-off. Ue reach- 
led an estimated altitude of 
pro feet on his flrht attempt 
Lud 700 feet on his sceopd, 
I He wua n gold medal at the 
■World water skiing champion­
ships In Spam last year and 
Is an cx|>ericncc(i Idie-fljer.
Thomas Lawrence Larson, of 
Kelowna, was fihed $100 and 
prohibited from driving for six 
months, after he pleaded guilty 
to a charge of driving \vhile 
under suspension. The accused 
was fined a further S1C0 for 
driving without due care and 
attention,
Melva Ann Fauth, of Kel­
owna, was fined $200 for refus­
ing to provide n sample of her 
brciith for analysis nnd fined n 
further 5300 and prohibited 
from driving for one month 
after pleading guilty to a 
charge of impaired driving.
Bill Rother, of Kelowna, was 
fined $25 for being a minor in 
possession of liquor. He was 
discovered by police April fl 
with a bottle < of beer In his 
pocket.
Carlo Edward Borgnetth, of 
Kclownn, was remanded with­
out plea to May 10, charged 
with (hMsesslon of marijuana.
Irwin Taylor, assistant pro nt 
the Kclownn Golf and Country 
Club for the past two seasons, 
will leave Thursday to take the 
position of head pro nt Hazel- 
mere Golf Club, near White 
Rock and the United States 
border. Mr. Taylor, Joined the 
Kelowna club In 1009, after 
spending 10 years ns assistant 
pro for the Marine Drive Golf 
Club on the coast. The club will 
hold n nine-hole tournament nnd 
follow with n smorgasbord in 




Funeral service will be held 
from the Garden Chapel, Tues­
day, at 2 p.m. for Ruby Grace 
Mundy, 84, of 1450 Suthcrlanc 
Ave., who died April 8.
Mrs. Mundy was born In Eng­
land, and as a young lady, when 
the first wav started, enlisted 
In the Women’s Auxiliary Army 
Corps. 'After the war she came 
to Canada.
Sho was predeceased by her 
husband Vern Mundy. Her only 
sister, Mrs. Ethel Potter, died 
March 21, 1972.
Rev. R. C. Biifitcdo will offici­
ate. Burial will follow In veteran 
section of the Lakeview Mem­
orial Park cemetery,
Traffic waa blocked Sunday 
afternoon on Highway 33 near 
Rutland when small objects fell 
off a pickup truck. Two men on 
their hands and knec.i In the 
middle of the road plcklmi them 
up attracted the attention of 
passing motorists. •
Kelowna Theatre Players are 
having better lutk on sales of 
tickets for Oklahoma than Kel­
owna Musical Productions did 
for The Music Man Ihsiymonth. 
There are only a few \ tickets 
left for the KTP production 
Tuesday to Saturday nights nt 
the Kelowna Community The­
atre. Pox office is at the Bank 
of British Columbia,
.Sunny
Sun was forecast for today 
and Tuesday with warmer tem­
peratures, The high Tuesday 
will bo in the upper 50n. The 
high nnd low in the city Satur- 
day was 53 nnd 37 degrees w|th 
a truce of precipitation, com­
pared Io a cool 49 md 29 with 
a trace for the city Sunday. The 
high nnd low, nt the airport Sat­
urday was n mild 55 mid 39 de­
grees with n trncc of prccipltn- 
tion\ comporcd to 17 and 27 with 
a trace for the mi;*orl on Sun­
day.
Rev. Donald Kidd; will hope- level snowpark and subsequent- 
fully attract attendance of Ok- ly increase the streamflow, 
anagan - Boundary MP, Bruce Relative to the expected 
Howard, although this has not heavy snowpack melt, some 
been confirmed as yet by local $12,000 in dike and rock work 
organizers, Mr. Howard has has been done around Kere- 
stated the proposed pension in- meos under a cost-sharing plan 
crease is too high, with the provincial government
Mr. Alsbury is expected to which pays 75 per cent of the 
arrive in the city about 9:05 cost- The plan is available to 
a.m., Tuesday, and another municipalities for protection of 
purpose for his visit might be boundaries.
to help organize a local branch Provincial assistance was 
of PFAN. The organization cur- spurred by the Regional Dis- 
rently has about 45,000 mem- trict of Okanagan-Similkameen 
bers across Canada. which earlier this year express-
—:----- —--------- ---------- --------- - ed concern for possible flooding
WAIT FOR PHONE I Keremcos-Cawston dis­
tricts due to the heavy snow- 
South Africa has a waiting list pack melt potential.
of 121,500 applicants for tele-1 The following is a list of 
phone service, an increase of I water equivalent reading in 
29,600 over 1971, । inches at various locations in
ft.
fw& E LOW N A-ORCH A R D Cl ff
i
SAiMi#, erl'iAndy t hii,In
Wtlf), Foth*>' Ihntiileiy flfUbli'.Ue 
'(hii Or*t pmnaaeM'(.‘UhdU 
muiton Mi the mninls.ad m’ KlrinM., 
;C<>iu»ihh. Her*- ha b»H| Ilie f)6( 
ami ph. nt cd tlx Grit fruit 
.tree# in tbr viMlimu In'tiirior.
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The scenic landscape of
Okanagan Lake Is enjoyed by 
Kelowna Chamber of Com­
merce presdent, David Chap- 
plan, second right, and Mayor 
H illicit Roth, extreme right. 













Mipor damage to a shed at I 
rear of 1634 Richter St., result- I 
ed from a blaze at 12:45 p.m., I 
Sunday which began from ad­
jacent burning , garbage. The 
Kelowna Fire Department also 1 
answered a summons to 581 
Birch Ave., Saturday at 1:25 
p.m., which turned out to be. a ‘ 
burning complaint. No damage 
was reported.
MAN SHOT
Edward Fletchner, 609 Burne 
Ave., was hospitalized Sunday 
after a handgun apparently 
discharged as he was cleaning 
it. Police, who are investigating 
the incident, describe the man's 









explored Inst week by Mayor 
Roth and chamber executives 
Including Jack Gordon an<l 
Douglas Macljachlnn, Ex­
treme left gnd second left re­
spectively, as part of Cham-l 
ber of Commerce Week which \
bcgin$ today. The historical 
site explains the beginning of 
Kclowqa, near which Father 
Pandoay established the Cath­
olic Father's first permanent 
miKslon as well ns the first 
school. Father Pnndosy also
planted the first fruit 
which grew Into a major in­
trees
dustry In the Okanagan, Tho 
sign also tells the tourist the 
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SHOULD IT LO6E A CLMf ORAN 
IHI.SIMPWGWAWTNER A
Stone Mountain Excursion
This Week Is Set Aside 
For Chambers In Canada
This is “Chamber of Commerce 
Week” and the eyes of Canadians will 
be focused, on the chamber of com­
merce movement in Canada. This 
week has been set aside to bring a, 
greater understanding and apprecia­
tion at the local level of the role of 
the chamber of commerce movement 
in developing a sense of citizenship 
responsibility and in building fine 
Canadian communities for the nation-
al good.
Wc owe it to ourself and to our 
community to know what the cham­
ber is doing here in Kelowna.
Most progressive communities in 
Canada have a chamber of commerce 
or board of trade. Although there is 
some variation in structure, methods 
and activities of these community or­
ganizations, they follow a pattern suf­
ficiently uniform to justify their an­
alysis as a significant factor in Can­
ada’s democratic system. An . excel­
lent textbook type definition of a 
chamber of commerce (board of 
trade) is: "A voluntary organization 
established to promote civic, commer­
cial, industrial and agricultural pro­
gress of the community and district 
which it serves and to work for sound 
legislation and efficient administra­
tion at the community, provincial and 
federal levels of government.”
With specific reference to its func­
tion in community life, a chamber of 
commerce or board of trade might 
broadly be defined as: People work­
ing together, to make their commun­
ity a better place in which to live and 
make a living.
The Kelowna chamber, now in its 
66th year has always been very ac- 
. tive. It has sound leadership and 
management and keeps the commun­
ity well-informed of its actions.
There are 400 member firms with 
a full-time manager and office staff 
and in the summer months they hire 
part-time staff.
The proposed budget this year, sub­
ject to city approval is $38,000. Last 
year’s budget, was $33,500. Although 
there is no money in the budget this 
I year for conventions, the chamber 
1 will continue to assist in bringing con- 
I ventions to Kelowna.
The Kelowna chamber endeavors to 
attract new blood and ideas into the 
group. They are continually on the 
lookout throughout the world to at­
tract new industry to locate in the 
Kelowna area.
Tiicy arc also involved in provin­
cial and federal matters. They work 
with provincial chambers to co­
ordinate policy views and then pre­
sent them to the government.
/ Expanding the three • elements of 
that simple definition gives an action 
picture of boards and chambers:
PEOPLE: Bankers, lawyers, manu-. 
facturers, doctors, advertisers, clergy­
men, teachers, retailers, wholesalers, 
salesmen, business and professional 
. men and women who share a common 
interest and pride in their “home 
town” in what it is, and especially in 
what it is to be.
WORKING TOGETHER: Meet­
ing as a group or as committees, an­
alyzing problems, proposing solu­
tions, initiating discussions, examin­
ing related facts, acting in accordance 
with the expressed will of the major­
ity, making mistakes sometimes, but 
constantly striving to improve busi­
ness and build a better community.
TO MAKE THEIR COMMUNITY 
a better place' in which in live and 
make a living. A safer, cleaner, more 
beautiful place; a place where bus­
inessman, farmer, industrialist and
1
•8'
Just One Of Apollo s< Tasks
W3
J&M CAWUE.f«8»' 
A CANADIAN WHO WE A 
COMK! OPERA UNIFORM
‘ THE OUTLET OF Ute AMERICAN
CIVIL WAR SEVERAL NORTHERN 
REGIMENTS OF INFANTRY WORE 
UNIFORMS PATTERNED AFTER 
THOSE OF ALGERIAN BERBERS 
OF THE FRENCH ARMY- 
MANtf CANADIANS FOUGHT 
for hiehord/ern cause* 
SEVERAL, IIKECANTUE 
WERE EARW RECRUITS 








OTTAWA — Hazen Robert 
Argue is one of those Canadian 
political figures who have it 
made. He belongs to that exclu­
sive club called the Senate and 
will continue to draw his com­
fortable salary and expense ac­
count until age 75, unless he 
, retires or dies before that. He is 
only 51 but has been a member 
of the Upper House of Parlia­
ment for more than six years. .
But, despite having attained 
this comfortable niche in life—a 
goal of so many of our politi­
cians—Senator Argue frequently
educator acknowledge a mutual de­
pendency which, because it is under­
stood and acknowledged, is a chal­
lenge to each and a source of pride, 
a place where the industrialist finds 
a promising site, the tourist a vaca­
tion dreamland, the visitor a sure and
gives the impression that his 
heart really belongs in the other
place, the House of Commons. Hees.”
Not, of course, that there is any 
chance of him giving up his 
present appointment for the un­
certain wars of representative 
politicial activity. After all, he 
had a hectic time of it after he
friendly answer to his question, and
the neighbor finds ... a neighbor; a string of electoral successes and 
place that is concerned about pro-
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP) 
— Apollo 16 astronauts John W, 
Young and Charles M. Duke Jr.' 
plan to drive their modn buggy 
more than 700 feet up the side 
of a mountain this week in their 
quest for proof of lunar volcan­
oes.
. The excursion up Stone Moun­
tain is scheduled foi* the second 
of three explorations on the sur­
face during a record 73-hour 
visit. Each trip outside the land­
ing craft is to last seven hours.-
Young and Duke are to at­
tempt man’s'first landing in the 
mountainous highlands on the 
Apollo 16 mission. Most scien-
tistis. expect them to find evi­
dence of ancient tolcanic ac­
tion.
The touchdown point is a wide 
plateau nestled among several 
mountain ranges near the cra­
ter Descartes. It is the highest 
topographical region on the 
front side of the moon. 18,000 
feet above the Apollo 11 site,
actly why an appointed Senator 
should worry about election 
dates is not altogether clear un­
less, as I suggested earlier, Sen­
ator Argue’s heart and mind 
are still really in the green 
chamber, rather than the red 
one.
lie is happy to point out that 
George Hees promised to eat 
his hat if the election wasn't 
called last fall. He notes that 
Stanley Knowles has drawn up 
the chain of events which will 
lead to an election this Juhe. At 
this point. Senator Argue states 
quite flatly. “I think Mr. 
Knowles is as wrong as was Mr.
Which goes to prove that 
everyone is entitled to his own 
opinion—even Senators. But Mr. 
Argue goes further. He says he 
is positive there will not be an
__ __ . _______ election in June, because he 
Was first elected to the Com- takes Prime Minister Trudeau’s 
mons in 1945. He did have a denials of a June date at their
even led the CCF party until
thrown out by the crash of a kinds of materials arc dlstribu- 
large meteor. ted in a radial direcUon away .
"They plan to spend two from the crater.
hours in the vicinity of North Young and Duke feel they 
Ray,; at stations 11, 12 and 13,” have a good chance of finding 
Phinney reported. "The crater the first definite evidence of
"
has a series of benches in it, six dormant volcanoes on the moon, 
or seven benches, which is ap- It would solve a centurlcs-old 
patently associated with layers, debate on whether all of the 
At the bottom there is a fairly 
thick light-colored layer, and it 
is hoped that by photography of 
various types and by visual ob-, 
servations that we can collect
which is just 150 miles away in 
the Sea of Tranquility.
Photographs a n d scientific 
data obtained from orbit indi­
cate two different volcanic 
events occurred near the Apollo 
16 site, perhaps • four billion 
years ago before the moon be­
came a relatively dead body. 
Lunar geologists feel one event 
created the Cayley Formation, 
covering seven per cent of the 
moon’s visible face, and the 
other resulted in the Descartes 
Formation, which comprises 4.3 
per cent.
Cayley consists of relatively 
smooth, undulating terrain and 
is believed to have been caused 
by a fluid lava flow. Descartes 
Is mountainous and is believed 
to have been formed by a vis­
cous lava flow.
LAND ON THURSDAY
Four hours after they land on 
Thursday, Young and Duke are 
to step to the surface for the 
first exploration.
After assembling their four- 
wheel moon car and setting up 
a nuclear-powered science sta­
tion, they are to drive one mile 
across the Cayley Formation to 
two craters they have nick­
named Spook and Flag.
specimens on the rim of the 
crater to match the various 
strata on the steep walls.
"Then they will come out 
away from the crater to do 
some sampling to see what
moon's craters were carved by 
impact or whether some are 
volcanic, as most scientists now 
believe as a result of the Apollo 
explorations.
If they find the evidence, it 
will prove the moon once had a 
hot, live interior like earth's 
and would help scientists solve 
the puzzle of the creation of the 
solar system.
CANADA'S STORY
House Of Commons 
Held Secret Meet
By BOB BOWMAN
A recent story described the 
drive of the German army in 
March 1918 that nearly ended 
the First World War. The situa­
tion on the western front was so 
serious that the House of Com­
mons in Ottawa held its first se­
cret session in history on April 
17.
. Members were told by Prime 
Minister Sir Robert Borden that 
the Allies were on the brink of 
defeat. This information could 
not be given to the general pub­
lic.
The greatest hope of the Al­
lies was that United States ar-, 
mies now on the way would be 
able to stem the tide. The 
Americans entered the war in 
1917.
The secret session of the 
House of Commons led to ex­
treme wartime measures. Con- 
scription had already been put 
into effect by the coalition gov­
ernment. Now it was decided 
that exemptions be lifted on
. in tlie armed forces. The coali­
tion government needed their 
support to make conscription 
effective. , I
Another measure was prohibi- ( 
tion. Borden and several cabinet \ 
ministers were preparing a to 
leave for an Imperial confer­
ence in London and one of the 
members shouted "Let them 
keep away from the booze over 
there. Preach prohibition."
OTHER APRIL 17 EVENTS
1610—Henry Hudson sailed 
from England on voyage during 
which he discovered Hudson 
Bay.
1645—Charnisay captured 
Fort LaTour after tricking 
Mme. LaTour. ' '
1664—Decree prohibited sale 
of liquor to Indians.
1760—De Levis left Montreal 
to try to recapture Quebec.
1790—Export of wheat, oats 
and flour was ■ prohibited in ef­
fort to reduce prices.
1840—Benjamin Lett blew up
men 22 years old, including Brock monument, at Niagara 
.. .. Falls.farmers. This brought 5,000 
angry farmers to Ottawa from 
Quebec and Ontario and it was
1851—World's fastest sailing 
ship, Marco Polo, was launched
Dr. William C. Phinney, chief 
of the geology branch at 
NASA’s M a n n e d Spacecraft 
Centre in Houston, explained 
that on the rims of both craters 
are several smaller craters that 
have punched down in the upper 
layers of bedrock.
prove that even Senators some- ..This enable us to com. 
What lifts Senate? Araue’s Pare material from these upper nzSLr; L JK layers with that which has beencomments on election dates - .. ....
face value. And this goes to
necessary to have troops protect at Saint John.
the Parliament buildings. The 1855—Charlottetown was in­
farmers, met in the Russell The- corporated as a city.
. atre which authorities hoped 1862---Legislative Council of 
would act as a safety valve. • P.E.I. was made elective. -
' Sir Robert Borden went to the 1866—Nova Scotia legislature
meeting arid admitted that ex- voted for Confederation.
gress, that likes to survey .tself and losing the leadership of the sue- times live dangerously.
-• - - ■ - cessor New Democratic Partyeliminate the margin of discontent, 
that looks with a critical eye on 
crowded streets and frowns at build­
ings with faded grim facades; a place 
where people grow restless if too fre­
quently confronted with the past; 
where each, day is a day for accom­
plishment and tomorrow holds a pro­
mise of better living in a better com­
munity.
to T. C. Douglas a couple of 
years later.
Then, of course, he crossed.
Time Heals Wounds
(Victoria Times)
Time has apparently .healed the 
wounds and removed the scars suf­
fered by Charlie Chaplin and a film­
going American public whose devo­
tion to the wistful-faced comedian 
turned to an anger that sent him into 
virtual exile two decades ago as a re­
body has known for a generation.
| suit of his political and personal dif­






out, the art of the consummate pan- 
tomimist still shines, and official 
Hollywood, with an Academy Award, 
has at last caught up with what cvcry-
The arrival of the frail octogenar­
ian in New York the other day at­
tracted a small army of cameramen 
and reporters. Their pictures and 
stories have revived, at least for an 
older generation, memories of delight 
in packed moving picture houses of 
another day.
An artist who moved millions to 
tears and laughter has at long last 
been honored for the nastcry of his 
craft. The good is remembered.
Health Hazards In Class
thrown up from the bottom of 
Flag and Spook by the meteor 
impact which created them.”
The second day, Young and 
... , , Duke will make a beeline to
of Mr. Argue. Granted, he lost price^nffi ^ < Wage a“ Slone JJ0™Jaln, 2.6 mites south 
the next election as a. Liberal, In support of the contention 
but the then prime minister, that the government will seize m
Lester Pearson, seemed to have on a program of such controls th^n
a soil spot tor the one-time as its main election Issue, he S.
............................... notes U»l public opinion polls , ft „,T"e 
indicate Canadians are tired of T6*'
strikes rind inflation, and . thinkwage and price controls are *ts our pi;ime objective, Phin- 
nreferable to thP nresent chaos ney reP°rted- "There are a ser- Hei notes( that’ "e?en W. f C ies of five little craters up there 
ground to the fact the Senator Bennett thinks it a popular issue 
often likes to express his views and Quebec’s Robert Bourassa,in a more general way than is harrassed by strikes, would find ,aLH\e ,types
usually possible from his 
present, exalted position. Like 
the old fire horse, he grabs bit 
once in a white and delivers a 
pronouncement on some matter 
of state. Rarely do these state­
ments receive much attention 
from the news media, even 
though the good Senator makes 
a point of distributing them 
widely.
But perhaps his latest release 
deserves more than the usual 
lack of attention.
For one thing, his topic is top. 
teal. It deals with the date of 
thq next general election. Ex-
above the mundane is not his
, . _____ ______ prediction of an election this
the floor, of the Commons and fall, but rather his Conviction
became d Liberal. Not all floor- 
crossers nave the good fortune
agrarian socialist and put him 
in the Senate, to the accompani­
ment of anguished screams 
from the long-time Liberal 
faithful in Saskatchewan.
But all that is simply back-
< Warnings about possible health pro­
blems in the classroom have come 
from two sources recently.
The Canadian Medical Association 
warns that with increasing use of live 
animals in classrooms, children with 
allergies are likely to encounter dif­
ficulties. In elementary schools espe­
cially, where children may spend most 
or all of the day in a room where 
animals arc present, the discomfort 
of an allergic reaction may cause real 
learning difficulties, even when the 
symptoms arc not dramatic enough to 
be obvious to the teacher.
A warning against the use of asbes-
tos fibre as a substitute for modeling 
clay and papier machc has been issued 
by the Asbestos Information Associ­
ation of North America. “Although 
the amount of airborne fibre to which 
children may be exposed in such uses 
is very small, we do know that asbestos 
can cause lung diseases after a long 
period of time in the occupational set­
ting If workers arc exposed to sub­
stantial amounts of asbestos dust,” 
says A. H. Fay, President of the As­
sociation. "For this reason wc feel
that the major issue of the com-
emptions had been promised to 
farmers’ sons but the needs of 
war were paramount. Borden 
knew that his words would soon 
be read by farmers on the Prai­
ries and it would cost him their 
support.
The session also gave women 
the right to vote in federal elec­
tions if they had close relatives
1879—Explosion at Wellington 
colliery, Nanaimo, B.C., killed 
12 miners.
1903—Bar colonists, founders 
of Lloydminster, Sask, arrived 
at Saskatoon. .
1916—New York court indicted 
German envoy Von Papen for 
planning to destroy Welland 
Canal.
COMMONS COMPLAINT
Question Period 'Mostly Pap' 
Things Not What They Used To Be
it enthusiastically acceptable.”
The Senator may have a 
point. Then again, he may be 
slightly ahead of his time. Per­
haps it is a conservative party, 
if there is one around, which 
should seize on wage and price 
controls as an election plank.
In any event, Senator Argue 
has obviously forgotten his 
early years of CCF-NDP indoc­
trination. Any such election 
plank these days, Hazen, will 
have to read, not simply "wage 
and price controls," but rather, 
age, price and profit con­
trols!"
are up there, about as far up as 
they operationally can go.
STOP FOR SAMPLES
They also expected to stop 
the way back at formations 




take samples, photograph and 
observe various geological fea­
tures. .
On the third day, the moon 
buggy will travel its farthest 
distance from the lander, 3.3 
miles, to a large crater named 
North Ray. It is 600 feet deep 
and two-thirds of a mile across. 
Photographs indicate large 
blocks, perhaps as large as 120 
feet across, are on the rim,
Naked Holy Man Came To Meeting 
But India's Prime Minister Didn't See
NEW DELHI (AP) - A 
naked holy man was in the 
audience of a religious meet­
ing addressed by Indian 
Prime Minister Indira Gan­
dhi, but she apparently was 
not aware of it.
Acharya Desh Bhushan Ma- 
, haraj, spiritual leader of the 
Jain religion, strode into Par-
Ham Grift, 34, a former pig- 
man at the farm, who denied 
letting out 968 pigs, causing 
damage to farm property and 
$500 worth of damage to the 




OTTAWA (CP) — It’s gener- 
ally accepted that the daily 
Commons question period isn’t 
what it used to be, but no one 
has any simple solution for im­
proving it.
"It's mostly pap,” says Con­
servative House Leader Gerald 
W. Baldwin.
"A lot of it Is pretty feeble,” 
.says House Leader Stanley 
Knowles of the New. Democratic 
Party, But he adds that "it’8 
something we couldn’t do with­
out.”
Liberal MPs blame the lack­
lustre question period on the op­
position, arguing that the ques- 
tions themselves arc badly 
framed. Opposition MPs gener­
ally blame the government, 
pointing to cryptic, evasive or 
abrasive'replies. And they also 
blame the roster system under 
■which cabinet ■ ministers tako ; 
turns attending question period,
or 90 minutes of questions and 
arguments."
In 1968, the question period 
was given official status, with a 
section in the standing orders
that says questions on
that it is prudent that the use of as­
bestos in classrooms be eliminated.”
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
April 1962 ,
Employees of the Kelowna Dally Cour­
ier won the Olga Horn Memorial Shield, 
emblematic of top spot for firms in tho 
Kelowna district, at tho Blood Donor 
Clinic Md In Kcldwna. Tho Courier 
staff gave 13Gpints of blood from 20 




mid a Canadian Legion del
20 YEARS AGO 
April 1052
At the Paramount—Monday and Tues­
day: "Hong Kong” starring Ronald 
Reagan nnd Rhonda Fleming; Wednes­
day to Saturday: Academy Award win­
ning "An American In Paris," starring 
Gene Kelly nnd Leslie Caron, mtaic by 
George Gershwin: Coming, Dean Mar­
tin and Jerry Lewis In "Sailor Beware,"
30 YEARS AGO 
April 1912
Miss Barbara Cook, ticautiful 16-ycar- 
old daughter of Mr. nnd Mrs. ,W. T. 
Cook, Is the Blossom Queen of the Oknn- 
ngan.' She" will leave Thursday for 
Wcnntchce where she will represent tho 
Valley nt the annual BlosMin Festival 
le'ng held April 24-25. Queen Barbara 
wi|l bo accompanied by the Vcuion
40 YEARS AGO 
April 1032
Boy Scouts Column: Tho Court of 
Honor decided to set the date for the 
annual concept for May 27 and 28, with 
a dance on the first night. Recent tests 
passed were the mile nt Scouts Pace by 
Scouts L. Cross. Agar and t’ekrul and 
Recruit Redstone, who also passed his 
tenderfoot knots.
50 YEARS AGO 
April 1922
Local and Personal: Dan Currell went 
to Vancouver on a business trip. Joo 
Harwood of Vernon was a visitor to 
Kelowna nnd Westbank. Messrs, E. O. 
McGinnis and George McKenzie went 
to Penticton to assist Miss Elsie Mc­
Donald in her recital, Miss Tena Mc­
Millan arrived .from Spokane to visit 
her parents. \
60 YEARS AGO 
April 1912
The annual ball of the Polo, Club wns 
V held in the Opera Bouse. The attendance 
\ was not quite aS large as customary, 
nliout oqc hundred nn<l fifty dancers hiul 
an enjoyable time lo the music of II. T. 
Boyd «t the piano.
liament House nude recently 
for a meeting called to com­
memorate Mahavira, founder 
of the Jain religion,
The Jain pontiff was un­
dressed because he, like other 
advanced members of the 
sect, considers clothing a 
badge of mankind’s lost innoc­
ence and a barrier to com­
munion with nature and God.
Security officials said they 
couldn't do anything about ills 
presence because of his large 
following and the fact he wns 
a guest of the government.
But one of Mrs. Gandhi’s
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
What to do with four tons, 
more or less, of • matzoh 
mailed to the Soviet embassy 
—which refused to accept it?
The U.S, postal service 
burned it.
Spokesmen for Jewish or­
ganizations expressed outrage 
that they were not allowed to 
reclaim the traditional Pas­
sover unleavened bread and 
give it to the poor.
Th c AntLDbfnmnllon
aides sold the naked 
wns blocked from Mrs.







made a meal of ri light air­
craft nnd gobbled up its fuse­
lage fabric when they rim 
wild on a southwest England 
farm, n court wns told here,
Ten pigs died ns the mar­
auding animals fought among 
themselves o n Crnymqrsii 
farm, in the, Willshire village 
of Scend, the prosecution nl- 
logcu.
Before the court wns Wil-
BEETLES AID
MELBOURNE Austi,;i)la
(Reuter) — Thousands of hec­
tics. flown in from southern Af- 
rlca, are Io bn rolcqsed In New 
South Wales and Victoria, Tho 
in fleet'; eat enttlo dung wl^lch 
covers valuable grazing land 
mid ,<i< Miov Hies through re- 
moving Iheir breeding gt outlet*,
League of B’nal B’rlth organ­
ized the mailing to protest 
what It sold wan Inhumane 
treatment of Jews In the So­
viet Union.
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - 
liiere’.: snnken all over the 
place nt Claudine Jackson's 
home, In Houlhwest Atlanta.
She's found them in tho 
grass, under bricks nnd dls- 
cnided lumber nnd In tin enns 
nnd In a concrete culvert—90 
of them Inst week nnd 37 In 
the first three days this week,
"I don't go into the back­
yard without n hoc," said 
Mrs. Jackson.
"I’ve found three In my 
house,” she said. "I don’t put, 
on my fchoes In the monmig 
without \shnkli)g them out 
first."
Mr." Jackson called direc­
tor Charlie Fleming of the 
Stale Museum, nnd in a 20/ 
minute visit he caught 17—one 
grirtcr snake, one goplfcr 
snake, one king srinke and one 
hog snake, Tile rest were 
ground snakes. None wns ;xil- 
sonous'.
Fleming had no ex|filiation 
(w liic abundance of imakvs.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
April 17, 1972 ...
French troops from Mont­
real captured the British 
fort at the confluence of the 
Ohio and Alleghany rivers 
218 yenrs ago today—in 1754 
—and' named It Fort Du­
quesne. It was recaptured 
by the British in 1758, re­
built and renamed Fort Pitt 
in honor of the British 
prime minister, only to be 
abandoned in 1772. Pitts­
burgh now Blands qn the 
Site.
1963—Egypt, Syria and 
Iraq signed a communique 
outlining the structure of 
the new United Arab Rcpub- 
lie,
1915—The 1st Canadian 
Army cleared Apcldoorn, 
Holland.
1911- The Yugoslav army 
surrendered to Germany.
1939—T he 30,000-ton 
French liner Paris burned
at Ix> Havre.
1856—Quebec wns made 
the seat of the Canadian 
government.
and consequently are some­
times absent for topical ques­
tions,
FEW ISSUES
There also Is a widespread be­
lief that a lack of Juicy issues— 
; such as pipelines or scandals— 
, jias tended to dry up the dally 
40-mlmite period during which 
MPs can quiz cabinet ministers. 
Some argue that Speaker Lu­
cien Lamoureux has cooled off 
the question period by clamping 
down heavily on argumentative 
queries. '
Traditionally question period 
has allowed opposition MPs to 
haul out their shivs nnd tackle 
the government, In public, on 
any Issue facing the country. 
And governments have used It 
freely lo defend policies and re­
turn a few stabs.
But, oddly, until 19(18 there 
was no reference lo the dally 
question period In Parliament's 
standing orders.
From Confederation until that 
, time, questions were asked 
through an understanding that 
evolved from the British Parllri- 
, nioiit.
matters of urgency may be ad­
dressed orally to Ministers of 
the Crown ..."
URGENCY VARIES ,
But everyone agrees the ques­
tions, and the replies, are not 
always urgent. Many involve 
local constituency problems, 
such as the amount of money 
being spent In various areas 
under government programs.
Since no minister Is obliged to 
answer questions, specific is­
sues can die quickly. Or If a 
responsible minister Is absent, 
his stand-in can cool proceed­
ings by merely promising a de­
layed reply.
Some MPs feel that if (he 
time-limit were removed there 
would be no .obligation to pro­
long questioning for any given 
length of time, and the result 
would be shorter more snhppy 
presentations.
"But this would work only 
with tight discipline,” anys Mr. 
Baldwin. "At the moment the 
opposition Is asking most of the 
questions, but if we get televi­
sion In the House the Liberals 
would be up on their feet all the 
time, too. It could go qn for 
hours,"
Individual MPs often discuss 
ways of improving question pe­
riod, but so far’ it hasn't gone 
beyond that. The only area In 
which thorn is agreement Is In 
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It nil .started In Britain when 
opposition MPs were permitted 
to ask about Houkc buKlnoss, 
mid the quizzing g r n d u a 11 y 
spread lo other subjects.
SUBJECTS OPEN
In Canada, MPs always have 
been permitted to ask questions 
on other subjects, but there was 
nothing In tho rilles to govern 
♦his. And until seven years ago 
liicrc was no Hine llinlt on the
"And Jacob was left alone; 
and there wrestled a man with 
him until the breaking id the 
day . . . and Jacob called the 
place I'cnlel: for I have seen 
God face to face and my life Is 
preserved.”—Genesis 32;24, 30.
No man spends a night before 
God without victory In tho 
morning. Prayer c h a ages 
things.
. ... n oral questioning. The limits,Member Audit Bureau of Cir- x’nrylng from 30 iplnuics to an 
CUlOtlOn. "Iwhip . zlonnuflhiff mi IliA (If)V. .
Member of 'Ilie Canadian 
Press.
... The Canadian Press Is ex­
clusively entitled to the uso for 
republication of all nows dis­
patches credited to It or tho 
Associated Press or Reuters In 
this paper and also tho local 
news published therein. All 
rlghta of republlcntloh of spe­
cial <tl"iintdies herein arc also 
reserved.
hour, depending on Ilie day. 
wore worked out by Intcr-piirty
HAIR CHECK
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A 
bIihvo and a hnhctif. may ho- 
cortie a reipiiromenl for long- 
haired youths seeking the right 
to drive. Authorities any It's 
orlcn Impossible, Io rccogn're 
llp'lr sox In the photographs 
' tiiltcn for >thdr llctiicf h,
negotiations. , ' ; , ,
Tljc\ question of time limits 
was not a problem until the 195(1 
pipeline debate, snys Mr, 
Knowles, "I can remember 
when there wore'days without 
any questlops nt, all, and often 
the period would be 10 minutes 
<»r less. . 1 ,
"Hut the p I ,p e line delt.ifc 
changed nil that, with ,\n lunir
FEARFUL IMAGE \
LONDON (API - Cllr”'!l 
prilled nt Madam Tussau<r’i Am- 
s ter <1 a m waxworks museum 
chose President Nixon as lliti 
most fearful figure. At the main 
, Tussaud rnuScum In Ixindon, a 
rimllar isill {nit Nixon behind 
Adolf lliilei and Muo T,>'«*-t'int;, 
but ahead of Jack the Kipper,
Bride Carries Silver Rosary
With Nosegay Of Flowers
Standards of spring flowers ■ 
formed the background in Im- I 
maculate Conception Roman 
Catholic Church, Kelowna for 
the April 8 wedding uniting 
Judith Anne Randal! of Van­
couver and Benjamin Leslie I 
Bounds, also of Vancouver. i
The bride is the daughter of 
Mrs. Marie Antoniette Randall 
of Rocky Mountain House, 
Alta., and the late Joseph Ran­
dall The groom is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Bounds of 
Kelowna.
Rev. R. D. Anderson conduct­
ed the 4 p.m. ceremony with 
Mrs. William Ahrens, aunt of 
the bride, at the organ. Select­
ions included Ava Marla and 
-Turn Around.
Given in marriage by her 
• cousin, Arthur Pederson of Ed­
monton, the bride chose a floor 
length white crepe gown open­
ing at the waist to reveal ele­
gant floor length pants. Sheer 
sleeves were accented with 
long cuffs and satin covered 
buttons. The dress was of 
simple lines with a ring collar 
I and she carried a silver fili­
gree rosary, with a nosegay of 
jpurple violets, pink sweetheart 
Mj&fes and Lily of the Valley, 
■■yeplng the traditional sentl- 
|^^^/nt she wore a blue garter 
P*^nd borrowed her silk full 
| length .veil edged with lace.
MAUVE AND PINK
I Maid of honor, Elizabeth Bo- 
I wen of St. Albert, Alberta 
I wore a floor length organza 
I gown of mauve and pink shades 
I designed with scoop neck and 
I high waistline. A deep mauve 
I wide brimmed hat- trimmed 
I with a sash to match her gown, 
I complemented her ensemble 
I and she carried a white basket 
I of miniature pink carnations 
I and freesias entwined with 
I mauve ribbon.
I Clad in similar outfits were 
I bridesmaids, Pat and Wendy 
| Randall, sisters of the bride 
I from Edmonton.
I Mervin Fiesset of Kelowna 
| served as best man and ushers 
B were Gerald Kay, North Van- 
fl couver and Warren Randall, 
■ Calgary, who all wore black 
■ single breasted tuxedos.
■ For receiving the guests at 
I the reception at Capri, the 
B bride’s mother chose a two- 
fl piece pink entone suit featur- 
fl tag a gored skirt. White acces- 
■ sories and a corsage of pink 
■ sweetheart roses completed her 
I ensemble.
H The groom’s mother chose a 
■ peau de chrome dress in cham- 
■ pagne with bone accessories, 
■ accented with corsage of or- 
■ ange rosebuds.
■ David Bowen proposed the
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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HITHER' and YON
Douglas Goreas, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Jim Goreas, Paret 
Road, along with two other 
Kelowna area youths, Keith 
Young and John Cowan, - are 
back from1'a 10-day cruise of 
sea cadets. The cruise, part of 
their training- in navigation, 
took them in and around the 
offshore islands in the Georgia 
Strait vicinity. They were 
aboard Y.F.P.-308s for their 
adventure.
EAST KELOWNA
Mrs. George Fitz-Gerald has 
returned to her home on Fite- 
Gerald Road after a two and 
a half month stay at the home
ANN LANDERS
MR. AND MRS. BENJAMIN BOUNDS
(Frank Learning Photographer)
toast to the bride and Hugh 
St. Laurent was master of cere­
monies. A three-tiered wedding 
cake made by the bride’s sis­
ter, Mrs. Dave Bowen of Ed­
monton, centred the lace cover­
ed bride’s table. Gold candle­
sticks flanked the cake.
Telegrams were read from 
England, Ontario and Van­
couver.
For her going-away outfit the 
bride donned a hot pink wool 
dress with a flower buckle belt. 
White boots and purse and wide 
brimmed hat trimmed with 
pink ribbons completed her 
costume. Following a honey­
moon trip to California, Nev­
ada and Arizona, the couple 
will make their home in'Van­
couver.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs. 
Edna Delaplain, Los Angeles, 
Calif., Mrs. Arthur Larmond, 
Scarborough, Ont., Mr. and 
Mrs. A. J. Pederson Jr., Mr. 
and Mrs. Datrell Pederson, 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Bowen, Eli­
zabeth Bowen, all of Edmonton; 
Mrs. Arthur Pederson Sr.,
Kissing Rules 
For Novice Romeos
Dear Ann Landers: I Just 
read that fine column in which 
you stated that a baby needs 
body contact and the warmth of 
a mother’s arms. I couldn’t help 
but think, how true, not only for 
babies but for wives and hus­
bands as well.
Many years ago my husband 
suffered a heart attack. When 
he .-eturned from a six-week 
stay in the hospital he sug­
gested that I move into the 
guest room. After several weeks 
। of frustration and loneliness I 
decided to, crawl into his bed 
after he had turned out the 
light. He rejected me so crass­
ly that I vowed never again to 
risk such humiliation. That was
the last time I 
into his bed.
Several years 




withered andpart of me has 
died. It isn't just the sex I was
Weekend visitors at the home 
at Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Malen, 
McCulloch Road, were their 
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. 
and Mrs. Jim Neal of Calgary.
Staying at the home' of Mr, 
and Mrs. George Porter, Mc­
Culloch Road, is their little 
grandson, Colin Porter of 
North Vancouver; also guests 
at\the Porter home were Mr. 
and Mrs. Brian Porter’s foster 
child, Debbie Docker with her 
little friend, Rosemary Row­
ells, all of North Vancouver. 
Brian Porter is the elder son 
of Mr. and Mrs. George Porter 
and is on staff of the Vancou­
ver City Police Force,
strom from Centreville, Alta., 
and also from Centreville were 
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Hilman with 
Linda and Vern. Other visitors 
at the Rantala home were Mr; 
and Mrs. Norman Bierkos and 
Rolf Holmtren all from Sylvan 
Lake, Alta.
Mrs. David Evans, McCul­
loch Road, had a recent visit 
from her brother, Harry Har- 
sent of Vancouver. Mrs. Evans 
also visited her daughter and 
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. 
Goodman and family, Carolyn 
and Louise of Oyama.
Drop In To 
POT POURRI 





1177 Sutherland Ave. 
(behind The Bay) 
763-7020
of her daughter and son-in-law 
in Trail, Rev. Sidney Rowles 
and Mrs. Rowles and their |l 
three children, Tom, Catherine 
and Shelagh. ~ '
Louise Ahrens, Mr. and Mrs. 
Warren Randall, all of Cal­
gary, Mrs. Joseph Randall and 
daughters, Rocky Mountain 
House; Norman Atkinson, Ques­
nel, Mr. and Mrs. William Cou­
sins, Williams Lake; and from 
Vancouver were: .Mr., and Mrs. 
Wilfred Martin, Mr. and Mrs. 
Earl Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Wil­
fred Chilton and Jimmy; Mr. 
and Mrs. Ray Baldrey, Mr. and 
Mrs. Emil Atkinson, Mr. and 
Mrs. Douglas Miske, Mr. and 
Mrs. Albert Kay, Mr. and Mrs. 
Tom Kay, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Kay, Mr. and Mrs. Leonarc 
Kay, Gerald Kay, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Buck, Mr. and Mrs; 
James Bounds, Mr, and Mrs. 
Fred Russell, Mr. and , Mrs. 
Walter Bridger, Mrs. Karen Ro­
binson, Don Graham.
A month’s vacation in Eng­
land is happily anticipated by 
Mrs. C. O. Dyson, RN, of Gully 
Road. Mrs. Dyson will be ac­
companied by her niece, Pam 
Dyson. They plan to leave Sun­
day by air and will visit rela­
tives in Ipswich and other 
places in England as time per­
mits. During her absence Mrs. 
Dyson will have her son and 
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Clive Dyson and little son Lee, 
occupy her home.
Visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Eric Rantala, McCul­
loch Road, were their daughter, 
Mary Rantala and her cousin, 
Judy Bergstrom of Yellowknife; 
another cousin, Brenda Berg-
SAFETY WITH AGE
SYDNEY, Australia (Reuter) 
— People in the over-60 age 
group are least likely to be 
killed or injured as car occu­
pants, says a report by the New 
South Wales transport depart­
ment. The report said there was 
no indication that elderly driv­
ers were a particularly high 











old neighbor child who is teach­
ing our little girl some bad 
habits? Marylou is three-and- 
a-half years of age and it’s im­
possible to keep these children 
apart, especially during the 
summer months. The boy’s 
mother is a dear person and a 
close friend. Her child is un­
disciplined and completely out- 
of-hand.
Marylou has always been a 
good child but she is becoming 
rebellious ; and I see she is 
imitating her playmate next 
door. Any suggestions?—Per- 
plexed In Texas.
Dear P in T: If you are firm 
with your child your Influence 
will be stronger than the neigh­
bor boy’s. Young children are 
forever testing limits. When she 
learns from you that she can't 





WESTBANK (Special) — Two 
car loads of Eastern Star mem­
bers from Kelowna and West­
bank travelled to Vernon on 
Tuesday evening to attend the 
Installation ceremonies of the 
Vernon chapter. Among those 
attending were Kelowna’s 




• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
• Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
deprived of, it was the closeness 
one feels from being held. I’m 
sure I could have settled for 
just his caresses it he had occa­
sionally kissed me and told me 
I was important to him.
Because of our physical Isola­
tion from one another there is 
little left of what used to be a 
good marriage. We arc polite 
and cordial to one another but 
there is such a terrible empti­
ness In our lives, I am certain 
no one has any idea that ours is 
I a brother-sister relationship. We 
I manage to put on a very good 
I show for observers, 
I There’s a message hero for 
L.all married people, Ann. Please 
■taint my letter if you think it 
■lli value.—Western Canuck.
Dear Ann Landers: Everyone 
knows a man should not hit his 
wife. But what about a lady who 
constantly clobbers her hus­
band? If she continues to belt 
him does he have the right to 
belt her back? There seems to 
be some difference in opinion in 
high places and we’d like to 
know what Ann Landers thinks 
—Battle.worn In Chicago
Davis; Worthy Patron, Lorne 
Balmer; Associate Matron, 
Mrs. William C. Mackay; Mrs. 
Ken Shepherd, Mrs. M. Davies, 
Mrs. A. H. McDermid, Mrs. H. 
D. Langham, Mrs. A. F. John­
son and Mrs. A. W. Rowles.
Mrs. Earl Gray of Vernon 
was installed by her husband, 
Earl Gray, Past Patron, as 
Worthy Matron of Foster Chap­
ter No. 46, Order of the Eastern 
Star, Vernon. Earl Gray also 
installed the Worthy Patron, 
Win Peacock, Retiring Matron, 
Mrs. Coral Hill was the instal­
ling officer And Mrs. Sheila Bell 
was installing marshal.
The other officers installed 
were: Associate Matron, Mrs. 
Dennis Marsh; Associate Pat­
ron, Dennis Marsh; secretary, 
Past Grand Matron, Mrs. Dave 
Irving; treasurer, Mrs. Alice 
Hougty, Past Matron.
Other officers installed were: 
Mrs. Roy Bockus, Mrs. Win 




"It is'our belief that Mir liquid 
detergent is one of the finest and 
most effective products you can 
get for the price. Ours is an 
extremely low profit, high vol­
ume brand. In spite of little 
advertising Mir has usually been 
Canada's biggest selling brand 
for over ten years. Women love 
it for its effectiveness, pleasing 
odor and particularly for its 
price. Of course, there are other 
excellent brands. But, we sug­
gest you try our Mir and find out 
just why it's a bestseller."
MYRIAD DETERGENTS INC.
Dear Western: Your letter 
has tremendous value. I hope it 
opens some eyes and rekindles 
some flames. It might also en­
courage couples who are living 
half a life to get professional 
help. Your husband obviously 
fears sex because of his heart 
attack. A good doctor could 
have set him straight. Perhaps 
it's not too late,
Dear Bat: Ahn Landers thinks 
a man should not belt a lady for 
any reason, retaliation included. 
And the woman who hits her 
husband' is nd lady. The best 
way to fight the situation is with 
your hat, Bub. Pick it up, put it 
on your head and walk out. Tell 
her you'll be back when she is 
ready to behave like an adult.
NATIVE TREES
There are about 90 
trees native to Ontario.
forest
ticc, Mrs. Gladys Redman, 
Mrs. W. E. Bowes, Past Ma­
tron; Mrs. Edith Barr, Mrs. 
Eileen Lane, Mrs. P. Loebcl, 
Mrs. G. H. E. Gilman, Mrs. 
Paul Bayer, Past Matron; Mrs. 
Muriel Frizzell and Roy Bock­
us, Past Patron.
Soloist was Mol Reaney 
whose singing was much en­
joyed. The chapter room was 
decorated with sunflowers and 
lupins in sunny gold and mid­
night blue, the colors of the 
Associate Grand Matron of the 
Order of the Eastern Star of 
British Columbia, who was 
nlso present at the insinuation. 
Each member and visitor was 
presented with n lovely little 
booklet in sungold yellow and 
deep blue, of the evening’s pro­
ceedings as a souvenir of the 
delightful evening.
•PRIX,
P.S. It's fully guaranteed.
Get 
Happy!
Dear Ann Landen: What 
should I do about a four-year-
THINK SPRINGI
Uniform 
Your Staff Now 
Choose from the large sel­
ection of Uniforms in as­
sorted styles and color. 

















the happy new 
thought from
TURVFVSFUU
TUR VEY'S — Your 
Downtown 
Furniture Headquarters










Get One! Plain or Salted. 1 lb. pkg,3:1.00








Orchard Park Open Mon.-Wcd. 0:30 a.m.
Thur, and Frl. 0:30 a,tn.
Wc Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
Park Free While You Shop Slmpsons-Scant
SAFEWAY
0:00 p.m.; Bat. 0:00 a,m. • <1:00 p.m,
You mako your saltation from our gal­
lery of 120 art reproductions. Each one Ie 
a magnificent Druehetroke Textured Re­
production.
FRAME OFFER
^electing juet the right frame to ault your 
painting and home con be fuel ae Impor­
tant aa (electing the plcture.\The aavlnga 
are really aomethlng.
MAKE IT A FAMILY PROJECT
And, it's a beauty! 244 colorful pages of carefully 
selected items — all at prices too good to miss — 
all backed by the service, guarantee and good 
name we're so proud of.
Pick one up at your nearest Simpsons-Sears Cata­
logue Sales office or give us a call ond start enjoy­
ing the many advantages of unhurried catalogue 
shopping.
That's right.. . 24-Hour Toyshop. Now you can 
really shop from home at your leisure—ANY TIME 
OF THE DAY OluNIGHTI All the Spring and Sum­
mer things you want from your Simpsons-Sears 










FREE FINE ART 
REPRODUCTIONS
WITH COUPONS 
OF WORLD RENOWNED ARTISTS TO BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME
. Prices effectives
Monday and Tuesday, April 17th and 18th
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU \ 
Downtown Opcn Mon, - Frl, 0:00 n.m. - 0:00 p.m, 
Sat. 0:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m,
0:00 p.m.;
M SAFEWAY
Rangers Come Up With First Win 
Black Hawks Make Lousy Students
Manitoba Rink Trounces B.C
CHICAGO (CP) - Fop • 
wh;U-. it appeared New York 
Rrf.igc-r" wi -e about to adminis­
ter sound hockey lesson to 
Chicago Black Hawks here Sun­
day night. ,
But suddenly a 34) New York 
lead was reduced to 3-2 in the 
third period. The Rangers 
wound up scrambling mightily 
to emerge with a victory by 
that score In the first game of a 
best-of-seven Stanley Cup semi­
final. ,
Ted Irvine scored in the first 
period and Brad Park and Walt 
Tkaczuk In the second and the 
Rangers appeared to be well in 
control until halfway .through 
th" third.
Then two rapid-fire goals, by
Stan Mikita and Chris Borde-1 off the back of Bruce Mac- 
leau, brought on a roaring fin- Gregor’s leg. Irvine said the 
jsh I puck also hit his leg in transit.
“We put on a pretty strong 551 3.ust.t?’0 and W see- 
e,iH Ftnlie Francis Ionds later Bordeleau got his minutes, sard Emile Francis, playoffg He
the Ranger general-manager 
and coach.
FIRST GOAL FLUKEY
The five minutes missing 
from this assessment started 
with a flukey goal at 12:30 of 
the third period. Jerry Korab 
and Mikita broke into, the 
Ranger zone on an innocent­
looking rush that suddenly pro­
duced Mikita’s second goal of 
this year’s playoffs. The puck 
changed course at least twice 
after leaving Mikita’s stick be­
fore whizzing past Ed Giacomin
Little Used Blue Brother Act
And Aging Rookie Sink Stars
was given the puck in close on a 
pass from Doug Jarrett at the 
blueline.
The Rangers, who played sec­
ond and third periods Without 
defenceman Jim Neilson and 
lacked forward Bill Fairbairn in 
th& third period, also had their 
goalkeeper Giacomin knocked 
out of action temporarily.
Neilson and Fairbairn were 
hit by Black Hawk shots, Neil­
son taking a blast from Dennis 
Hull on a finger op his right 
hand.
There was only a little more 
than a minute left in the game 
when Giacomin was involved in 
a pileup to the left of his cage 
and he went limp. About three 
minutes later he was on his feet 
and finished the game.
LEG A QUESTION
night may not be made until the 
last minute.
The Rangers, who bowed to 
the Black Hawks last spring in 
seven hard-fought semi-final 
games, started this series only 
three nights after eliminating 
Montreal Canadiens 4-2 in 
games. The Black Hawks have 
been idle for a week after oust­
ing Pittsburgh Penguins four 
straight.
The first period was -close, 
with neither team taking many 
chances. The Rangers had only 
six shots on goal, but one was 
unstoppable. Irvine, standing 
unchecked at the corner of the 
goal, banged home a perfect 
p&ss from Pete Stemkowski at
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR 
PAGE « KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., APRIL 17,1972
KSSTopsTeamCompefitions 
In Okanagan Badminton Meet
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. 
(CP) — Jim Karlson's Selkirk, 
Man., rink retained their unbro­
ken winning streak in the Cana­
dian postal curling champion­
ship after the sixth round Sun­
day with a 15-5 win over Pat 
iBagget’o Victoria toursome.
Don Rosengren’s rink from 
Thunder Bay, (hit, stood second 
with five wins and a loss. Hie 
Northern Ontario representa­
tives downed die Pierre Better 
rink from Trols Rivieres, Que.. 
15-7 in sixth round play.
British Columbia, Saskatche­
wan and Ontario all have won 
tour and lost two.
Ev Ellison’s Prince Albert, 
Sask., rink scored an 8-6 vic­
tory over Harold Thompson pl 
Calgary in the sixth round while 
the Ontario rink, skipped by 
Ernie Lawrie of Toronto, det- 
eated Al Manzer’s Saint John, 
N.B.. rink 14-4.
New Brunswick has won one 
game in six starts while neither 
Quebec nor Nova Scotia have 
taken a game.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - St. 
Louis Blues, in sixth place in 
the National Hockey League 
West Division on Christmas 
Day, have gained the Stanley 
Cup semi-finals against Boston 
Bruins because of a little-used 
brother act and a 31-year-old 
rookie goaltender.
Kevin O'Shea put in the win­
ning goal against Minnesota 
North Stars Sunday at 10:07 of a 
sudden-death overtime after his 
brother. Danny, sprung him 
across the blue line with a pass 
that decided the seventh game 
of the series, 2-1.
"Kevin and I haven’t played 
that much together.” said 
Danny. "Maybe this is a sign of
hard for such a long period. We 
knew after the second ■ game 
that we could bounce back and 
win."
The North Stars, who finished 
second in the. West, won the 
first two games here, St. Louis 
then won two at home, and Min­
nesota and St. Louis split the 
next two games to set up Sun­
day's final deciding game.
The St. Louis victory stunned 
the Minnesota crowd of 15,635. 
The North Stars outshot the 
Blues 29-27 in regulation time 
and held the momentum in 
overtime until Terry Crisp fired
- The grey-haired netmlnder 
had an ice pack on his left leg 
as he left Chicago Stadium. He 
said the leg went numb in (he 
pileup and for a while he feared 
ligament trouble. A decision as 
to whether he’ll play Tuesday
things to come.”
The Blues, who finished third 
in the NHL West Division after 
a poor start, find out when they 
meet the Bruins, regular season 
Eastern Division champions, at 
Boston Tuesday night.
Jacques Caron, the rookie 
goalie, was outstanding in the 
St. Louis net in winning his 
fourth game in the best-of-seven 
quarter-final series. He was at 
his best in the final 32 seconds 
of regulation play when he 
kicked out at least three seem- 
ingly-sure goals and in overtime 
when he stooped a point-blank 
shot by Bill Goldsworthy.
AL’S ALL ENTHUSED
“Jacques was just fantastic in 
this series,” said Al Arbour, 
who returned to the bench as 
Blues’ coach Christmas day and 
four days later called up Caron 
from Denver of the Western 
Hockey League. “He made 
great saves repeatedly to keep 
us in this last game.” Arbour





a two-on-one break 
Kevin at the blue
added:
“You can’t believe how grati­
fying it is for this team to come 
back like this. They worked so
line,’’ said Danny. “I saw Kevin 
had room and he hit it flush. 
There was no reaction after the 
goal. I thought they were going 
to call offside."
Kevin O’Shea’s shot glanced 
off a goal pipe, caromed off 
goalie Cesare Maniago’s stick 
and landed in goal.
“I heard it hit the post,” said 
Kevin, “and I went in looking 
for the rebound. But then I saw 
Danny with his stick in there 
getting the puck out. I knew it 
was in."
CESARE CONFIRMS
Maniago confirmed the puck 
bounced off the goal post.
“When I turned, it came off 
my stick and went in."
The Blues picked up Keyin 
from Buffalo on waivers this 
season and traded Chris Borde- 
leau to Chicago for Danny.
The Blues took a 1-0 edge 
when Gary Sabourin deflected 
in Bob Plager’s shot in, the first 
period. The North Stars finally 
• solved Caron at the l&second 
mark of the third periibd on a 
i 10-foot goal by Charlie Burns.




Kelowna won two Okanagan I Chuck Shewfclt and Ken Gass-
School Badminton. Tournament I man of Summerland came put 
titles Sunday, were finalists in I ahead of Tim Godber and 
' Mark Berry of Naramata 12-15,
ASPHALTi iiPAVING। • ।
12:51.
The Rangers did such a thor­
ough checking job in the second 
period the Hawks had only 
three shots at Giacomin. The 
New Yorkers also struck for 
two goals within 35 seconds.
Park received a pass from 
Bobby Rousseau at 16:07 and 
sank his shot from 15 feet out. 
Speedy Gene Carr was the key 
figure in the third Ranger goal 
at 16:42. Tkaczuk swooped in to 
net the rebound off Carr’s third 
shot at Tony Esposito during 
the period.
four of the five top events and 
won three consolation titles to 
win top team honors.
Kelowna Secondary School's 
Susan Larson won girls’ singles 
competition as she posted an 
effortless 11-2, 11-2 win over 
Patti Murray of Seaton Junior 
Secondary in Vernon. Janice 
Henshaw of Kelowna won the 
consolation, 11-9, 12-10 over 
Marion Wahl of Kelowna.
Susan joined Cynthia Roth in 
losing a 15-4, 15-11 decision in 
girls’ doubles to Murray and 
Linda Cunning of Seaton. The
15-9,15-10.
KSS finished the competition 
with 73 points, far out in front 
of the field. Seaton Junior of 
Vernon placed second wl,th 48 
points and Naramata was third 
with 33 points. Summerland fol­
lowed fourth with 29 points and 
Vernon Secondary escaped the 
basement by one point, beating 




Bruins Expecting 'Hot' Series
BOSTON (CP) — If the tem-
perature in St. Louis is anything 
to go by, Milt Schmidt is look­
ing for a hot series with the 
Blues when they open their 
Stanley Cup semi-finals here 
Tuesday night against the 
Bruins.
Schmidt, the Bruins’ general 
manager, said Sunday the 
weather will be a factor in the 
playoff round, “particularly in 
St. Louis.”
Temperatures in the Missouri 
city have reached the 90s in re­
cent days and the Blues ap­
peared ominously heated Ulf 
during their quarter-final Na­
tional Hockey League set with 
Minnesota North Stars that 
ended Sunday in a 2-1 overtime 
victory for the Blues at Minne­
apolis in the deciding seventh
day’s practice but reported Sun­
day for a full workout.
Dallas Smith, Don Awrey, 
Phil Esposito, Johnny Bucyk 
and Fred Stanfield are others 
nursing minor ailments.
“The layoff was good for the 
fellows nursing minor injuries,” 
said trainer Don Canney. “Noth­
ing heals like time.” .
The injuries to Orr and de­
fenceman Carol Vadnais, who 
had a bad right hand that made 
it difficult for him to control his 
stick, are of a more serious na- 
Itue, but Canney said Sunday 
both were making rapid prog­
ress.
game.
The semi-final gets under way 
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m., continues 
here Thursday and then 
switches for the next two games 
to St. Louis on Saturday and 
Sunday.
The Blues, a power in the 
NHL’s West Division since the 
1967 expansion until this year, 
nailed down a playoff berth in 
the final week of the 1971-72 sea­
son.
DESIRE’S THE WORD
Schmidt, asked to comment 
on how the explosive Bruins will 
fare against their West Division 
opponents, replied:
“Don’t forget desire has a lot 
to do with how they’ll play 
against us. Also the weather, 
particularly in St. Louis, could 
be a factor."
The Bruins, who notched their 
second successive Prince of 
Wales Trophy as East Division 
champions with two weeks re- 
Imaining on the schedule, have 
been idle a week since disposing
Juvenile
Ski Titles
consolation title w.ent to Ma­
linda Rogers and Miss Wahl, 
who defeated Evelyn O'Brien 
of Vernon Secondary and Jill 
Nimmo of Seaton Junior.
Miss Larson was in a third 
final, as she combined with 
David Paynter to lose 15-8,15-12 
to Miss Cunning of Seaton and 
Mark Corbett of Vernon Second­
ary in mixed doubles. Miss 
Rogers and Jamie McLelland 
of Kelowna won the consolation 
title, with a 15-12, 15-12 victory 
over Miss Henshaw and Evert 
Thor.
The only division in which 
Kelowna athletes didn't figure 
was the boys’ singles, won by 
Mark Corbett of Vernon Sec­
ondary over Kevin Hancock of 
Naramata 15-10, 15-9. Greg 
Saxon of Lloyd Crow, Trail, won 
the consolation title in a close 
three-game match over Willy 
Frank of Seaton 15-12, 12-15,
Mark Corbett of Vernon and 
' David Paynter of Kelowna join- 
. ed forces to win the boys’ 
doubles event, with a 15-1, 15-7 
score over Kevin Hancock and 
Mark Grscovic of Naramata.
BEER-DRINKERS
Residents of Thailand con­
sumed about 32 million quarts 
of beer in 1971.
Determined
JASPER, Alta. (CP) - PhU 
Monod of Banff, Alta., and 
Jayne Woodcock of Toronto won 
gold medals Saturday for top 
performance at the Canadian 
Juvenile Ski Championships.
Monod, 14, was judged boys’ 
combined winner for strong 
showings in the three events, at 
the championships — downhill, 
giant slalom and slalom. Miss 
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Cents One Step Up On Oil Kings ...
best-of-seven scries in Regina 18ames of their opening playoff 
Tuesday and Wednesday while ser^es' , „ . , .
Calgary is at Edmonton ButJ c°aci To™ Johnson ad- 
Wednesday night for the second du”nST,th? we,eltend 
tfame in their best-of-seven ser- w3u }im.c , hc, Poston c^u? c°old 
|es , use to help late-season injuries
, mend and bruises acquired in 
v % • 8 s advance,cl in tbe the physically-tough Toronto 
east-division senes with a total gam‘cs to heal.
m throe ± » 3 tw\eJLnam I’ "You wonder about a layoff at 
Uhric led in the qtnsdn^dS any sta«c <>f the SCaSOn’" Sald 
uniicn iea in me bunclay night I ifthn(!nn “hut mnvho it did the 
home town game with two goals '
while Mike Wanchuk, Doug p ,,y,®rs ,
Marit, Glen Toner, Dennis Sob- .We shoul.d bc‘n bettcr shape 
chuk, Clark Gillies and Ken in .the ’erlesl lan we were 
Marit got one each. T°ront°'... . :
Bobby Orr, with a knee in- 
Gaiy Howatt and Dave Shar-1 jury, was allowed to miss Satur- 
dlow scored for Flln Flon. , -——---------- ------------ ----------—
By THE CANADIAN
Regina Pats reached the first 
landing on the stairs to the 
Western Canada Hockey League 
championship Sunday night 
while Calgary Centennials took 
a next step up.
The Pats trounced Flin Flon 
Bombers 8-2 following a 2-2 tie 
the previous night to win their 
best-of-seven quarter-finals ser­
ies and advance to the WCHL’s 
semi-finals against Brandon
• Wheat Kings.
The Centennials, meanwhile, 
won the opening game of their 
semi-final series by defeating 
league champion Edmonton Oil 
Kings 5-3.
Regina and Brandon open a
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
SUNDAY 
Stanley Cup
New York 3 Chicago 2
(First game of best-of-seven 
semi-final)
St. Louis 2 Minnesota 1
(St. Louis wins best-of-seven 
quarter-final 4-3)
Allan Clip
Y'-rlilon 7 St. Boniface 3
(Western best-of-seven semi- 
fir,a| tied 3-3)
Quebec Junior
Quebec 4 Drumnwndvllle 2
(Quebec wins best-of-seven 
semi-final 4-0)
Cornwall 3 Shawinlgan 2 
i('or'>wnll leads best-of-seven 
semi-final 3-1)
Centennial Cup
Guelph 6 Charlottetown 3 
(First game of eastern best- 
of«sovcn final)
Western Canada
Reglnn 8 Flin Flon 2
(Regina wins best-of-seven 
eastern division semi-final 3-2, 
two games lied)
Calgary 5 Edmonton 3
(First game of western divi­
sion best-of seven final)
World Hockey
Finland 13 West Germany 3
Sweden 8 Switzerland 5
Regina started fast, scoring
three goals in leps than two D/*Y\A/| |K|f"Z
minutes of the first period and DvVV LallWJ
adding four more in the second MERIDIAN LANES 
for a 7-0 lead. ■
Flin Flon goalie Roger Swan- 1„T!,ur?’ln1y M xed’ T^pl’ 
son had a busy night, facing 47 olB8bT8 nR °’ shots, 20 in the second period, I285’ *\?.nn»»2.^,sk2^iXCI 
Ernie Germaine in the Regina P^ey^lf> P e' n°nii'
coal stnnned 29 shntc on, Joanne West 694, men, HerbOn SntJrday at Flin Flon, Middleton 780: Team high sin- 
Pats overcame a 2-0 deficit to f10'. p
tio the gome I Lucky Strikes 3242; High nvcr-
Flin Flon took a 2-0 lead atH0- women, Mary UJcr 220, 
the end of the first period onlmcn* er 234, Bud Toole 
goals from
Rob Safrata of Toronto was 
silver medalist in the boys' com­
bined ranks and the bronze 
went to Bob Knight of Prince 
George, B.C.
Runner-up in the girls’ com­
bined events was Karen Kings­
mill of Toronto and third was 
Susan Aslett, also of Toronto.
In the final race Saturday, the 
slalom, Monod beat 51 other 
skiers. His two runs down the 
1,400-foot course at Marmot Ba­
sin were timed at 45.80 seconds 
and 51.96 for an aggregate of 
1:37.76.
Second-place finisher in the 
boys’ slalom was Knight with 
a time of 1:38.66. Third went to 
Brian Battison of Penticton, 
with 1:49.49.
Twelve-year-old Loni Klettl of 
Jasper won the girls’ slalom 
with an aggregate of 1:47,2.
Close behind was Susan Aslett 
in 1:47.77 while Susan O’Sulli­
van of Vancouver was third 
with 1:48.22. Sarah Satow of 
Kamloops, was 10th.
Eighty-five skiers from across 
Canada competed in the three- 
day championships, sanctioned 
by the Canadian Ski Associn- 
■ tion. >
DAY
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A SAMPLE OF OUR $1.00 OFFER
New 1972 Chevelle Malibu, 4 door Sedan
With V8 motor and Automatic 




BODY SIDE MOLDING ......
WHEEL DISCS ............... ........
WHITE WALL TIRES .........
2 TONE PAINT ......................
UNDERCOATING ..........
$3948
Reg. 135.30 NOW $1
Reg. 80.75 NOW $1
Reg. 55.60 NOW $1
Reg. 39.30 NOW $1
Reg. 31.65 NOW $1
Reg. 33.85 NOW $1
Reg. 37.10 NOW $1
Reg. 37.50 NOW $1
Total of Options 451.05 Now $8
Blaine Stounhton 1234; ’‘3(l°” Club' BIU Meyers lx t Regina Smc 327' BHan MacCrimmon 311, 
eon! W WnnH k Bl,rt Toole 308: Tcnm stnndin«s: .JSia? Rookies 41, Lucky Strikes 40, 
tShcOmimTat<i4,’3 CatB 38' nain Makers 38 
of the third period, br«nkln« in 
on Swanson from the blue Une ,Xrs 34 ^Bowler of 
?lltf s ha‘d BnOt f,'°m th0 WoS’ MioS\wc8VW^ 
The Centennials, playing at ,lcib
home, held'« 2-0 lead at the end The ,Mod Mother#. April 13. 
of the first period and were on nigh single, Lljllan Kitilltze 
top 4-2 going Into (he final pe- ;nfl: High triple,, Lorrlcn Carter 
r*wl. 716; Team high single, Defcnd-
Veterans Doug Horbul, Jim ers 1161, triple. Defenders 3157;
Watson, Brian Walker, Jhn High average, Lillian Klttlltzc 
McMasters and Ron Homenuke 201; “300” Club, Lillian Klttlltzc 
handled the Cnlgary scoring. 316, Louise Stapleton 302, Geor- 
Edmonton got Its goals from ginn Wyatt 301; Team stand- 
Brinn Ogilvie, Marcel Comeau Ings: Hopefuls 946, Swinging 
and Phil Russell. I Mamas 926, Leaders 805Mi.
and Howntt 
back with a 
early in the 
Barrett tied
SPRING SPECIALS 
1—8x10 as bonus 




















Sundnvs 'till 9 p.m.
GROCERIES
CONFECTIONERIES
This 20 mile walkalhon will take place Sunday, April 
30th, 1972. The walkalhon will begin al Elk's 
Stadium at 8:00 a.m. and will end al Elk's Stadium. 
All proceeds will go Io Babe Ruih Baseball. A first 
prize of $50 will be awarded to the boy, or girl bring­
ing in (he largest amount of money. There will also 
be prizes awarded^lor many other achievements and ' 
age groups. A prize will also be awarded (o the first 
girl who crosses the finish line. Anyone else who would
1 * *
like to participate in the walkalhon to help (his worth­
while cause may contact Mr.s. I.r Hoffman at 762-4851.
Any parents wishing to, help please coqlnct Jim ■ 
McGuire nt 762-0269.
or New 1972 Cutlass 4 Door Sedan
V8. Automatic Transmission.





BODY SIDE MOLDING 



























Total of Options 447.^5 Now $8
*4,216.
Victory Motors
“THE BEST WAY TO GET BUSINESS IS TO DESERVE IT”
1675 Pandosy St, Phone 762-3207
VETERAN ROOKIE. - by Alan Mover KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. MON., ^PRIL IT, 1972 PAGE TProblems Looming For WHA 
Two Teams Miss Bond Payment
P- T’’E CANADIAN PRESS 
. The World Hockey Association 
»- determined to continue 
lespite Its problems after re- 
oordr.g progress from three 
Jronts during the weekend.
In Chicago, the league an­
nounced Saturday that 10 of its 
12 teams had pasted $100,000 
performance bonds, thus creat­
ing a $1 million league treasury.
A* the same time, Minnesota 
Fighting Saints announced the 
formal signing of National 
Hockey League veteran Wayne 
Connelly to a five-year, no-trade 
no-cut contract.
New England Whalers and 
Edmonton Oil Kings added 
more hope to the WHA picture 
by announcing some progress in 
Securing playing sites.
Lack of a playing site re­
mained a problem for Miami 
^creaming Eagles, however, 
and that club was one of the two 
franchise holders which failed 
Io nut up its performance bond 
At league meetings in Chicago, 
-Calgary; was the other.
- Clubs which posted bonds 
were Edmonton. Chicago, Hous­
ton, Los Angeles, Minnesota, 
New England, New York, Ot- 
Bwa, Quebec and Winnipeg.
Kader has hopes
|\t WHA president Gary
to pay goalie Bernie Parent of 
Toronto Maple Leafs $700,000 
for a five-year contract.
Connelly’s five-year deal with 
Minnesota was reported worth 
$300,000. The Rouyn, Que., na­
tive finished the 1971-72 season 
with Vancouver Canucks.
Jim Adams, president of the 
Fighting Saints, said he saw the 
signing as one that perhaps 
would “break the logjam of the












No-Hitter Good For Image 
Expos Win Opening Pair
R^Fvidson Indicated he hones to 
•ave both the Miami and Cal­
gary franchises.
“Miami currently is in default 
with the league,” said David­
son. “But the board of trustees 
have given the holders of the 
franchise two weeks to resolve 
their problems.”
Davidson said the league will 
announce shortly details of an 
expected ownership change in 
the Calgary Brones club which 
fell into difficulty when owner 
Scotty Munro announced last 
week he was pulling out be­
cause of other business commit­
ments.
The Miami franchise ran into 
difficulty last week when it 
failed to obtain a building per­
mit for its proposed new arena.
“If Miami does not meet its 
league obligations, several 
WHA teams have expressed a 
willingness to take over any 
player contracts the Screaming 
Eagles have entered into,” said 
Davidson.
“But that won’t be necessary] 
as there are other cities that 
have requested franchises in the 
.WHA.
“ “We definitely will start the 
1972-73 season this October with 
.12 teams.”
THEY SIGNED PARENT
The Miami franchise was the 
first to announce, several weeks 
ago, the signing of an NHL star. 
The Eagles were reported ready
signing of National Hockey 
League players.”
Adams said - that at the Chi­
cago meetings he was amazed 
at how far advanced some of 
the clubs were.
“I know of one that has al­
ready signed nine players, but I 
cannot disclose the names.**
Alan Eagleson, executive 
director of the NHL Players’ 
Association, said in Toronto Fri­
day he expected the Saints 
would soon announce the sign­
ing of NHL players Brian Glen­
nie and Mike Pelyk of Toronto 
and Andre Boudrias and Dale 
Tallon of Vancouver Canucks. 
He also expected Larry Pleau 
and Pete Mahovlich of Montreal 
Canadians would join New Eng­
land Whalers in the WHA.
However, Pleau’s lawyer said 
in Montreal Saturday that while 
negotiations were going on with 
the Whalers, no decision had 
been made on Pleau leaving the 
NHL.
PLANS MEETINGS
Lawyer David S c h a t i a of 
Montreal said further meetings 
with the Whalers were planned 
for this week.
Connelly, 32. is a veteran of 
nine seasons in the NHL with 
Boston Bruins, Minnesota North 
Stars, Detroit Red Wings, St. 
Louis Blues and Vancouver. 
Pleau, 25, a native of Lynn, 
Mass., has seen part-time duty 
with the Canadiens the last two 
seasons.
In Boston, meanwhile, the 
Whalers announced that nego­
tiations for a playing site are 
entering the final stages. Club 
president Howard Baldwin said 
a final announcement would 
likely be made before May 1 bui 
he gave no indication of what 
site the Whalers were seeking.
The Whalers would likely 
have difficulty getting good 
playing dates at Boston Garden, 
already busy with the Bruins, 
the Braves of the American 
Hockey League and the Celtics 
. of the National Basketball Asso- 
i ciation.
In Edmonton, the Oil Kings 
have the Edmonton Gardens to 
start their first season in, but 
> owner Bill Hunter said negotia- 
i tions are under way with the 
. city to acquire a building site 
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Double Win Spikes Protest 
Practice Doesn't Help Sox
Comment Was Vintage Dave Hill
Tourney Won On Luck And Guts
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kansas City Royals had plans 
for an official protest against 
Chicago White Sox but the Roy­
als players spoiled their bosses’ 
plans with three weekend victo­
ries over the Sox.
The Royals p otest plans were 
based on Chicago’s defiance of 
an American League order ban­
ning player practice sessions at 
club parks during the baseball 
player strike which delayed the 
season opening until Saturday.
But the White Sox workouts 
apparently did them little good 
as the Royals edged Chicago 2-1 
in the opener Saturday and fol­
lowed up with 2-1 and 4-3 victo­
ries in Sunday's doubleheader 
at Kansas City.
Elsewhere in the American 
League Sunday, Minnesota 
Twins topped Oakland Athletics 
3-2, Texas Rangers trimmed I 
California Angels 5-1 and Balti-j 
more Orioles defeated New 
York Yankees 3-1 in the rain- 
shortened first game of a sched­
uled doubleheader. The second 
New York-Baltimore game, Mil­
waukee Brewers’ doubleheader 
at Cleveland and Boston’s game 
at Detroit all were rained out.
ginia to get in Kansas
i
3
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The National League couldn't 
have wished for better publicity 
than Burt Hooton’s no-hitter in 
the opening weekend to make 
fans forget the 13-day delay 
caused by the baseball players 
strike.
And for Canadian fans, there 
was the added encouragement 
of a double victory by Montreal 
Expos over St. Louis Cardinals.
Hooton, a 22-year-old rookie 
right-hander with Chicago Cubs, 
used his knuckle-curve ball to 
build his no-hitter for a 4-0 vic­
tory over Philadelphia Phillies 
Sunday.
That evened the score with 
the Phillies who made a loser 




with a 4-2 victory
over Chicago.
Hooton said he “wasn't get­
ting the knuckle curve over in 
the early innings so 1 stopped 
using it,”
•But I went to it exclusively 
in the eighth and ninth innings, 
when I pitched my best. That’s 
when I felt the adrenalin flow­
ing. I was just trying to get the 
ball over in the seventh.”
BEATS DOYLE
That was the inning in which 
Hooton walked Don Money and 
_ Mike Anderson with two out but 
slipped a called third strike past 
Denny Doyle. He walked seven 
and struck out the same num- 
ber in hurling the earliest no- 
1 hitter in the majors since Cleve-
and repeated with an identical । 
score Sunday.
Elsewhere Sunday, San Fran­
cisco Giants outslugged Houston 
Astros 10-6, Cincinnati Reds 
thumped Los Angeles Dodgers 
10-1, Pittsburgh Pirates blanked 
New York Mets 2-0 and San 
Diego Padrefe downed Atlanta 
Braves 3-0 after losing 5-1 in the 
first of a double-header.
In other opening-day games 
Saturday, the Mets stopped 
Pittsburgh 4-0, Los Angeles 
downed Cincinnati 3-1, San 
Francisco blanked Houston 5-0 
and San Diego edged the Braves 
6-5.
i If Hooton continues to im­
prove, as he has done in each of 
his big league starts, his next 
outing should be a , perfect 
game. The Cubs chose him off 
the University of Texas campus 
last June as the No. 1 pick in 
the free agent draft and nine 
days later he yielded three runs 
in 3 1-3 innings against St. 
Louis.
After a trip to the Pacific 
Coast League, where he struck 
out 135 in 102 innings, including 
a record-tying 19 in one game, 
the 6-foot-l, 210-pounder re­
turned to the Cubs in September 
for two more starts. In the first, 
he matched the club record of 
15 strikeouts while pitching a 
three-hitter and beating the 
Mets 3-2 after tossing 6 2-3 hit- 
less innings. Six days later he 
whipped the Mets again 3-0 on a 
two-hitter.
other homer in the fourth, 
slammed a run-scoring double 
in the fifth and wrapped up the 
scoring in the seventh with a 
three-run homer. Bob Watson 
and Tommy Helms so ckcdl 
three-run homers for the Astros.
Joe Morgan's bases-Ioaded 
triple keyed a six-run explosion 
in the sixth inning as Cincinnati 
belted Los Angeles. Tony Perez’ 
fourth-inning homer accounted 
for the Reds’ first run. Gary 
Nolan pitched the first seven in­
nings, allowing just two hits and 
retiring the Dodgers in order in 
every inning except the second.
Willie Stargell delivered two 
run-scoring singles and Steve 
Blass, Bob Miller and Ramon 
Hernandez combined for a 
three-hitter as the world cham­
pion Pirates stifled the Mets.
Montreal rallied for two runs 
in the ninth inning to beat St. 
Louis. A walk to Mike Jorgen­
sen and Ron Fairly’s double 
chased starter Rick Wise and 
the tying run scored on Ken Sin­
gleton's infield out. The winner 
crossed on a throwing error by 
Moe Drabowsky, the Cards’ 
third pitcher of the inning.
“D»n*t take it »• hard. Mae. 







Bank of British Columbia 
Tickets $2 and $3
APRIL 18TH - 22ND
City’s
starting lineup of Saturday's 
opener, made up for lost time 
Sunday,
Otis drilled a pair of singles 
in the first game, driving in the 
Royals’ first run and then scor­
ing the winner.
The White Sox, beaten in 11 
innings Saturday after a two-out 
homer in the bottom of the 
ninth by Bob Oliver had tied the 
score for KC, took the early 
lead behind Stan Bahnsen in 
Sunday’s opener.
Otis’ RBI single tied it in the 
third and then he opened the 
fifth with another hit and rode 
around on John Mayberry’s dou­
ble and an infield out for the 
deciding run.
In the nightcap, Steve Hov- 
ley’s 10th inning single drove 
home Paul Schaal with the de­
ciding run. Schaal had walked 
and moved up on an infield out 
before Hovley’s two-out hit won 
it.
land's Bob Feller stopped Chi­
cago White Sox 32 years ago to 
the day in the Indians' 1940 
opener.
The Expos beat the Cards 3-2 
in the St. Louis opener Saturday
Derek Returns 
To Hospital Bed
BOSTON (AP) - Derek 
Sanderson, Boston Bruins’ flam­
boyant centre weakened by coli­
tis, was readmitted to Massa­
chusetts General Hospital Sun­
day because of a virus infection.
Sanderson failed to report for 
practice, a doctor examined 
him at his home and he was 
ordered to the hospital.
Sanderson was discharged 
from the hospital only last 
Wednesday. He had been stay­
ing there for treatment of coli­
tis, an inflammation of the In­
testines.
WEATHER HAZARD
CHAMONIX, France (AP) — 
A mountain guide was found 
here after he spent 61 hours in a 
glacier crevasse. “The only 
thing that worried me was the 
weather,” he recalled.
“From the time I knew any­
thing about anything,” he said, | 
“I knew I would be pitching in 
the major leagues someday. 
There’s never been any doubt in 
my mind that 1 wouldn’t suc­
ceed.”
LIMITS HITTERS
Only two balls were really 
well hit oft Hooton. Shortstop 
Don Kessinger made a leaping 
one-hand grab of Doyle’s third- 
inning liner and a 16-mile-an- 
hour wind held up Greg Luzin- 
ski’s drive in the seventh, which 
Rick Monday caught near the 
368-foot sign in left-centre.
For his no-hitter, the Cubs 
tore up Hooton’s contract and 
gave him a new one with a 
$2,500 raise.
San Francisco’s rookie Dave 
Kingman, making the switch 
from a first baseman-outfielder 
to third base, hammered a sin­
gle, double, triple and home run 
and drove in six runs against 
Houston Sunday.
Kingman singled a run home 






D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 





~ PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) - It 
vas vintage Dave Hill.
“Does it feel pretty good to 
[.win again, Dave?” someone 
"asked after Hill’s dramatic vic- 
'tory in the $150,000 Monsanto 
.Open golf tournament Sunday. 
-Hill, a dedicated perfectionist, 
’considered the question a mo- 
jnent.
;• “Nope,” he said.
1 “I’d rather play good so that I 
was ready to win. It’d make you 
’sick the way I hit it.
7 “I won it with a ton of luck 
-and sheer guts,” he paused, 
’grinned and added: “I may 
have used up all (he luck I’ll 
ever have.”
The 34-year-old veteran blew 
a whopping lead as Jerry Heard 
charged from seven strokes off 
the pace and built a two-stroke 
margin.
But Hill rallied with birdies 
on two of the final three holes 
anc won his ninth tour title with 
A par 7! and a 271 total.
HEARD HOOKS DRIVE
* Heard, playing a couple of 
holes ahead of Hill, had the lead 
•tone until he went one over par 
on the final hole, hooking his 
drive into the trees. He had a 
strong 65. six under par on the 
Pensacola Country Club course, 
and was second at 272.
Hill won it on the last hole.
Tied for the top at that stage,
he got off a good drive and then 
waited before hitting his second.
He laced a six iron dead on 
the flag, with the ball stopping 
four feet short.
The putt dropped and Dave 
had the $30,000 first prize—-his 
first victory in almost two years 
and a spot in next week’s rich 
Tournament of Champions.
Chris Blocker closed up with 
a 69 for third place at 274. Vet­
eran Bob Goalby had a hole-in- 
one on the second hole en route 
to a 65-275 and fourth. Ray 
Floyd was alone in fifth with a 
69-276,
Wilf Homenuik of Winnipeg, 
the only Canadian to survive the 
cut, had rounds of 73-70-68-73 for 
a 284 total. He won $1,335.
In other season openers Satur-1 
day, Milwaukee beat Cleveland] 
5-1, Mickey Lolich pitched De­
troit past Boston 3-2, Oakland 
edged Minnesota 4-3 and Cali­
fornia blanked Texas 1-0-.
OTIS ARRIVES ’
Amos Otis, who was too late 
driving from his home in Vir-
POPULAR SPORT








Early detection and prompt 
.treatment saves lives from 
cancer. Have an annual health 
check-up Including cnnccr tests, 






EVERYONE WELCOME TO 
A PUBLIC MEETING
fo hear the young, dynamic, new PC provincial leader
DERRIL WARREN
and to'name a provincial candidate for this area.
TIME: 8 P.M. on MONDAY, 17 April, 1972
PLACF: ELK’S HALL, 3009 Pandosy\ (cor. Groves 
Ave.) Kelowna. '
Inserted by the South Okanagan progressive Conservative 
Association
“Any, person seeking the PC nomination In the constit­
uency must notify the President or the Secretary in writ­
ing of his or her intention so to do not later than 72 hours 
(excluding Sundays and holidays) prior to the hour for 
which the nomination meeting has been railed and . such 
, notification shall be duly signed by the |>cison seeking 
. nomination and shall be verified by 10 mcmiiera of the
Association: Provided always that any member of the 
Association may be nominated from the floor, at, the meet­
ing upon a resolution of lints of the voting members pre­
sent.” ' \ ' '
Dcrril Warren will all. nd a no host smorgasbord at the 
Jade 1‘alaca at S:4$ p.m., Monday, April\I7, All are 
j welcome, '





Just South of the Odeon 
Drive-In
Open Tues, thru Sun.
10 a.m. 'til dusk
y jt- got spring fever?
r Beautify your yard with our
SHADY TREES . . . 
ENHANCING SHRUBS . . . 
& BEAUTIFYING PLANTSMEImP Also a good selection of:
LAWN SEED, PEAT MOSS 
& FERTILIZERS
Hours:
1 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
-• 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sundays
Kelowna Nurseries Ltd.
1035 Sutherland Ave. Rhone 762-3384
533 Bernard
CONTACT
Tired oi Paying Rent?
Let us help you
build your own home.
PAY LESS PRE-FAB
MART LTD
Get the best through Pay Less. Our
aim is to live by our name in order
for you to gain. We build your home 
cheaper and better or you build your­
self through our saving discount on 
material and trades. Save you $$ 
on lots, too
Mrs. L. Ramsay
Nelson Block - Westbank
Phone 768-5664
TbeToyotaHalf-Ton.
What it does depends onwhatyoudo
! % jWVi-wh.rx 'xuu.
O UTILS
TOOLS
millets about our Half-Ton truck.We can't make up our
I'^ir some people the Hi-Lux is a pickup. It'll fetch and carry a 
half ton of just about anything, And it won't cost an arm and a leg 
doing it.> l*'or others, it’s it willing workhorse which changes into a 
family runabout evenings and heads for the local drive-in.' *
Others we know use it for ihe sporting life. Skiihg, siiowmobiling, 
hunting, fishing, camping. '
Sonic even fit mag wheels, racing stripes, bucket scats and pre­
tend it's a sports Car.^ ,
Well nothing really surprises us. tVilh a? i to up. overhead vain 
engine, a smooth all synchromesh four on the floor, fugged iaitlc- 
frccicab'construction nod all the extras and accessories h»u alwai
ai
get on a Toyota, the Hi-Lux Hall'-Ton is a very versa!ilc vehicle 
indeed. In fact what it docs is what you do.
TOYOTA
Toyota cars and trucks are sold and serviced from coast to coast in Canada and throughout the world. \
KELOWNA TOYOTA LIMITED
' te






Celebrates 44th BirthdayRutland* Winfield* Ojama, Peachland, Westbank
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I0F Officers Installed
At Gala Rutland Ceremony
RUTLAND (Staff> — Officers < 
for three Okanagan courts of ; 
the Independent Order of For­
esters were installed Saturday ; 
night in the Centennial Hall. , 
Following a banquet, several 
hundred people saw John Pear- i 
son, of Vancouver, past chief 
ranger of the high court of B.C., 
install officers of Court 203, 
Winfield'. Court 1028. Penticton; 
and Court 1108, Kamloops. The ' 
chief ranger is the same as 
president.
The Winfield court is the lar­
gest of these, with about 600 
members from Peachland to 
Armstrong. Other smaller 
courts in Kelowna, Westbank 
and Vernon were absorbed by 
Winfield court some years ago. 
Meetings are held in Kelowna.
Kamloops court has about 400 
members, Penticton court about 
270.
INTERNATIONAL
Beginning with the Ancient 
Order of Foresters in Great 
Britain, the order has become 
a n international fraternal 
movement for all members of 
families. The Foresters Golf 
Club was formed April 6, 1961, 
at Kelowna.
Elwood Aschenbrenher, of Ke­
lowna, succeeds Art Deeter, al­
so of Kelowna, as chief ranger 
of Winfield court. Ron Schaad 
of Rutland is vice chief ranger. 
Mrs. Ed Galligan of Winfield 
is recording secretary. Mrs. 
Fred Slee of Kelowna is court 
deputy. Mrs. Douglas Hudson 
of Rutland is treasurer.
Oscar Doak replaces Sam 
Nadane as chief ranger of Pen­
ticton court. Don Dietz is vice 
chief ranger. Mrs. Charles 
Mair is recording secretary. 
Mrs. Pat Reid is treasurer.
Orators say prayers, beadles 
guard doors at meetings, while 
woodwards visit sick members 
and are responsible for keep­
ing order property.,
Traditional pomp and cere­
mony featured the initiation. 
Those to be installed were seat­
ed in the middle of the hall. 
Guards Mrs. Jack Younger of 
Vancouver and Fred Sice of 
•Kelowna took each group to the 
front. Mr. Pearson led the 
oaths of office, then invested 
the top officials. High marshal, 
Russ Beer, and high conductor,- 
Hugh Lindsay, both of Van­
couver, invested the others. 
High secretary w a s Doug
WESTBANK (Special) — The 
44th birthday of the Westbank 
Womens Institute was celebrat­
ed at the home of Mrs. J. G. 
Craig on Tuesday, with 12 mem­
bers and one visitor present.
A letter with attached list of 
garments presently required 
was read from the Children’s 
Hospital and a letter from the 
Cranbrook Hospital promising 
to let the institute know what 
fabric was used in the night­
wear of the patients burned in 
a recent fire.
Plans for the district confer­
ence at Princeton on April 24 
were received as well as the 
two resolutions so far submit­
ted. Both were approved.
Mrs. John Basham gave her 
welfare report. She said another 
successful sewing party had 
been held at her home and that
A motion by Mrs. Basham 
and seconded by Mrs. A. L. 
Clarke, that Mrs. Van Den 
Bosch, be district delegate to 
the FWI conference in-Banff, 
was carried.
The president reported taking 
a plant to Mrs. W. MacLcan 
after her husband’s death and 
some flowers to Mrs. Marion 
Fearnley when she came home 
from the hospital.
Eight members plan to attend 
the district conference in 
Princeton April 24. A resolution 
referring to quality of apples 
sold under B.C. label was dis­
cussed and endorsed. Two arti­
cles to be taken for sale to de­
fray expenses were shown.
Various items from the WI
Newsletter were read and dis­
cussed. Word had ocen received 
that the CP Railway and the 
CN Railway have cancelled the 
increase in freight rates which 
was to be levied on feed grains 
coming into the province of 
British Columbia, and they have 
agreed to hold the line on this 
particular commodity.
Another article from the 
Home Economics department 
stated that to remove gum from 
clothing one should rub lard on 
the back of the gum then wash. 
This method is also useful in 
removing grease and tar.
The next meeting will be at 
Mrs. John H. Blackey’s home 
May 9, where roll call will be 
a book or toy for the children’s 
ward of' the Kelowna Hospital.
TOURIST CENTRE
BANGKOK (AP) - A Bang­
kok newspaper described Sai­
gon, the capital of South Viet­
nam, as a beautiful, tranquil 
place where the people looked 
well and healthy. It said Sai­
gon’s image had suffered from 
war, but predicted a bright fu­




1383 Ellis St. 763-5022
Service to all color and B&W 
TV, Phonos, Stereos and 
Radios.
Black and White and
Color TV’s 
Calls 8.00
Open Mon. through Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
The Canadian
35 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
Sole: Tuesday, April 18 While,Quantities Last
i’l t ' 1 > r - ‘ 1 - l_.il*1 4g
Davis, also of Vancouver. Mr. 
Slee, a member of the high 
court of B.C. said the prayers.
ROYAL MOMENT
There was a royal moment in 
the proceedings. Kathy Chern- 
off was crowned Miss Pentic­
ton IOF by her predecessor. 
Marlene Dietz. Mrs. Ernie Lod- 
omez presented brooches to 
Miss Dietz and her princesses, 
Kathy Perlstrom and Carol Tol­
hurst.
Outstanding members of two 
courts were honored. Mrs. Ron 
Schaad of Rutland presented a 
plaque to Mrs. Ed Galligan of 
Winfield. Mr. Bragg presented 
the Kamloops plaque to Mrs. 
William Butner, after which 
Mr. Williams presented a gift
she had received letters ofi 
thanks from Woodlands and the 
USG depot at Kelowna. From 
the last meeting there were six 
quilts, 174 articles of clothing, 
14 pounds of soap, and 41 lay­
ette articles for the USC. and 
34 good used clothing for the 
Children’s Hospital. Four more 
boxes have been taken to the 
Kelowna depot. Since then the 
United Church thrift shop has 
given the institute about 20 
boxes of clothing, left over from j 
winter stocks. |
,Old business brought about a 
discussion of life memberships, 
continuing from the previous 
meeting. This was summarized 
in a motion by Mrs. Craig and 
seconded by Mrs. T. B. Reece 
that life membership be abolish­
ed, and was carried.
to Mr. Bragg.
Guests from Vancouver, Vic-
Vern Bragg is chief ranger 
of Kamloops court, succeeding 
Bob Anderson. Fred Pain is 
vice chief ranger, his wife re­
cording secretary. Bill Williams 
is court deputy. Mrs. Ken Schu- 
mard is treasurer.
Also installed were trustees, 
organists, orators, promoters of 
paternal and junior welfare, 
senior and Junior beadles, and 





“ONE SIZE" PANTYHOSE — First quality, 
beige and taupe shades. Limit 8 per customer. a /4 aft 
Regular 59c. .... .....................    H/ IctwPut it to work in ‘C’ Fund. 
You’ll get security, 
growth and a tax advantage
‘C’ Fund invests in major 
Canadian stocks and the 
dividend income qualifies 





Lawn-Boy conform* Io 
COPEA antaly *t*nd*rd*,
248 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
762-5200
Other offices Vancouver and Victoria
Phone 763-260253H Leon Avenue
On Ixon
KI I.OWNA




ing will be held Wednesday 
night to establish an arena com­
mittee here. It will be at 7:30
toria and Seattle attended 
what Mr. Pearson called “one 
of the most looked forward to 
events of the year.”
Welcoming guests on behalf 
of Rutland Chamber of Com­
merce. president Fred Stevens 
told them, “Rutland is the 
fastest - growing unorganized 
area in B.C.” But W. C. Ben­
nett said it is part of the Reg­
ional District of Central Okan-
p.m. in the Centennial Hall. The 
Regional District of Central 
Okanagan board is planning to 
provide covered or open ice sur­
faces.
"MIRA FIT" PANTYHOSE Seamless
stretch, proven fit. Tender beige, nut brown, 
burnt sugar. S.M.L.XL. Regular 1.29. .____ -
SUPPORT HOSE — Brand name, slight imper­
fections will not affect wear. Taupe shades and 
white. Sizes 8Vi to 1114. If first quality would 
be 4.95. ____ _________________ ___________
2/1.49
2/1.49
PANTIES — Rayon tricot in brief styles. White E/i aft 
and pastels. S.M.L. Regular to 49c pr.---------  V/ I ■■iw
agan, of which he is chairman,”
Oyama Legion 
Thanks ladies
OYAMA (Special) — The 
monthly meeting of Branch 189, 
Royal Canadian Legion, was 
held in the club rooms, where 
president A. T. Kobayashi call­
ed the meeting to order with 29 
ordinary members and one as­
sociate member present.
Group Planned
A new organization for veter­
ans has been started in the Kel­
owna area, and hopes to locate 
in Rutland.
Central Okanagan unit, Army, 
Navy and Air Force Veterans 
of Canada will get its charter 
April 22 at 7 p.m. in the IOOF 
Hall at Richter Street and 
Wardlaw Avenue. Representa­
tives of provincial command 
and the Vernon branch will at­
tend.
Gunnar Gunderson was re-, 
cently named president, with
The meeting extended thanks j 
to the Legion Auxiliary for their ! 
donation of $50 toward the zone ; 
meeting expenses, and for put­
ting the fringe on the Canadian 
flag.
Yaroslaw Soroka was accept­
ed as a fraternal member and 
H. Bolton and M. E. Beattie 
were accepted as ordinary 
members. Peter Fredrick be­
came an associate member.
Ken Walker reported that the 
social night on March 24 was 
very successful. Another social 
will be held on April :>8 and a 
Spring Frolic Dance in the Win­
field Hall on May 19. Admission 
. for this event will be $2.50, 
including lunch. <
William Raistrick reported 
that the zone meeting in Oyama 
bn March 19 was very well at­
tended and well organized, He 
complimented the Legion Auxil- 
lary on an excellent supper. The 
Kelowna branch Is chartering a 
bus for the zone meeting to be 
held in Edgewood. Anyone wish­
ing a ride "is asked to leave 
their name with the secretary,
Daryk Eyles and Cliff Barber 
will be Branch 189 delegates to 
the Dominion convention.
Ken Gingnll, Earl Hoover and 
William Raistrick were present­
ed certificates of attendance for 
the Leadership School held in 
Penticton. Daryk Eyles, Garnet 
Sproule and Ken Walker will 
receive their certificates at a 
later date.
Bev Elliott vice-president, Lee 
Kocevar, Garry Walker, Frank 
Sparks, Lorne Leisch and 
Frank Gleason other executive 
members. There are 31 charter 
members.
This association is for re- 
tired members oi police, fire 
and auxiliary forces, as well 
as service veterans, and will 
have • active and associate 
members. A women's auxiliary 
will be started..
Social events are planned, but 
the group must have at least 
100 members for a year before 
it can get a liquor licence.
The Vernon branch, formed 
two years ago, is the only other 




ther McIntosh was elected pres­
ident of the Westbank Wooliqs 
4-H lamb club at the group's 
first regular meeting Friday at 
the homo of Mrs. Leo SJodin.
Other officers elected Include 
. Tom Lessard, vice-president; 
Marion McIntosh, secretary- 
treasurer: Etnlne Halsey, re­
porter and TcresH Lessard, rec­
reation chairman.
Leader of the club is Mrs, 
Kenneth McIntosh, while ttvq 
assistant leader Is Mrs. Leo 
SJodin.
art* flowers
BY CHIC , 
32 Orchard Park Shopping
Centre
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!”





Give one to your husband 
he will never forget. 











SALES — SERVICE — SHARPENING
HEP'S SERVICE DEPOT
"YOUR LAWNMOWER HOSPITAL" 
1125 Glenmorc St. North 763-5415
COMPLETE RENTAL 
LINE FOR 
CONTRACTORS . . .
“We rent most everything’’
Open: 8 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Daily.










BABY DOLLS — 100% nylon. Sheer with self­
ruffle trim. Pastel Shades. Regular 2.49 to 2.98.
NIGHTGOWNS — Nylon or brushed nylon. 
Lace and embroidered trims. Pastel shades.
Sizes M.L.OS. Regular 1.98 to 2.49.......... ..........
FULL SLIPS — Lace trimmed nylon or amel. 
Sizes 32 to 42, mini, petite and regular lengths.
Regular 1.98 to 2.98.______________________ _
BLOUSES — Permanent press 100% nylon. 
Tailored styles, long sleeves, contrast trim. 
Popular shades. Sizes 32-38. Regular to 2.98.
FANCY KNIT CARDIGANS — 
acrylic, smartly styled. White, 
green, red. S-M-L. Regular 5.98.




and some substandards. Slim style in many 
colors and sizes in 10 to 18 range. Reg. to 6.98.







GIRLS' T-SHIRTS—100% cotton, short sleeves, A aft 
striped patterns. Sizes 7 to 14. Regular $1. fc/
GIRLS' PANTYHOSE — One size fits 60 to 100 a/4 aft 
lbs. Opaque spring fashion shades. Regular 59c. “/ I s*tw
Gentlemen:
You may be pleased to know about the satis­
faction and service I have had from my 
Lawn-Boy mower. ’
I purchased this mower (Model 5000) in 
July, 1956. It has done one hour’s mowing 
per week from 1956 to 1965, and two hours* 
mowing per week since then. Both of the 
homes we have lived in during the years 
mentioned have many slopes and terraces, 
some quite steep.
During all this time my Lawn-Boy has 
performed practically faultlessly. I can 
not recall one occasion when I was un­
able to mow my lawn because of mech­
anical problems with my ihowcr. It has 
been 100% dependable, easy to operate, 
convenient to handle, easy to start.
This is now the fifteenth summer for 
this mower. In all this time it has never been 
in a repair shop. It has never been “tuned 
up”. In these years I have installed perhaps 
five or six spark plugs, one set of points, two 
new rear wheels (because of bearing failure). 
I have carried out myself regular simple 
maintenance procedures such as cleaning of 
the mesh air filter, draining of the gasoline 
tank and carburetor at the end of the mowing
Our new, 1972 Lawn-Boy models are 
built just like Our old ones, To last for years. 
And now, for the first time ever, you have a 
choice of new Super CD Series solid state 
ignition models. No coil or condenser prob­
lems. ,No breaker points to cause trouble. 
These new CD solid state ignition models 
come with bigger mufflers. And more power. 
See them and our new Deluxe“MAG’5 Series 
—with their famous Lawn-Boy engine (only 
3 moving parts—fewer parts to wear), their 
clog-free grasscatchers, and whisper-quiet 
operation—at your dealer. Join the more than 
500,000 Canadians who’vc made Lawn-Boy 
their first choice. Which ever model you buy 
—years from now you’ll know it was worth iL
©A product of Outboard Marina Corporation of Canada Ltd., PoterborouQh,' Canada, makers 
of Evlnrudo and Johnson Out 
board Motor*, O.M.C, Stern Drive 
enqlnea.EvInrude and Johnson snow­
mobiles and Pioneer Cheln Saw*.
season, and cleaning of exhaust ports.
Needless to say, even this Lawn-Boy 
umnot go on forever. When replace­
ment time comes, I certainly can assure 
you that it will he another Lawn-Boy 
.forme.
Yours sincerely, ’ 
Joseph Brunatti, 
Grimsby, Ontario
Mr, Brunatti't letter it just one of 




GIRLS' SKIRTS and JUMPERS — Washable 
acrylics, various styles and colors. Sizes 7 to 
14. Regular 2.98. ............
GIRLS’ SLEEVELESS TOPS — 100% nylon.
Zip, lace or crew neck styles. Assorted stripes.
Sizes 7 to 14. Regular 1.98. .1............. .
GIRLS’ SHIFTS — Sleeveless cotton prints, 
assortment of styles anck colors. Sizes 7 to 14. 
Regular 2.98. ______ _____................. -...........
BOYS’ PULLOVERS — 100% stretch nylon. 
Crew neck style. Soccer stripes in assorted 
colors. Sizes 8 to 16. Regular 1.98. ............ .
BOYS’ BRIEFS — White cotton knit. Sizes 






BOYS’ APACHE TIES — Complete with rings, 
ideal for dress or casual wear. Assorted colors, ft /4 aft 
Regular 98c. ............................................ - •*/ I »“w
INFANTS' and CHILDREN'S WEAR
SLEEPWEAR — Assortment of cotton print 
gowns, pyjamas and size 7 to 14 baby dolls. 
Infant sizes 2 to 3x, Jr. girls’ and boys’, sizes 
4 to fix, girls’ sizes 7 to 14. Regular 1.98.-------
JR. GIRLS’ SKIRTS - Washable acrylics ■ 
In assorted styles and colors, Sizes 4 to Ox.
Regular 1.98, ............................ ............... .
JR. GIRLS’ PANTS ~ Assortment or boxer 
style cotton flares. Sizes 4 to 6x, Regular 1.98.
JR, GIRLS’ DRESSES - Washable acrylic 
knits, long and* short sleeves, shift styles.
Striped patterns. Sizes 4 to 6x. Regular 1.98,
CHILDREN’S RAINCOATS - Hard wearing 
vinyl coat and hut sets. Safety colors. Sizes 
4 to 6x, Regular 1.98...................  ............. ..........
INFANTS' T-SHIRTS - Crew neck, short 
sleeves, assorted styles and colors. Sizes 1 to 3 
Regular 1,98........ . .................... . ........ ............
INFANTS’ SLEEPERS—Jacquard airetch terry, 
In assorted shades. Sizes 1 to 2. Regular 2.98.'
MEN'S WEAR
I
DRESS SOCKS - Multi-ply, 100'< Mretch , 
nylon. Assorted (olors. Sizes 10 to 12. Regular
79c* >... ।..........
UNDERSIIORTS - Permanent press 
cslcr/cotton, Assorted solid colors.
S.M.L. Regular 98c. . . , . --------











sorted colors. Sizes S.M.L. Regular 1.99. ....
DRESS SHIRTS - Permanent press col Ion.
Long sleeves, while only. Sizes J4L to 17.
Regular 2 tor 85, . .,.........
■(TIES'— Assortment of colorful patterns and 





TEA TOWEIJl — Waffle weave, fringed trim, E/1 AQ 
20x28. 5 colors. Regular 35c, ®/ I rtw
'TEA TOWELS - Pure linen Jacquard lowcls 0/1 Aft 
Ah Milled coIoih, Regular 59c,.............................. w/ I n’t®
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS ^overtime "nay- S systeVSador" 20-^-
By THE CASAviArt the qtjcsti()n of ©vettime pay-
The four-day work week of- ment beyond an eight-hour shift.
•ers the prospect of more lei- In working out a new 'work- 
jure time for workers but it week- system, hoi days, sick 
br pm a mixed bag of benefits leave, overtime and vacations 
and bonuses for boUi employees ajI have tobe studied and possi- 
and employers. bly redefined. _________ _
day system instead of ‘a 20-per-
cent loss on a five-day system. 
The loss to the employee, is 
greater if a day off without pay 
is taken.
There are several implica­
tions of the four-day week for
the family. There £s a conflict if 
two people are .working—one on 
a four-day week and the other 
on a five-day week.
Working mothers may have 
problems with household chores 
after working a longer day, par­
ticularly if care of school-age 
children is involved.
Car pools can be upset by 
changes in work schedules.
A shorter work week may ap­
pear attractive to governments 
during periods of high unem­
ployment. In theory, a reduction 
m the work week would mean, a 
demand for more workers.
SOME TAKE TWO JOBS
However, with a four- or 
three-day work week the oppor­
tunities for moonlighting in­
crease. If more people take two
jobs, there might be a negative 
effect on unemployment levels.
One Of the companies that has 
adopt'd a four-day week for 
some departments is Gilbey 
Canada Ltd.
Peter Green, distillery man­
ager for jGilbey, told a recent 
conference of the Personnel As­
sociation of Toronto that he ex­
pects a gradual reduction of the
work hours in the day during 
the next few years.
“It's inevitable and we might 
as well accept it—but the im­
portant thing is to break the 
traditional barrier of the five- 
day, 46-hour week.”
A majority of senior, union 
leaders oppose any restructure
ing of the work week that ex<
tends the work day beyond eight 
hours without overtime.
Some companies have found 
that problems of safety and effl- 
ciency have been created be­
cause of fatigue in the ninth and 
10th hours of a 10-hour day in a 
four-day week.
Some companies that have pi­
oneered- changes in the work I 
week say morale, efficiency and I 
productivity have Increased. I
Some find they can make 
more effective use of space by I 
altering the work week. An in­
dustrial company can better use 
its expensive equipment by 
, using two shifts on three-day, 
12-hour weeks instead of one! 
shift on a five-day, 36-hourl 
week.
However, companies may find 
a variety of problems cropping 
up if they make a change.
Management personnel may 
have to work longer hours and 
longer weeks to maintain super­
visory coverage. I
There are certain legal prob-1 
lems which require interprets-1 
tion and in some cases authori-l 
ration by regulatory authorities I 
is necessary. Some labor codes! 
set limits on hours of work, par-
Bank of Montreal




QUEBEC (CP) — The Quebec 
government will re-examine the I 
right of public employees to 
strike once settlement of the] 
current strike by about 200,000 
public employees is reached. 
Premier Robert Bourassa said 
; Sunday.
Both sides were to go back to 
i bargaining today. Secret nego-| 
J tiations late last week paved Hie | 
way for renewal of talks broken | 
; off April 5.
The strike was called by al 
union common front to back! 
wage and job security demands | 
, in a contract dispute with the! 
• government.
Premier Bourassa told report- 
i ers that “by Monday night or I 
'! Tuesday morning we will have I 
; a good idea whether the talks 
will yield any results.
In a speech later to 5,500 Lib- 
: eral supporters at a fund-raising | 
■ dinner in Montreal, Mr. Bour-1 
' assa said the government would | 
< “look especially at the hospital] 
sector which has been affected] 
by a number of strikes” since | 
public servants were given| 
\ strike rights in 1864. I
ACCUSES UNIONISTS
He accused union leaders of I 
placing themselves above the 
, law by Ignoring ba'ck-to-work in­
junctions' ordering maintenance 
of essential services at certain 
/ hospitals and of endangering the 
. health of the province’s econ- 
; omy by aggravating difficulties 
in attracting investment in 
Quebec. ,
“The injunctions were taken 
in order to protect the public,”1 
Mr. Bourassa, said. “Hospitals,! 
particularly, became the hos­
tages of the strike.” 1
The premier said union lead­
ers have no right to ignore in-1 
junctions pending appeal “be­
cause they are in effect and) 
must be obeyed.”
Marcel Pepin, president of the ' 
Confederation of National Trade 
Unions and spokesman for a' 
common front of three civil 
service unions, said Saturday a' 
request has been filed in the Su-1 
preme Court of Canada asking) 
permission to appeal an injunc-i 
tion. Appeals against other in-| 
junctions would come later. j
Mr. Bourassa said one thing! 
the government will not negoti-1 
ate with the unions is “respect, 
of the law,” >
“We respected our responsi­
bility to the public and will con­
tinue to so." he said.
You want fast action on a car 
loan. And you probably don't 
want to dip too deeply into your 
savings, either. So if you've got 
your eye on a new car, turn in at 
your nearest Bank of Montreal 
and talk to our people. We can 
tailor a low-cost car loan to fit 
your budget—quickly.
Our life-insured loans can 
help you get that new car. We 
want you to get your money's 
worth.
, ., , Car Loans:





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD 
Largest selection oi fabrics 
in the valley, Custom made 
swags and covered valances, 
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
Gallenkamp
tin (mnili shvi M<)|n
763-Z322




— fust service —
Shaver
Repairs ESB
TUNE-UPW All. M KES
• Sunbeam a Schick
• Kcuibon • Plnhslmvc
• Payer-Lux
• Exix'it scissor and 
knife sharpening
LY-AL Shaver Shop
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L FRED SANDflAM OF VAVENBY. 
B.C.. will Mt be responsible for any 
debt* contracted for in my name on 
aad after this date April 17. 1972 with­
out my written ccnscnL Signed: Fred
16. APTS. FOR RENT
Sandham. in
SERVICE DIRECTORY






102-1491 Pandosy St. Kelowna
BULLDOZING, all types 





M. W. F tf
EXCAVATING
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 5*7, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 765-5057 Ot 765-6923. tn Winfield 
766-2107. Js there a drinking problem 
la your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
6675 or 765-6766._____________________tf
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the Couriei subscriber* please make 
«ur* they have a collection card with 
the carrier** earn* and address and 
telephone number on It. II vour carrier 
has not left on* with yon, would you 
please contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, telephone 762-4445 M. W. F. tf
MARU MANOR
NOW RENTING
(4 blocks from Rutland Centre) 
One and two bedroom suites. 
Fridge, Stove, drapes, carpet­
ing, hot water neating, laun­
dry room, storage lockers, 
cable TV, automatic door inter­
com. Furnished or unfurnished.
PHONE 763-5676,
18' ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND BOARD IN EXCHANGE 
tor light household duties. Working 
girl preferred. Send full particular* to 
Box A656. Th* Kelowna Dally Courier. 
_______ ____________ ___________ 21« 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man. sharing. $85 per mouth all living 
privileges to right person. Telephone 
762-6224 after 3:30 p.m._____________U
PRIVATE ROOM AND BOARD FOR 
an elderly lady. Telephone 763-3742.
M. F. S. U
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
1623 sq. ft. of spacious living. 3 Bdrm, 
plus family room and study. AttracUve liv­
ing room, sundeck off dining area. Rough­
ed in room in full basement, 2 fireplaces. 
Financing may be arranged to suit your 
needs. FuU price $32,000.00. Harvey Pom- 
renke 2-0742. MLS.
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
RUTHERFORD, 
BAZETT & CO. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Telephone 763-5515 
Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants
Telephone 762-4434 
477 Leon Ave., Kelowna
FREE 
Estimates on 
Sewer & Water Lines 




PAINTING — STUCCO ■ 
Never Paint Again 
!! KENITEX !! 
Miracle coating, 
15 yr. guarantee.
J & J ENTERPRISES
LOOKING FOR AN EXECUTIVE 
home to rent in downtown Kelowna? 
Available now. four bedroom home, two 
full baths, large living and dining room 
with fireplace, spaclou* kitchen, laun­
dry room, large storage space, hall 
basement and garage. Beautifully 
landscaped. Telephone 763-7234. tf
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
for rent in Spring Valley Subdivision. 
This duplex is sound proof, almost all 
carpet throughout and has Ui baths. 
Full basement. Renting for $165 per
month. Telephone 764-4768. U
FOUR ROOM COTTAGE. NEWLY RE- 
modelled. Unfurnished or partly fur­
nished. Close to bus and good shop­
ping. Adults only, no pets. Please have 
references. $120 per month. Telephone
765-5353. u











W. R. FENNELL & CO
Accredited Public Accountants
W. R. Fennell, APA, FC1
R. D. Horton, APA, FCIS
2979 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C.
Telephone 7634528 
170 Rutland Rd. Phone 765-7740
THOMPSON 
ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public




lakeview Heights $4950 to $6800, Wood 
Lake $3500 to $5000. Winfield $4500, Rutland 
$3200. MLS.-Time to buy, be ready for 
spring.* Art MacKenzie 769-4264. MLS.
SMALL ORCHARD
Good apple orchard, on 5 acres of view 
• property. 200 older trees, 300 younger all 
producing. AU Walbum Rd., only $4000 per 
acre. Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
A GOOD INVESTMENT!
Business block, 6 units, 5 of which are 
rented, nearly new building, hot. water 
heat, cement block construcUon. Financing 
can be arranged. This will show a . good 
return. Art MacKenzie 769-4264.
tf
765-6374, 765-5111 
M, W, F if
SHARMAINE MANOR
HUSCH RD.
Now available, large 1 and 2 





ROOM AND BOARD FOR VOCAT- 
lonil itudent or working man or elder­
ly pensioner. Telephon* 762-6821. 218
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE-
man. Telephone 762-0220. U
20. WANTED TO RENT
GARAGE OR WORKSHOP SPACE. 
Also three bedroom or larger house in
Kelowna. Telephone 763-7051. 216
A THREE BEDROOM HOME RE- 
quired by May 1st. North end of Kel­
owna preferred. Telephone 763-2945.
216




1.14 acres by creek in City Limits, 3 Bdrm 
home, 2 fireplaces, rec room, double gar­
age and paved driveway. Possible future 
subdivision development <• here. Only 
$45,000.00. Contact Bren Witt 769-4326,
APPRAISALS FOR PROPERTY EVALUATIONS — R. G. Trimble, F.R.I.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ».
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY •** Office Ph. 3-4144
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
FOR RENT WITH LEASE. LARGE, 
older family home on Abbott Street. 
Available June 1. Rent $250. per month. 
Hoover Realty Ltd.. 762-5030. Eric 
Loken, 762-2428.
209, 21L 214. 216, 218, 221
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
sixpiex in Rutland on Briarwood Road 
Close to school and shopping centre
VISTA MANOR
1 BR. furnished, and 1 unfurn­
ished suite. AU conveniences. 




ore I Children welcome. No pets. Telephone 
764-4001. tf
MODERN, TWO BEDROOM, FURNISH- 
ed lakeshore cottage until June 15. $130
DADTD AITC monthly, utilities included. No pets.
•iVlxlrxAIIO Boucherie Beach Resort, Westbank.
.. ,.x Telephone 768-5769. tf
with a ersona y available immediately. 2V, bed- 
nnnc/c CTIinifY room home. Fenced yard, workshop,
I UlL 0 dlUUIU $150 month, half utilities paid. 765-5575
~ x anytime except after 7 p.m. Saturday.
2820 Pandosy Street 220
Corner Pandosy and West new side by side duplex in 
M, til Westbank. Three bedrooms, fuR base-
CONTINENTAL MANOR, ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available . for immediate ' occu­
pancy. Wall to wall carpet, cable TV, 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209. 
tf
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
tive new one bedroom suites, shag car- 
peting throughout, appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 




SALES & SERVICE 





R. W. Gaye Services, 
414-1298 W. 10, Vane., B.C.
M, W, F230
1. BIRTHS
Monday's child is fair of face; 
Tuesday’s child is full of grace; 
Wednesday’s child is full of woe;
ment. Close to school and shopping. 
Rent $160 per month. Telephone 769-
4380. 216
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
I plex suite tn Rutland; full basement, 
close to schools. No pets. Telephone 763- 
5013. ___________ __________«
DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
| occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
| floor, carport and fuU basement. Tele- 
Iphone 765-8815. _______ . tf
tf APRIL 1. FOURPLEX. IWO BED- 
— | room suite near Four Seasons Motel. 





MORTGAGES and INVESTMENTS LTD
RESIDENTIAL hTHE BODY BEAUTIFUL — THIS EXECUTIVE HOME SHAPES UP
«-— ' ’"— ------ 1  —I I HAIR'is an exciting retirement home for the HEAD of
TREED REVENUE LOT — | ONLY $1,600 DOWN —with | | the house with an EYE for quality and who NOSE value.
The delightful 3 bedroom | no Government 2nd mort- | | EARS tasteful decor, MOUTHWATERING entertainment,
home is in immaculate con- | gage required. Payments are | | HEAD quarters with ELBOW room and FINGERTIP
dition. The location is Glen- | only $142 P. I. on this prac- | convenience. No WAIST space in this 2,460 square FOOT
more’s choicest. View this | tically new 3 bedroom, full 11 palace nearly on the lake FACING a pleasant green park,
new listing today. Call | babement family home in 11 You have to be on your TOES and HIP to scarcity to buy
Blanche Wannop at 762-3713 | Rutland. Call Joe Limberger 11 in this NECK of the woods (near shopping and hospital),
days or 762-4683 eves. EXCL., | at 762-3713 days or 763-2338 | | Stretch your LEGS in the main floor family and billiard
J ; | eves. EXCL. I I room or on the 122 FOOT croquet court lawn area. Sink
ONE AND TWO bedroom fully HIGH AND DRY — See this | your HEELS in the plush shag carpeting, toast your
furnished with kitchenettes. Available for value: 3 bedroom home in | LIVING ACCOMMODATION | | TOES in the open fireplace or run your HANDS along the
11 Glenmore, fully completed AND REVENUE— from this J I velvet custom finishing. HEEL love the front and rear
etc.xinnamorfs' Lakeshore Resort. 2924 basement. Fully air condi- year and a half old duplex | drive garage and workshop with covered patio and
Abbott street. Telephone 762-4834. tl tioned. Quiet street close to | close to shopping centre. | | privacy hedge. If your wife will CHEST let us SHOULDER 
deluxe suites in kelowna’s ex-II schools and facilities. Full | Three bedrooms in each unit, | | this beautiful home she’ll twist your WRIST to buy it and
elusive concrete and steel high rise price $25,000. Call Will Ruth- cathedral entrance with | | you won’t be sticking out your NECK by HANDING out
n?“.‘mcinose^oX mceSntrey pa^k’^nd erford at 762-3713 days or large bright living room. Call $9,000.00 down with a full price of $36,900.00. From every 
hospital. Telephone Roth Towers. 763- 763-5343 eves. MLS.. | Ernie Donnelly at. 762-3713 || ANKLE a superb M.L.S. offering.
364X- tf | days or 762-2558 eves. MLS. f
KNOX MANOR. SEE OUR DELUXE, NEAR THE BEACH AND |
bright two bedroom suite. Large win- ONLY $23,800 — Check and-1 JUST LISTED — PRACTI- 
Xe£ clbte^ compare this 5 year old 3 CALLY NEW - Close in, re-,
elevator, surrounded by beautiful trees, bedroom full basement home I venue home, 2 . bedrooms up. 
Telephone 762-7918. . tf | i0Cated in the Mission. Then | Full suite down. Enjoy the
able. Telephone 768-5875. u
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
available. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting. air - conditioning, drapes.
range and refrigerator, sauna, . rec.
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry.
Windsor Manor, 763-7234. tf
B & J INSTALLATIONS THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, DOWN- 
U/inHnwe and town ■ocat*on- at $180 Per month.
. W1DQOWS anu I Telephone days, 762-3384; evenings.
Sliding Glass Doors 763-4ios. tt
Kelowna 763-6675 three bedroom duplex inIKClUWHd /UJ UU/J Westbank near schools. $150 per month
Installations, Sales & Service plus utilities. Available May 1st. Tele- 
Renovations & Glass Repairs phone 768'58132—------- --—J!
217 TWO BEDROOM UNIT IN FOURPLEX. 
■ ________ ■ ____ I Available May 1st. $125 per month.
I Close to KLO Secondary and Vocational
Thursday’* child has far. to go, 
Friday's child la loving and giving; 
Saturday's child work* bard for •** s
living:
And the child that u born 
Sabbath Day.









TWO BEDROOM COUNTRY HOME 
available May 1. Babies accepted, no 
| pets. $125 per month. Telephone 762- 
| 7168 after 5:00 p.m. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX NEXT TO 
hospital on Christleton Ave. Available 
| May 1st. $130 per month. Telephone 
| 763-6186. _________ tf
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
fireplace, VA baths, carport, close to 
=| Dr. Knox School and shopping. $170 
| per month. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ONE YEAR OLD THREE BEDROOM, 
” washer, dryer hookup. Full basement, 
| large corner lot. Rutland. $165 per 
month. Telephone 762-8706. 220
FOR RENT: TWO BEDROOM DUP-
I lex, full basement on Glenmore Street. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 21 Available May 1st. Telephone 762-0640.
I . 220
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Chliirmr-hearlng the verso by Coatee Music by Al BigOtthri. 
Cullen always want to know which day 
of th* week was1 their birth date. A Tickets $4.50 per COUple. 
Kelowna Daily Courier Birth Notice r r
will provide a record In print for your 
child. A Kelowna Dally Courier Birth 




UNFURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
| Rutland house available immediately.
Apply at 365 Davie Road or telephone 
| 765-8191. _________ , , .220
FURNISHED CABIN FOR RENT. $55 
:. | per month, utilities included. Older per- 
| son preferred. No dogs please. Apply 
| at 1330 Highway 33 West, Rutland. 216
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH TWO
2. DEATHS
I sleeping rooms in basement. Near Super 
| Valu. $150 per month. Immediate oc- 
LUNCH WILL BE SERVED. I cuPancy- Telephone 765-6169. 216
217 LARGE TWO BEDROOM. HOME. NO
•-----------—----------------------- ’ I - ------ ---—........... - ....................— I basement, fireplace. One block to
MUNDY - Mr*. Ruby Grace Mundy, THE MONTHLY MEETING OF THE North Glenmore Elementary School,
of 1450 Sutherland Ave., passed away on Kelowna Hospital Auxiliary1 will be (163 monthly. Telephone. 762-3713. 216
April 8. 1972, at the age of 84 years, held In the Hospital Lecture Room on 1 cm»—n'«crr'
Mrs. Mundy was born in England, aid Monday, April 17 at 8:00 p.m. Anyone NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE-
as a young hdy when the First World interested in attending is most wel-1 ment duplex on «««*• J?*50 monthiy. 
War started, .he enlisted In the Wo- C(lme. 216 Call 765-7103, evenings 763-7451. ifvena* *eweeae—-ew . vwiuv, anew ■ ~————■“ —— T
men’s Auxiliary Army-Coits. Follow- ------ ----------------------------- --------------------------- 1 asher nOAD. TWO BEDROOMIng th* war she camo to Canada. She KADAC SPONSORS COMPANY 1. Luplex available May let. Telephone
was predeceased by her husband. Vern Victoria Theatre group in Night Play. I y tf
Mundy and her only sister, Mrs. Ethel improvisations of acting. April 24 at 12_____ I—_--------------------------------------——-
Potter, who passed away on March 21.1 8:00 p.m. in Bankhead School. $1 ad- ONE BEDROOM MOBILE HOME FOR
1972. Funeral services for the late mission. 221 rent. Furnished. OK Villa, Lot No. 30.
Mrs. Ruby Mundy will be held from I------------------------ ,--------------------------------------- 1 S90 per month. Telephone 765-7519. 220
The Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard Ave., RUMMAGE SALE BY THE PHYLLIS —---- ------------------- ----------------------------------
on Tuesday, April 18th, at 2:00 P.m., Brunton group of First Baptist Church.Ilx APTS. FOR RENT
with The Rev. R. C. Bestedo officiating. Apru jg, 2:30 p.m. at Women’s forth I’®* ***••»• _______
Interment will follow in veteran sec- tute Jlnll. Lawrence Avenue. Kei-
tlon of the Lakeview Memorial Park own*. 218
Cemetery THE GARDEN CHAPEL ------------------------------------------------------------- -
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted nrneA.ni
with the funeral arrangemeni*. (Tele-1 |1. BUSINESS PERSONAL 
phono 762-3040). !---------------------------------------
TROTTIER — Passed away on Friday.)...1 ... . r r .ffl Why Wait For Spring
Ave. Surviving Mr. Trottier arc his I 
loving wile. Bella; one daughter, Joyce I n _ lx Mr,,
(Mr*. Gordon Benson) in Texas; three) UU II INUW
■randcblldren, Garry BopeC In Cal- 
gary. Shirley Roper In Edmonton, Alta., .
Sandra Roper in Texas; one great Freshen Your Home by 
grandson. Scan Ronen one brother and
GLAMORIZING Johnson) all In Edmonton, Alta. Fun­
eral service will be held from Day* VAI ID . DI ICC
Chapel ol ®n n'dnCn YUUK KUUO
day, April 10th. at 1:30 p.m.. Rev. R.
?'Jr,MhinW(L<:nfrtL,u Devouo’n Tn Clean, Deodorize, Sanitize with 
uTrt^M’emoru^PMk? Day’e Fun- the newest in cleaning methods, 
oral .Home 1* In charge ol the arran'1- n0 shrinking, no soaking, no 
*"*"**• ----- ------------------- -waiting. ]j\irniture back in
BRENTWOOD APTS.





Available April. 1st. 
Air conditioning, elevator,
• FLOWERS 
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow. 
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
place in 20 minutes nftcr oper­
ation. Free estimates.
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119 





DC. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP I A LI COUNSELING
satisfaction come* from remembering I a I* a*
departed family. Menda and associate* SERVICE
with a memorial gift to the Heart I 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Ros Presents: Divorce Classes, 
ml . . ,_______ «I Professional Dating Club and
Counseling.
5. IN MEMORIAM No. 10 435 Bernard Ave. 
763-6723
M, W, F 222IN MEMOR1AM VERSEt A collection of lullablo v*r**a for w* ...... ........................
In la McmwHm* I* KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD.
Kelowna Dally Courier OJIH*- In Mem-1 Furnace*, eavealroughlng. *heei meta) 
•rlama aro accepted until 4 <20 p m. day work. 1M3 Glenmore Kt, Telephone TO 
preceding publication. II yon with l»5i r tl
ZH ? X.£*Z”uSS"<«“J =cy»ir ro« -.romNoi »»«. 
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in writing the In Memorl.m, TWa- y. _____,____________ "
’ phone 70-223*. M. W. F. tl| FOR FULLER BRUSH SALES AND
............... ..
for rent by week, furnished I £an Sylvia Roberts at 762- | view from wrap around cov- 
Ze.^eTrigmerat5?rt™nednt .11’%“ 3713 days or 765-6936 eves. ered sundeck. Double car-
Carpeted, direct dial telephone and cable MLS. | port and large garage. Call
vision. No pets. Canamara Beach Motel. | Dave Deinstadt at 762-3713
763-4717- ______________ “|| BLUE CHIP HOME — and day^ or 763-4894 eves. EXCL.
lovely large one bed room II the price is right. Deluxe | 
^t^ato^ ^ngt0 Z“: country living in OK Mission. TOE BEST OF. EyER^ 
patio, private entrance, aii utilities in- - Lovely living room, fireplace, I THING — Right downtown
eluded. Cali after 4:30 p.m., 765-5043. rich carpet, 2 bedrooms with | Kelowna, Revenue suite, Fin-
; — extra bedroom and 2nd bath- | est quality construction ...
completely self-contained r00m jn developed basement. | throughout, Oil fired hot | | A REAL BARGAIN
national School college and shopping H Surrounded with green grass water heating. To view this 3 bedroom bungalow in Glenmore, 2 miles from Golf 
 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach |j and trees Make yours a con- | exceptional home call Bud | | course. Includes Wall to wall carpeting, lots of lovely 
Resort, telephone 762-3567. tf ted $26,950. Owner I Dalley at 762-3713 days or cupboards in a bright kitchen, full basement, carport and 
century manor, spacious , one tl ed to the Coast. Call | 765-6959 eves. MLS. | a nice big landscaped yard for the kids. The price is right
*; wTd?apeesCandI broad&'caMe George PhiUipson at 762-3713 „ _ L too. <W.«0,900.00 witt.good ternis.
^TSsya-.“,p"n <*•»’62-™4 —• ."“-J ^°homea-% S raddi itucdc p aaeiizi c i tiy
two bedroom suites available AN ACRE IN GLENMORE— | rooms upwith the basement || k.AKKU I IiLKO Of /VltllxLt LIL/.
in new sixpiex. Carpets; with or with- Tnw tnxpq vpt close to town I nreDared for a 1 bedroom III —
out refrigerator and stove. Centrally ciiitP nnlv R vParc nlH nnd “ESTABLISHED IN 1902”located, Rutland. 769-4394 or 769-4205. is this immaculate 3 bed- | suite. Only 6 years old and | nrovinn
■ ___________ ________ u room home on beautifully I all for $26,900. Call Bob Cfek 364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
winfield. large two bedroom || landscaped piece of property. | ments at 762-3713 days or | | Darrol Tarves 763-2488
w”ndow—beautiful‘ view ofL Wo'od”Lak^ Over 1400 sq. ft. of family 764-4934 eves. MLS. | Carl Briese ..... 762-2257 . John Bilyk .... 763-3666
Wali to, wau carpet throughout. 765-6538. living at “’sr^si CHECK THIS ONE - A || UoYd Dafoe 762-3887 George Martin . 763-7766
COLUMBIA MANOR. 1919 pandosy. ling at 762-3713 days .or 763- I careri for family
One bedroom suite with stove, refrig- e657 Gves MLS I home with 3 bedrooms, wall
erator, drapes and wall to wall carpet. ' ’ I to wall carpeting, 2 fire-
Avaiiabie May 1st. Telephone 762:8284. silencE — SOLITUDE — places, sundeck and carport.
FOR hFNT Z’deluxe unfurnisil SECLUSION — 120 feet of All fenced and landscaped
ed two bedroom basement suite, in Lakeshore. This 5 year old, | with underground sprinklers
Capri area. Couple or single lady only. i q bedroom home was built to | and all turfed. Flowers,
Available May 1st. Telephone 762-8989. The 1 acre lot is roses, shrubs, etc. Payment
qiiTHFRLAND MANon—spActous beautifully landscaped and only $154.00 per month in-
two bedroom suite, cable tv. Adults the friendly wildlife come I eluding taxes. Yours for |
only. Apply to manager, 560 Sutherland rjght up to the door. Located | only $24,400. SEE IT —
_ _ __________ within 20 miles of Kelowna YOU’LL BUY IT!! Call 
two BEDROOM BRAND NEW dup- on g(>od highway. Full Frank Ashmead at 765-5155
downtown Ruthnd. TmmediMo ?ossc8°.! price $55,000. Call Clare An- days or'765-6702 eves. MLS.
sion. Telephono 765-9251. tf gus at 762-3713 days or 762- . PA1vrn v unMF i™m-.
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE ONE BED- 4807 CVCS. EXCL. 
room suite, very quiet and close in, | eulate inside and out. Three
Adults only. Contact Manager, Suite 108, HARRY MADDOCKS would | bedrooms up for that gt'OW-
1777 1:---------------------- like to show you this HAN- infi family. A finished rum-
^°<n nn^ui01si!<s%nL1.uh *311 DYMAN’S SPECIAL. The pus room in basement. ForI able April is. Telephone 768-5310 nftcr kitchen nad living room have I summer activities a fully en-
«ioo p m- _______________“II been remodelled but the 3 closed back yard. Vendor
bedroom need the touch of | will accept boat, truck or 
a handyman. To view call camper as partial payment. 
Harry Maddocks at 765-5155 Call Roy Paul at 762-3713 
days or 765-6218 eves. MLS, | days or 765-8909 eves. MLS.
LAKE VIEW ATTRACTIVE 4 bdr. family home, 2 com­
pleted baths, walnut feature wall in living room. Match­
ing china cabinet in dining room. Custom mahogany 
kitchen cupboards. Huge bright rec room complete with 
fireplace. Quiet country living. For more information call 
Betty Elian, eves. 769-4397 or days 762-5544. MLS.
CLOSE TO THE LAKE—Home with lovely 1700 sq. ft. 
on each floor; fully finished 5 bdrsu has everything; a 
luxury family home just across the street from the lake; 
asking price $45,900. Call Jack “ " -------
2-5544. MLS.
Sassevllle 3-5257 or days
SMALL HOLDING—2 acres In the country with a creek 
running through the property; ideal for a small hobby 
farm; fenced and cross fenced; small barn and outbuild­
ings; good' water supply; good 3 BR home with partly, 
finished basement; asking $39,900. Call George Silvester 
eves. 2-3516 or days 2-5544. MLS.
underground parking, con­
crete between all floors, 
electric, heat, attractive shag 






Beach Resort, 762-4225. ■
■ort, 3326 Watt Rond.
pets. Telephone 764-4246.
CLOSE IN, ONE BEDROOM SUITE. 
Available May 1st. Contact manager. 
Bermuda House, 1770 Pandosy Street
tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment in triplex with full basement In 
Rutland. Available May 1. Telephone 
765-6520, ______________________tf
SYCAMORE APARTMENTS. TWO BED- 
room suite available June 1. (141 per 
month. Middle aged people, preferred. 
Apply Suite 104 — 1761 Pandosy St. tf
I ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
Utilities Included. Private entrance, 
] Available May 1. Telephone 765-6055 
after 6;00 p,m,______________ tt
FURNISHED, CARPETED ONE AND 
two bedroom suites. Color television. 




If you want to live in comfort, 
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tf
$100 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland, refrigerntnr and 
stovo Included. No pets. , Telephone 
765-7233, ________________217
CENTRALLY LOCATED. UNFURNISIL 
ed one bedroom basement suite for rent. 
No children nr pet* please. Call 764 
Stockwell Ave, _______________  217
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
■omo cable vision. O’Callaghan’* Re-
tf
ON A LARGE VIEW LOT—Overlooking the lake; this 
bright family home has 2 BRS on the main floor, plus 
one In the large bright basement; the living room, din­
ing room and kitchen open onto the deck for scenic out­
door living; only $26,000 with easy terms. Call RutJi 
Young eves. 3-6758 or days 2-5544, MLS.
6% ACRES—in Benvoulln area; has 3 BR home with full 
basement; owner will look at trades on larger acreage up 
to 18 acres; for more details call Betty Elian eves, 769- 
4397 or Lloyd Bloomfield eves. 2-3089 or days 2-5544. MLS.
MOTEL STYLE APARTMENT—nearly new; seventeen 
units; can be converted to senior citizens’ noinc; good 
investment. Call Mike Chcpcsulk eves, 4-7264 or days 
2-5544. Excl.
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR.' 
plcx. Children and pel* welcome. Tele­
phone 760-5262. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom *ulle«, no children or
II
I NEW, COMPLEX. WELL FURNISH. 
*d. one bedroom suite. Light and heal 
Included, (IIP. Telephone 7632136. tl
AVAILABLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM 
units In Rutland fourplex. Close In, 
Telephone 7*5-5111 or, 763-5670. II
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
«
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnished suit* available lor limped- 
1*1* occupancy. Mill Creek Apart- 
ments, 17»7 Water Street, Stove, \ro- 
tilgeralor. wall to w*U carpet** ratio 
televUlon, heat, lights, laundry and 
parkin* included. No children, no pel*. 
Retired or professional tenant* prefer­
red. Thlephtfo* 7M 36M. II
WINDMILL HOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rale*, Only tntadte* fromimw High- 
way n South. One and two bedroom* |
CLEAN. WELL FURNISHED, ROOM 
with light housekeeping. Separate en­
trance, linens supplied. Or room and 
board. Telephone1 763-2136. II
FULLY ninNlSIIED iioom~~ivifij 
prhaio entrance. (Irnllrtnan only. Tele­
phone 763-3M5. ■ ____ II
BEDROOM FOR RENT? Krix.ftEN 
tacllltle* for Working gentleman. Tele- 
phon* 7*2-5410 evening*._________ 221
LIGHT ftOUREKEKPlNti ROOM 
Close to downtown Kelowna. Suitable 
for ladle*'.only, Telephone 7615776. SI*
rd. stow, drape*. One block to Shop* 
Capri. One lady. 7L1-3UD. 21*
luirhmtlr* and ahowrm. Chlldrrn wrl-lA LOVELY SLEEPING ROOM, WURK- 
come. TalaphaM 7*M»1L tlJ mg gul only, Tekpbon* 7U«IU. It
LAND AND ACREAGES
ACREAGE ONE MILE NORTH OF CITY — Approximately 
30 acres of prime subdivision property, now in orchard. Close 
to city with domestic water, power and telephone available. 
$32,500 down payment will do It, Easy terms on balance. 
Call Andy Runzer nt 762-3713 days or 764-4027 eves, MLS.
10 ACRE PARCELS — View lots of Okanagan Lake. Sparcely 
wooded, Has 660 feet of road frontage, Power to the property. 
Well wltcher has marked the wells, Call Gordon Marwick at 
702-3731 days or 769-4662 eves. MLS.
SMALL ACREAGES — Tremendous view property with mix­
ed fruit trees, pines. Domestic and irrigation water, Property 
may be subdivided into two acre blocks or larger If desired. 
Call Fred Kyle nt 765-5155 days or 765-8804 eves, MLS.
Ken Mitchell .......... 762-0063 Ron Wilkinson
Bill Campbell ...... 76341302 Mary Ashe ...





Darryl Ruff - 764-7530
KELOWNA —, 483 Lawrence Ave., 702-3713
RUTLAND - Shoppers' Village, 765-5155 \
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTORS
BUY D1RKCT FROM OWNER. I.EAV 
Ing for Finland, Mint sell beautifully 
Hnhhed. cuitom-bullt family horn* im­
mediately. <’aa* Ixima Beach close to 
lake, Terrific view nf lake, bridge 
and city. Modern kitchen, dining area 
opening on to covered sundeck with 
carport below, large bathroom, eaun* 
bath, three bedrooms, Iwo fireplace*, 
Full finished basement with separate 
entrance., Landscaped. Mortgage can 
be arranged. I’rtco reduced to (27^00.00 
Io sen, Telephone 7*2*434. 117
IIRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE UNIT 
for »»le. Two bedroom*, balcony, car­
port. t«nd»ca|>ed. full basement, all 
MrMcvit in and paid for. In lovely 
area aciwh from goU eMras as 
<lfrnmore. Large NIIA mort«»«a avalt­
able, Huv lor lean than rent. Tele-
Jir N AHliAU CRESCENT, “1400 tlQUARE 
fret, three bedrooms, plaster, double 
windows, double fireplace, biillt-ln 
stove, dishwasher and alr-conditloner, 
two baths upstairs, Large bedroom, 
rec, room with fireplace and bathroom 
downstairs. Covered balcony, patio, 
garage and carport. Largo lot with 
teeaullfdl trees and shrub*, (17.000 with 
term*. Telephone 761-2600 after «i00 
pm, il
BENVOUUN AREA. HALF ACRE LOT 
With atraam. Two bedrooms, dining 
room, cathedral entrance, largo sun­
deck, two fireplaces. (U,70b, Telephone
7W7IM. 217
phone 763-2104 ef 763-3*0. 337
LOT— IM’ FRONT ON GREEN BAV 
Lagoon. Sheltered piers for boat dock. 
M9M for quick sale. Telephony 7M- 
*12* (ar •Molntment. U
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C. 1
John Walker .... 769-4391 John brieger .... 702-6939
Peachland Branch 707-2202 or Bert or Mno Lcboe 707-2525
Penny Callies 707-2055
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
$1,000 AN ACRE
Overlooking Okanagan l4ikc at Okanagan Centre, Corn^ 
plelo with roads. In 5 acre io 20 acre? parcels. located 
In the pines. Plan now for a summer homo, n hideaway , 
or even n permanent home with country Hcttiog, Financing 
arranged.
McKinnon realty ltd
\ To view call office 705-7741 Residence 705-7451
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND
217
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE tKELOWNA DAILY COOUEB.MON.. AFMtt W. 1M1 YAGEll
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
ENGLISH TUDOR HOME — A beauty. Over 1300 sq. ft. 
modem. Lg. bd. rm. Spacious living rm. Din. rm. Family 
size kitchen. 2 fireplace#. baths, Finished rec rm. 
Located golf course district. Price $29,500. Call Elaine 
Johnson 763-7900. Eve. 765-8352. N.R.S.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS 
BUILDING LOT CLOSE 
TO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
Asking $4,650 for this ideally located lot 60 x 218 ft. on 
Cordon Rd. Will take good ’z ton pick-up in trade. Call 
Ed Scholl 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719. MLS.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY — MUST BE SOLD! 
Commercial Building, retail office rental, ample parking. 
Owner will look at good trades and little cash. Please 
phone Orlando Ungaro 2-5030, or 3-4320. Excl.
A CITY HOME'ON 1.02 ACRES
Open to ALL OFFERS, good-looking 2 bdrm, bungalow 
in perfect condition with 3rd bdrm in full basement, 
covered sundeck bnd extra land, with potential! $36,950. 
MLS! Call Jean Acres 2-5030, evgs. 3-2927.
DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE ON HWY. 97S 
Developers, look to the future on this 12.56 acres with 
access off Industrial Park. Now in good orchard. Please 
caU Luella Currie 2-5030, eves. 768-5628. MLS.
REVENUE HOME — SOUTHSIDE
Immaculate 3 bdrm home (plus rec. room) for owner's 
use, plus a self-contained furnished suite. Lovely yard. 
Close to everything! $31,750. MLS. Phone Olivia Worsfold 
2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
NORTH END SPECIAL — $13,950
Situated on Ok. Blvd., 2 bdrm home with separate DR, 
220 W. in kitchen, landscaped and fenced. Phone Olivia 
Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895. Excl. -
G. Gaucher 2-2-163.
WR “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!"
REVENUE PROPERTY
Older home grossing $210 monthly. Good tenants. Never 
a vacancy in this area. CaU Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. 
and wknds. 7694409. MLS.
SUTHERLAND AVE. FAMILY HOME
Cosy, 3 bdrm, home with 4th in basement, large living 
room with distinctive fireplace, family-size kitchen with 
utility room off, booked up for washer and dryer. Gas 
heated. Plenty of room for storage in basement. Garage. 
$23,900. Please call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
EXCELLENT WESTBANK BUNGALOW
Neat, clean, fuU basement home only a few years old, 
with huge fireplace, nicely treed lot. Only $4,500 down- 
vendor wiU carry balance, easy terms. To view, call 
Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
Phil Robinson — 763-2758
Wilson Realtyltd.’
543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE UA. GARDENING
PRIVATE SALK. SAVE K8M. ROUSE 
with view ef lake and city. MMeqvare 
feet Rpished area. TMtt mortgage. (171 
P.LT. No agents. 1U4 Mouatala 
Avenas or tdepbano 7(3-3419. tf
FOR SALE BY OWNER. IDEAL RE- 
Urement or small fataUr. three bedroom 
home with garage- FW landscaped, 
la quiet area. Core to city center. 
Telephone 7S3-3318. tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by earner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Acrees from mw 
park la Rutland. Telephone 7(3-9139.
eveolnx*. tt
EVEN THE FUSSIEST
■kildn't find anything wrong with this new 3 bdrm, full 
Moment home. Located in Westbank, close to schools 
MFe shops, with a view of mountains and lake. Asking 
Yll.COO with good financing. Adamoski 763-7900 or 765-8982. 
MLS and NRS.
Hoover REALTY762-5030426 Bernard Avfenue
SPECIALS OF THE WEEK
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave.. Phone 763-7900
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
RETIREMENT HOME—Close to downtown, south side. 
21’ living room, 3 pee. Pembroke bathroom, cabinet 
kitchen, utility room. 1 bedroom. Nicely landscaped 
and treed grounds. Full price only $16,900.00. EXC.
INVESTORS OR DEVELOPERS'.-Choice property'one 
block from Capri shopping. Presently motel use, but 
potential apartment or modem motel site. Over 1 
acre with creek border. A DELUXE SPECIAL! Price 
$94,500.00. MLS.
GREEN BAY LAGOON LAKESHORE LOT-Almost level, 
easy for construction. 90' frontage.. Contact John 
Wylie, office 2-2739 or eves. 3-6940 for details. EXC.
WHERE CAN YOU BUY A DUPLEX FOR ONLY 
$24,500.00! We have one! 3 brs. on main floor and 2 
br. suite completely furnished up. Ideal city location. 
Call us now. MLS.
THIS IS THE ONE! Do you want a new 2 br. home, fuU 
basement, 2 fireplaces, shag rugs and close to shop­
ping and schools? City services. Give us a cal) and 
let us show you this beauty! MLS.
Glenmore area: Low, Low Down Payment
2 bedroom house, NHA — sundeck, carport.
3 bedroom house, NHA — sundeck, carport.
Westside: $500 Down
- 2 bedroom houses, full basement, near completion.
Mill Creek:
3 bedroom, NHA, life baths, double fireplace.
Lots available in Lakeview Heights,: Okanagan Mission, 
Glenmore.
Lakeview Heights:
3 bedroom houses under construction, double fire­
places, 2 baths, sundecks, carports.
We. also have:
—Custom built houses.
—Many plans to choose from.
—in near future — Paula Park Subdivision — off Trevor 
Rd., Lakeview Heights.
LOU GUIDI CONSTRUCTION LTD
R.R. No. 1, CROSS RD.
L. Guidi — 763-3240
TREE SERVICE




REDUCED TO 110.300. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest 
wood kitchen cabinet*, eink end plumb-




FOR SALE IN HOLLYWOOD DELL, 
two to four bedroom borare, come with 
fireplace. Low down payment NHA 
finance. Telephone Schaefer Builder*. 
769-4(05 er 7C-8998. M, W. F, 8. U
WOULD LIKE TO TRADE EQUITY 
in new three bedroom home, for equity 
in trailer. Write Box 2Z3. Winfield or 
telephone 542-9525 in Vernon and leave
meuage.
CLEMENT NURSERY 
& TURF FARM 
Evergreens, shade trees, flow­
ering shrubs, lawn turf. 
R.R. No. 2, Old Vernon Rd. 
765-6232 or 765-5305 
tf
211
DUPLEX ALMOST NEW. MUST SELL, 
moving. For particulars telephone T69- 
(71( after 9:00 p.m. 387 Mugtord Rd. 
. U
GARDEN APARTMENT SITE AND 
plans for s 17 unit complex in Rut- 
isnd. For further intormstion please
KELOWNA 
TREE SERVICE
Topping — Pruning 
Removal 
762-4683 tf
call 763-5577 or 763M78. 22?
APPROXIMATELY ONE ACRE OF 
land with a two bedroom cedar home, 
clone to achool. Telephone 715-7447 any-
time.
NO DOWNPAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
house for sale. Full basement double 
fireplace, carport.. Telephone 768-3700. 
________________ ____________ 219 
NEW DUPLEX. TWO BEDROOMS, 
wall to wall can>etinx, full basement, 
carport, landscaped. Best offer. Tele-
phone 765-7691. 211
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. FULL 
basement. Four years okL clear title. 
Principals only. Apply 21(4 Woodlawn
Street. Kelowna. 211
PRIVATE SALE. 11.71 ACRES. SOUTH- 
east Kelowna. Good well, power and 
telephone. No aients. Telephone 762-
7939. 317
SALMON ARM — ONE YEAR OLD 
duplex — owner will sell or trade 
equity for Kelowna area property. Tele-
phone 762-2477. 217
VIEW LOTS FOR SALE. LAKEVIEW 
Heights. Buy direct , from developer end 
ssve! Telephone 769-4205 or 7694395.
MS
ATTRACTIVE NEW TWO BEDROOM 





Order yours before the 
Pile is Gone.
$3.00 per yard — 
5 yard minimum.
762-8748. 239
HIGHLAND HILLS PERENNIAL GAR- 
dens — rock plants, perennials, etc. 
Open ( a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Closed Sun­
days. 1721 Highland Drive N., Kei-
own* Telephone 762-28S9. 211
ti
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. SIX YEARS




WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. (3 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Diicount on large order*. Telephone 
763-3415. U
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. (3 
per yard. 5 yard* minimum delivery. > 
DUcount on large order*. Telephone 762- 
(7U. tf
TREES TRIMMED. TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. No job too big or too amall. 
Don’t hesitate to call. Free estimate*.
Telephone 765-8(42. 241
ATTENTION ORCHARDISTS: VAR* 
lety apple trees for sale. 4’ to 6* tali'o* 
good root stalk. (75c each, will deliver.
Telephone 713-5863. 211
FOR SALE. - TWO YEAR OLE 
Bartlett pear tree*. (1 each. Telephone 
763-2291. U
CUSTOM ROTOTILUNG. FOUR FOOT 
tiller. Reasonsble rstes, Telephon* 
762-6103. 711
GARDEN ROTO-TILLING. LARGE OH 
small gardens. Telephone 762-7209 any- 
time. . U
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
STOP! LOOK! and Enjoy the View! on this gently slop­
ing lot in natural state of trees, plus all conveniences.— 
Please call Eve Gay 768-5989 — 762-4919.
CHECK AND COMPARE and you will agree that this 
solid, close-to-e very thing 5 bedroom Westbank house re­
presents true value. Though an ‘older model/ it has been 
kept in excellent condition. Lovely view over lake. The 
large site, (hyo lots) has a very good garden, with cherry, 
walnut, trees, etc. Oil heat, low taxes. On sewer. Asking 
$17,900, try your offer. Call Dick Steele at 768-5480. MLS.
ZONED A-3—UP AND DOWN DUPLEX-on comer lot. 
Close to Kelowna city centre. A gracious home, oak 
floors, Spacious rooms, cabinet kitchen, electric fire­
place.. Fridge and stove included in lipner unit. For de­
tails call Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111. FuU price $33,500.00. 
M.L.S.
SMALL HOLDING—1.76 acres, partly fenced and some 
trees. Good spot for the family who wish to keep a pony
I and some poultry. Ideal home site. Asking $6,009.00. TRY 
OFFERS. CaU Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 5-5111. M.L.S.
WHY USE THE CAR? You can walk to everything from
I this immaculate 5 room home. Asking price just $15,000.00 
I TRY CASH OFFERS! Call Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or Stew 
I Ford 2-3455 or office 5-5111 for appointment to view.
I M.L.S. ■
I 1.10 ACRES—planted to grapes, high density plantings 
I equal to 2 acres. 2 bedroom home, small 3rd for sewing 
I room or den. Immaculate, all new floor coverings. OWN- 
I ER BOUGHT ELSEWHERE—MUST SELL SOON -Gar- 
I age, storage shed. Could sell off. an extra lot here. For 
I details call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-51,11. M.L.S.
I BRING OFFERS—on this 1.33 acre lot in Okanagan Mis- 
I sion, close to the lake, terrific view. Levelled building 
I site, cased well. Absentee owners want action! Asking 
I $10,000.00. Call Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111 for informa- 
| tion. M.L.S.
■ DUPLEX—Both sides have fully finished suite, revenue 
■ increased by $200.00 per month. 1170 sq. ft. each unit, 
■ close in location, very attractive exterior. Easy to own— 
■ payments far less than total revenue. For details on this 





270 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2739
Bill Poelzer ____2-3319 Frank Pektau ... 3-4228
Norm Yaeger 2-3574 Al Pedersen —  4-4746
Bill Woods ...... 3-4931
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
REVENUE HOME ANYONE?
Located in a quiet park like setting, 6 rooms for the owner , 
plus a 2 bedroom suite in the basement. Low interest rate 
at 6%% with S140.00, P.I.T. payments. Let the revenue 
take care of your mortgage. Call me to see this one, for 
sure! Mrs. Gerri Krisa, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387. 
MLS.
BUY AND BUILD ON EASY TERMS
Only four lots left on Bechard Developments subdivision, 
South Side Park. Close to beach, school and shopping. 
Low tax district. A low down payment and payments from 
mortgage draws will no doubt handle. Check the facts 






DIFFERENT 1447 Ellis St. 763-6442 tf
THREE BEDROOM OR TWO WITH 
light, dry basement room. Priced near 
$20,000. Close to shopping or bus Une. 
Reply to Box A655. The Kelowne Dally
Courier. 219
PRIVATE, BUYER WANTS TWO TO 
five acre building site. View, possibly 
Pines. No orchard. Eaat side of lake. 
Road access, water. Pleass phone 
evenings 765-5892. 217
WANTED ACREAGE WITH OR WITH- 
out house in East or South Kelowna, 
Lakeview Heights or. Westbank. Tele-
DRY 2” ’








DRIVE BY on McCLURE ROAD, 
OKANAGAN MISSION
or Call builder 764-4618
M, W, S 221
WANTED TO BUY: LOT. APPROXI- 
matejy 80 foot frontage. Preferably 
in Kelowna with full city services. Tele­
phone 763-7541. 208. 212. 216
400* OF ONE INCH BLACK WALL 
pips and fittings. (40. (0* of 1'4" used .
copper pipe, high pressure. (65. 310* 
of one inch used copper ie> high pres­
sure. (155. Mostly 20* lengths. Also
Alrco oxygen regulators. (30 each. Tele-
Phone 744-4221. «
VALUE PLUS—Located on a canal with lake access. 1200 
square feet finished and 1200 square feet basement area. 
Total of 5 bedrooms, 2'4 baths. Double garage, double 
view. Call Dennis Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282. MLS.
CUTE AND COZY! ! Ideal retirement or starter home 
featuring comfortable living room with fireplace, two 
I bedrooms and no steps. It is well located, close to hos- 
Ipital and only a stone’s throw from the lake, For details 
I please call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872, MLS, 
I STARTING OR RETIRING; This comfortable well loan 
I ted two bedroom home will fit your desires. Located half 
la block from Southgate shopping, close to bus service and 
Ithc beach. Home in immaculate condition with the yard 
1 exceptionally well maintained—priced at $18,500 and may 
Iposslbly be financed with CMHC with 10% down and rea- 
Isonable monthly payments. This is a new listing and 
I won't last. For full Information call Jim Barton at 4-4878 
Ifiyeningti or 3-4313 dayp. MLS.
Mm' Murray Wilson — 2-6175




1561 Pandoxy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION; ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
j.
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Enjoy the Okanagan Spring in any of these fine homes 
now available for immediate occupancy. ,
CALMELS GRES, — A three bedroom bungalow, with 
smart Spanish exterior. Features include a double car­
port, IMs baths, double fireplaces, broadloom in living 
room, hall and master bedroom, large family kitchen and 
house is fenced and landscaped, Close to schools and 
golf course and asking only $27,900.
SASKATOON RD. — A charming two bedroom cathedral 
entry with carport, separate baseiqent entry, broadloom, 
maple kitchon cupboards, large sundeck with patio doors 
and roughed in plumbing in basement. For only $21,400.
NASSAU CUES. — An ideal family home with-main floor 
area of 1245 sq. ft. consisting of three large bedrooms 
(all carpeted), bath, laundry room, large living room 
and family kitchen with patio doors adjoining a 10x2-1 
ft. sundeck, The full basement has an additional 500 
sq. ft, of professionally finished area including a 12x22 ft, 
family room with fireplace,, a large bedroom and full 
bath. The house Is air conditioned, landscaped and close 
to schools and golf course,
FOR ALL THE DETAILS ON THESE HOMES
CALL DON WALLINDER 763-6066
OR CRESTVIEW HOMES 763-3737
218
EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS 
TO RUTLAND. Now leasing. 
Commercial space up to 
1800 sq. ft. in prime loca­
tion on Black Mountain Road 
(Hwy. 33) and up to 2600 
sq. ft. facing Valleyview 
Rd. Phone Mr. Patterson 
Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765- 
7704 or 765-6180 evenings.
THIS HOME WILL NOT 
APPEAL TO ALL FAMI­
LIES, only the family who 
wants to Uve in Lakeview 
Heights. The home is locat­
ed among pine trees with a 
lovely view of Okanagan 
Lake and Kelowna. Here we 
have over 2100 sq. ft. of liv­
able floor space, plus a 
double garage. Secondly, a 
lot of families wouldn’t be 
interested in this non base­
ment construction. Actually, 
you get more house for your 
money with this type of 
construction. This home has 
3 carpeted bedrooms, 2’/s 
bathrooms, carpeted living 
room, formal dining room, 
comfortable family room, 
large utility, small office 
area and a fully equipped 
kitchen with all built ins. 
Thirdly, there is a patio in 
the bnck yard and provi­
sions designed for construc­
tion of a pool, if, desired. 
Priced at $47,500.00. To view 
call Al. Horning evenings at 
765-5090. MLS.
APPROXIMATELY 18 acres 
on Highway 97, Just North 
of Reid's Cornci'. Ideal piece 
of property if zoned for 
light industry. Priced right. 
For further information call 
Otto Graf evenings at 
765-5513. MLS.
MIDVALLEY
Io. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
FWO YEAR OLD BUNGALOW, RUTLAND
Fills home offers pleasant surroundings and many nice * 
tcnture-4 within. Two bedrooms, carpeted throughout with 
Lhng ii» L.R. t»nd walnut feature wall. Full basement with 
■umpiri room. Atliuc|ive iialural finish exterior, attached 
lundcck nnd cui'imrt, Grounds completely landscaped and 
[cnccil, For the full puce of 520,700,00 this la n good'buy.
EXCLUSIVE! Cull Bill Fleck at 762-4400, evenings at1
J3-223O. ,
[’all Bill Fleck al 762-1400, evenings at 763-2230.
REALTY LTD.
429 Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings:
Bill Haskett ........ 764-4212
Sam Pearson _____ 762-7607
Gofdon Davis ...... 765-6180
LOTS-BLACK MOUNTAIN AREA-LOTS
3,300 to S-'i.tM) in .Mountvipw ! 
ko. 33 on the right hand aide. < 
roni Itntlnnd. ondhnt Iniildlny
O.lll'.
Subdivision off Hlghwa^ 
GxukI view — 5 minutes 
It sites, good soil, paved
65KJOI.
Ml.S. Cult Miku* Jcnninv* nt 762-4400, cvr'iiinfti
LAKESHORE RESORT: With 1328, febt of lakeshore, 751 
feet of fr ntagc on Highway 97. 12 Individutil cottages, 13 
motel tin and 40 to 50 tent spaces and plenty of room 
for cxpiu i. n. Vendors are open to offciM mid may epn- 
sidcr some form of trades. For (urther Information call 
Alan Elliot at the office or evenings at 3-7283. M.L.S.
OKANACMN MISSION: This 'i acre lot has good well 
with »,i h})>. motor, pump and pressure tank, leptic tank 
and field, also isiwcr installed. Asking price is $7,000. 
Call Joo Slcsinger at the office br evenings nt 2-6874. 
HL S. ,
Gord Funnell y r, 2-0901 Einar Domeij, .... 2-3518 
Ben Bjornson , 7IW-4221
SMALL HOLDING
Txivcly small acreage on 
paved road. Terrific view of 
the lake and countryside. 
For more piuticulnrs, phone 
Grant Davis al 2-2846. Even­




532 Bernard Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846





A good place to live
These are the features 







OWNER WILL TRADE 12*x60* 1971 
Crestwood mobile home, located in Cal­
gary, for home In Kelowna. Will pay 
cash difference if Kelowna home is 
suitable. For particulars, telephone 763-
3633. ti
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
■ DISPLAY HOME 
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Open from 2-6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., Fri. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.





Large and small offices, avail­
able at once in good downtown 
location. $3.50 per square ft. 
includes, light, heat, air con­




STORE OR OFFICE SPACE FOR 
rent In Shoppers' Village. Rutland. 
14'x76* or can divide in half. Suitable 
for music atore, candy ahop, pet shop, 
dry goods, sports ahop, etc., or lady’a 
wear—none in the area. Telephone 




New 2 BR Deluxe Home.
Lot 39, Dunbarton Road, Glen- 
rosa Subd., Westbank. Many 




M, W, F tf
TWO LOTS $3200 EACH 
70’ x 130’ located on Gerard 
Road east of Rutland high 
school, Ready to build now. 
Terms.
TELEPHONE 762-3559 
. , . 1 .. . tf
SAVE THE COMMISSION ON THIS 
one, private sale. All cedar four bed­
room home on aewer and water in 
Wentbank. Feature* now ahng wall to 
wall upstairs, nylon carpet down­
stairs, Double windows, elcotrlo heat, 
soft water system, double plumbing, 
fenced lot nil In lawn. Sacrifice price 
929,090. Bos thia home before you buy 
any home. Telephone 708-5570 tor an
two lots on niiixib road, east 
1 <>t B»iL iiuiiii. >. \ *>..wo re<h m
' oe.re.t nller. Term* *x»il«hl» at •>.
Telephone 7(1-390*, U
appointment. 216
IX)OK — TAXES (1,00 PER YEAR. 
Two bedroom retirement horn*. Fully 
landar«i>cd, Zoned commercial, Shop­
ping center at back door. Situated on 
Tutt Sired. Call Mra, Oliva Rota, day* 
7(3-4091. nr ovenlnga 762-3J5*. Lund and 
Warren Realty Ltd,, 44* Bernard Ave-
nue, MLS. 216
ORANGE ItFxU* CARPET, 45; AUTO- 
matic washing machine, (5; humap^' 
hair long wig, blonde, waa (80. asking^ 
(20; short blonde wig. (8: four hair 
pieces. (( each; canvaa wig stand, 
was (12, now (5. Telephons 765-8963. *
________  ___________ 218 
12X13 GREEN NYLON RUG, (60. WRIT- 
ing desk (10, new Cedsr picnic tsble 
(15, G.E. console record plsyer and 
radio. (50. Telephone 765-M19,____ 329
40" DELUXE MOFFAT RANGE. (OS. , : 
Zig-zag portable sewing mschine. (40. 
Both in excellent condition. Telephone ,
7634397. 217
300 AP PORTABLE WELDER. ALSO 
one lathe. Telephone 765-9367 between 
1:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. or 743-4791 af-
ter 5:30 p.m. 211
BRISCOE MODEL 72 CHORD ORGAN. 
Open to offer*. 19 inch black and white 
televiilon with stand. Telephone 765-
7120. 21« ,
FREE! NEWI CATALOGUE OF UN- 
usual Item*. Just send name and ad- . 
dress toi O. B. P„ Box 204. Kelowna.
B.C. 211
ROUND FIVE FOOT DOUBLE FACED 
commercial neon sign. Telephone 7(3-
3319 or 762-5211. it
Hl
tf
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available in alr-conditloned one storey 
building, centrally located. Ample atail 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished it desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts, 762-
2002 «
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
■pace. Choice location. (123 per month 
Including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty
762-2739. tf
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for lease In new Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 765-7027.
m, w. r, tf
1,430 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
clal apace available immediately. North- 
gate Plata. Telephone 7(3-2732. tf
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 
we have IL The Cannery Group. 7(3- 
7306, ■ tf
HIGHWAY 07 STORE FRONT COM- 
merclal from 1000-6000 equate feet for 
July 1, Telephone 763,4950, , tf
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
for intiuranco adjuater, etc. Call Regatta 
City Realty, Telephone 762-2739, it
10 ACRE ORCHARD FOR LEASE IN 
Rutland, Telephone 7(3-3240 or 7M-32S7.
317
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
TENT AND TRAILER PARK. A BEAU, 
tlful 1.84 acre trued property alluatcd 
In Penticton, B.C, with 140,(3* of high­
way frontage, ’lliree bedroom home 
nlun four travel ,trailer* Included at 
*30,500, For detail* plca*e telephone 
me, Olivia Worrtold 762-5030, evening* 
702-3003. MIA Hoover Realty Ltd, 
201, 204, 207, 200. 211. 314, 210, 
■ __________ 221, 223, 22<l
FOR SALE MOBILE HOME AND 
camping re*ort. Large acreage on good 
beach, New 0 rbom hou*e, Down pay­
ment (30/100, Suitable for one owner 
operation, group purchare or organi­
zation Intereatcd In private or com­
mercial uae, Write Io Box A (37. The
Kelowna Dally Courier, 220
DINETTE SUITE WITH FOUR CHAIRS. 
Easy chair. Ilka new. Apply at 1197 ic
Creekalde Road. Rutland. 219 >
SPALDING FUTURE PRO GOLF 
clubs. Bag and golf ball*. (50. Tele­
phone Glenn at 762-4215. 217
CLOTHES FOR SALE IN VARIOUS
size*. Telephone 762-3712. tf
BURNING BARRELS. *2.50 EACH.





SALES - SERVICE 
- INSTRUCTION




VOX SUPER LYNX GUITAR AND 
Magnatone. 47 watt amplifier, wide 
Jerk, chorda, fuze box. (123, Telephone 
703-2007. 1340 Ethel St,  22l> 
VANCOUVER ISLAND BURLS, UOl< 





TWO MARSLAND EARTH MOVER - 
bus* apaakere in acouatloally built cab- .
Inet. 317.1. Telephone 768-2208. 218
29B. ANTIQUES
STROHM’tl ANTIQUES, 2974 I’ANDOHY -i 
Hi,, next door to Htrohm’a Barber and 
Beauty Ahop.. Coma and aay hello In 
Jean and aak her about the Antique*. 
Fine table* and object* of art, If
32. WANTED TO BUY
J
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
itoms.
Phone us first at 702-5509
A
WE WILL TAKE YOUR TRADE OR 
accept a low down payment on either 
of two new houaea we have tn Rutland, 
Both have three Iwdrooina, full Imre, 
manta, carport* and carpet throughout, 
Priced at *20,900 and (11,300. Telephone 
7N-5660. ' If
SUMMERLAND IIOMeTtWO YEARS 
old, three bedroom*, full baaemenl, elec­
tric heat, wall |o wall rarpel In'living 
zoom and dining room, wood panallIng 
throughout. Full price 110,700. Appll- 
ancea optional. No agent., Telephone 
414-I4K or 404 (131. M, F, H, 228 
one vear oLtTniREi;TmcKroom 
NHA houae. Waaher, dryer hookup. 
Kull baaemenl, large corner lol, Hut- 
.land. Approx. (1,300 down payment Io 
(1(400 mortgage. Deal wUn owner. 
Telephone 7*1(XX __________
PfllVATE BALE - TWO BEDROOM 
home, flnlahed aulla In the beiemant) 
Near Orchard Park. Telephone 763-MW. 
_ . ...................................... If
OIJOKRTYr*: TWO RKOHtKlM HOME 
In Ballred area. Telephone 7*1-3104
owning*. It
FOR LEASE - NEWLY IIENOVATED 
Pacific *66 Servlet Station, Weilbank. 
Experienced mechanic—service station 
operator only need apply, Pleaao aub- 
mlt part experience. Itepiy to Box AW0,




The Kelowna Dally Courier. If
10 ACRE OIICIIARD FOR LEASE IN 
Rutland. Telephone 7(3-3240 or 7(8-53*7,
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
HIXTON I) MORTGAGE FOR SALE, 
worth MXXW, Stk Interest, tor term of 
three years. Ttltphoaa evening*, 79.1- 
9071. 'If
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT 
BULK CAnnOTS FOR'' sale'" AT 3c 
per pound. Bring own containers. Apply 
We,(bank Orchards Ltd., 2r4 Avenue 
North, Wasthank. TeUphone 7M-MM.
- ______________________ SM
BLACK MOUNTAIN TABLk""aND 
seed prtaloM. Warbler. Norland,, Pen- 
Bao and Cariboo. If. Koet*. Gauger 
Hoed. Telephone 7»M9l.___________ It
’fhehiily"’’dug stH~aTvII K ft ft i 
plants - from rerltHsd sferk. fTstems*. 
•oc per dores. Telepbeee 7M-S3I9. M. 
Udi. Wallace Road. Rutland. SIS
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT IfOMR. CANADA'S 
landing achonl. Free brochure. National 
College. <44 Robaon SI.. Vancouver HU* 
4913.  tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE 
the nnrnsit Columbia human
rights act prohibits any advert!*** 
'ment that olacrlmlnatea *i»ln»t any 
peraon or any ’rises of peraon tye. 
entire of rare, religion, color, na­
tionality; anrertry. place of origin or 
agalnrt anyone becatire of are be* 
tween 44 and (9 roars unlere ths dia- 
crlminsUen is ju»tlll*d for a bona fide 
requirement tat the work Involved, 








TAGE tt KELOWNA DAILY COVBIEB, MOK.. APKIL IT. 1OT2
34. helfwahtw.mawiM. mtrwAtmo^^
FOR LOCAL INDUSTRIAL 
MACHINE SHOP 
EXPERIENCED WELDER, 
LATHE and MILLING 
MACHINE OPERATOR.





giving age, experience and two 
references.
219
Boys and Girls 
Earn your own spending 
money by delivering the 
KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER 
Applications for carrier 
routes are available at the 
COURIER OFFICE during 
business hours.
CARRIERS MUST BE 
BETWEEN AGES OF 11 TO 
15 YEARS.
4X AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
'•Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 7634060
M, T, W. Th tf
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE — IM* INTERNATIONAL 
togging track, six cyltadcr dUM«L 23 
tea Evnrgrtea trailer with r bunk*.
•Match », un. U
1X7 FAIRLANE SOOt TWO DOOR 
hardtop. power Peering, power brake*, 
bucket seats. Excellent condition. Make 
otters. Telephone 763-3735; eventags
7M-4MEL a#
AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN TO TRAIN 
M shoe aalesmaa, leading to manage­
ment position. Applicant must be fra* 
to tra»er, to pctmb w Bobw Shoeta OrcUrd P*rK. Katown*.
EXPERIENCED FftONT END ATTEN- 
dant for evening shift, full Umo sm- 
ptayment and company benefits. Apply 
Mr, Purdy. Mohawk Kelowna Service. 
1503 Harvey Avenue.__________ tf
EXPERIENCED ORCHARD MANAGER 
and experienced ludacape aUrtsnL 
Telephone 762-IJM or nights 7634105.
* **
WANTED IN WINFIELD. EXPERHOf- 





NO SECRET FORMULA TO RICHES! 
Jurt ah hooext opportunity for good 
income, earning commisaions on sales 
to beudneas; industry and institutions. 
Une tadndea roof coatings, chemicals 
and cleaners. 67 year old AA-1 flrm. 
FuH time preferred, but right man ac­
cepted part-time. Rush reply to Coo- 
scMdated Paint and Varnish (Canada) 
Ltd., Dept. DP-1. P.O. Box 396, Mon­
treal North,. Quebec. 217
1963 VIVA. TWO DOOR POST. BUC- 
ket seals, four speed. -, lots of extras. 
Excellent shape. • Win* consider trade. 
Cm arranged financing. ‘ See at W2 
Gordon Rond. 217
1973 PONTIAC VENTURA H. TWO 
months old. six cylinder, standard, 
radio, two new spare tires and rims. 
Excellent condition. Best offer. Tele- 
pbooe 769-4161.  219
1969 BEAUMONT CONVERTIBLE. 350. 
V-8. 300 h.p.. three speed, turbo hydra- 
matic. New valves, lifters and brakes. 
One owner $2,400. Cm be seen at 385
SUPER STURDY AND LIGHT TWO 
wheel utility trailer. AD steel box. 411' 
ID with steel floor. Two 16“ tires. 
Uka mw aad mtn. Complete with 
(hack* and lights. Often util Satur- 
day. Telephone 765^20. tf 
1971 ft TON FORD. AUTOMATIC, 
power brakes, heavy equipped. Only 
16,000 mile*, $3,795. Telephone 763-6269.
«•
Wl INTERNATIONAL 4i TON. 2JX» 
miles. Telephone 765-9367 between 1:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., or 763-4791 alter 
5:30 p.m. 214
1961 LAND ROVER. EXCELLENT 
condition. Good tire*. Telephone 764-1
<»9. 219
Fleming Road. Rutland. 218
1964 OLDSMOBILE FOUR DOOR 
aedan; power steering, power brakes. 
In excellent condition. One owner car. 
Open to offers.- Telephone 763-3635. U
CLEAN 1970 MAZDA 1200. NEW
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
DISPLAY HOME
Excessive Sleep Even Worse 
than Insomnia Says Doctor
MONTREAL (CP) — Al­
though insomnia is • prevalent 
complaint in North America's 
super-charged society, doctors 
should be on the alert for its 
opposite—disorders of excessive 
sleep which can “blight the en­
tire lives" of sufferers, a lead­
ing California sleep researcher 
said Friday.
Dr. William C. Dement of 
Stanford University Medical 
Centre said the most clear-cut 
and unambiguous problem of 
excessive sleep is a syndrome
ccrs displaying their-first symp­
toms during sleep.
Earlier Friday, Dr. William 
MacDonald, associate professor 
of anesthesia at the University 
of Saskatchewan, warned that 
one to 1.3 per cent of all surgi­
cal patients are aware of and 
recall the progress of their op­
erations.
WARNS SURGEONS
Surgeons should be careful 
what they say in the operating
Specials
at
A LADY TO DO SURVEY WORK. 
Free to traval throughout B.C. Mort be 
neat, sggreaaive and Bales minded. 
Transportation supplied but you must 
be able to drive. Salary, bonus and 
expenses. For Interview only telephone 
763-6154. 1 -1 P.m. ____________ 218
PART-TIME EMPLOYEE TO ASSIST 
st Animal Hospital- Ability to type a 
requirement. Reply to writing stating 
experience, age and refrences to Box 






Telephone 765-9071 or 765-7975
220
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763-
clutch. good tires. 24.000 miles. Good 
condition. Price $1250, firm. Telephone 
762-5436.W1
1963 PARISIENNE HARDTOP. THREE 
extra tires, tapedeck. 283. $350. Burns 
no oil. Must sell. 1346 Ethel St Tele-
phone 763-2C07 220
1967 FORD FAIRLANE STATION 
wagon. Good condition. V-8 automatic 
with radio. Telephone 763-5526 or 762-
2762. 219
1969 VOLKSWAGEN DUNE BUGGY, 
Spoiler body. 3.000 miles on new engine. 
Only serious need inquire. Telephone 
767-2730.217
1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. 383 
motor, air conditioning. Offers? For 
more information, telephone 763-7121
4595 anytime. tf niter 5 p.m. 217
View the new two ’ bedroom, 
double wide.. Fully . furnished, 
wall to wall carpets,- gorgeous 
matching appliances and decor. 
A dream home situated on one 
of the most attractive lots in 
Pine Village subdivision. Hours 
to view 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 7 -
9 p.m. evening. 220
REPOSSESSION-.1970 12* X 66* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. 1968 Detroiter, 12146*, three 
bedrooms, clean unit throughout. 1961 
20th Century, 10138*. ideal for the 
young couple. Okanagan Mobile Homes.
765-7077. U
EXPERIENCED drapery seam- 
gtresses wanted, steady full time work. 
Good working condition*, r.oo-smokers 
preferred. Apply In person at Trend 
of Timex Interiors. 242 Lawrence 
Avenue. __________ ..
WINFIELD HOUSEWIVES AND STU- 
dents. To do telephone «ney work 
from your own home to the Winfield 
area. Must have private line. Salary 
and bonus. Telephone 763-6154. 4-5 p.m. 
and *10 P-m. only. _______  216
LADIES — EARN $3-85 PER HOUR 
calling on established Fuller customers 
in Kelowna area. Only those interested 
in $100 plus per week apply- — D- 
Sergent, 3600 Kamloops Road, Vernon. 
Telephone 542-2942. __________™
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER RE- 
mired. Centrally located salon. Apply 
in handwriting, stating qualifications, to 
Box A648. The Kelowna Daily Courier.
PART-TIME WORKER REQUIRED TO 
work in newspaper mailing ri’®®- 
Mon. - Friday 1;» to 3:3°. 
mum wage being offered. Contact Box 
A 658, The Kelowna Daily Courier, tf 
LADIES. DO YOU WANT TO EARN 
gome pin money? $40 to $60 per week 
gelling new Une of home care Products. 
Fun! Exciting! Call 762-2712 after 3:00 
p 213p 214» Zlo
CARPENTRY, PAINTING AND ODD 
Jobe wanted by reliable man with 
truck for hauling. Telephone 762-0286
1967 OLDS DELMONT 88, 425, POWER 
steering, power brakes, power windows. 
Four door hardtop. Leather upholstery.
anytime. 219 Telephone 765-6976. 216
WOULD LIKE TO BABY SIT ONE OR 
two children 'dally, Monday through 
Saturday, my home. Five Bridges area.
1965 BUICK SKYLARK SPECIAL. 
Clean car. Low mileage. Priced at
Telephone 763-6319. 217
9975. Telephone 769-4302. tf
SENIQR CITIZENS — PERSONAL 
care, housework, errands, etc., by 
responsible experienced woman dally 
or hourly. Telephone 765-8210. 216
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER AVAIL- 
able. Telephone Winfield .766-3109. col-
1969 FORD 200 VAN. 6 CYLINDER, 
automatic, $1,850. Telephone 763-6951.
221
1968 VAUXHALL VIVA. AUTOMATIC. 
Excellent condition. Telephone .765-6541
THREE BEDBOOM TRAILER, UT1L- 
ity room, day room with extras, deep 
freeze, washer, dryer, fully furnished. 
Apply 74 Shasta Drive. Shasta Trailer 
Court. Telephone 763-4869 after 5:00 
p.m.________ •_______ ■ ■ ________ _tf
66* x 12* GENDALL. LOCATED AT 
Shasta Trailer Park. Lot 43. Reason­
ably priced for quick sale at $8995. 
Terms available to responsible party.
Telephone 763-5135. 218
after 6 p.m. 220
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE* 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV Included. Telephone
763-2878.
lect. «
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME. BY 
day. week or month. $3.00 a day or
50c per hour. Telephone 763-6320. 220
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EX- 
terlor. Free estimates. Telephone KJ5. 
Painting. 763-5278. M. W. F. tf
WILL DO. YOUR FENCING. WALKS, 
steps, retaining walls, carpentry. Tele­
1969 TRIUMPH TR6 CONVERTIBLE 
with radio. Tonneau cover, low mile­
age. Offers? Telephone 763-5705. 217
1966 COOPER S. EXCELLENT CON- 
dition. Many extras. Must sell. Offers.
Telephone 765-5880. 216
phone 762-0364. 218
JO AND BILL'S JANITOR SERVICE, 
by contract or hourly. Telephone 762-
0516 or 763-4047. 217
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME, 
centrally located. Telephone 763-5762.
217
WILL BABY SIT IN MY OWN HOME.
Telephone 763-4580. 217
. «
called narcolepsy, the cause of 
which has not been fully deter­
mined.
“Yet it Would appear that 
most general practitioners are 
not certain exactly what it is.”
Their inability to pinpoint the 
problem was amply demon­
strated when the Stanford Uni­
versity sleep disorders clinic 
opened, Dr. Dement said. “The 
mean interval between the onset 
of symptoms and a definitive 
diagnosis was 15 years."
In the meantime, the narco­
leptics suffered from sleepy 
spells during the daytime and 
cataplexy—attacks of muscular 
weakness precipitated by strong 
emotion such as anger or laugh­
ter.
DREAMS INVOLVED
Other symptoms may include 
vivid dreams at the onset of 
sleep and sleep paralysis—the 
inability to move at the onset or 
immediate termination of sleep.
Dr. Dement was speaking at 
the first Canadian International 
Sleep Symposium held at McGill 
University. ‘
Researchers have found the 
average individual sleeps about 
7% hours during each 24-hour 
period. Peak performance gen­
erally occurs in the middle por­
room, he advised, since a pa­
tient may interpret casual re­
marks far more literally than if 
he heard them while fully con­
scious.
Patients whose anesthesia h 
to be kept as light as possible 
and who are likely to be aware 
Of sound during the operation 
should be warned they may re­
member some things after they 
wake up and that it is not too 
abnormal.
Most patients, he said, fortun­
ately do not remember the sur­
gical experience aS painful. One 
individual recalled the surgical 
saw splitting his sternum during 
a heart operation but described 





OPEN 8 AM. to 9 P.M. DAILY 
CLOSED SUNDAY
PRICES EFFECTIVE
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Comer Bernard and Gienmore St
WANTED — WESTBANK AREA, WO- 
man to baby sit three pre-schoolers, 
one to two days weekly, own teanspor- 
tatlon. Telephone 768-5995. 218
ROOM AND BOARD IN EXCHANGE 
for light household duties. Working girl 
preferred. Send full particulars to 
Box A656. The Kelowna Daily Courier.
216
SHORT ORDER COOK WANTED. 
Contact Peter Landoft. 762-2412. tf 
36. HELP WANTED,
MALE OR FEMALE
SALES REPRSENTAT1VES. WITH 
car. to service established customers. 
Average weekly earnings $125 per week. 
Experience not necessary. Apply Box 
A 644, The Kelowna Dally Courier, tf 
TAXI DRIVER WITH “B" LICENCE. 
Telephone .7624464. 220
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS FOR 
sale. $50 each. Also registered Pinto 
Stallion, standing for service. 44 tho­
roughbred, Vt Arab. 4683 Paret Rd.. 
Kelowna.  216 
HORSESHOEING, — INTERNATIONAL 
Farriers College, CaUfomia. Telephone
1969 EPIC. GOOD BODY. NEW RE- 
built motor, new clutch. $1,000 firm. 
Telephone 763-5128. 216
1960 VAUXHALL. PARTS OR AS IS. 
Please telephone 764-7185 after 5 p.m. 
' 216
1967 THUNDERBIRD. TWO DOOR 
hardtop. ExceUent condition. Telephone 
after 6:00 p.m.. 762-5018. 216
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE. FOUR 
door hardtop. $725. Contact Jerry at 
Royal Anne bar. _______________ 216
1967 1100 AUSTIN. EXCELLENT CON- 
dltion, good second car. Priced $850. 
Telephone 765-6477, M. W. F, tf
1962 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. ASKfNG 
$300. Call Winfield 766-2796. 218
1961 CADILLAC AND 1959 PONTIAC. 
Telephone 764-4689. - 216
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road off Boucberie. Land­
scaped lots available in laxiily and re­
tirement areas. Telephone 768-5543. tf 
12*X52* COUNTRY HOME TRAILER. 
Two bedrooms, fully furnished with 
extras. For quick sale, open to offers.
Telephone 763-7867. 220
FOR SALE OR RENT — 8*x45* HOUSE 
trailer, with added on room and porch, 
furnished.. Telephionei 763-5526 or 762- 
2762. • 219 
TWO BEDROOM 8'x48* MOBILE 
home; carpeted throughout, skirted and 
well kept. Price $3,000. Telephone 763-
4609 after 3:30 p.m. 219
Steve Price, 497-5570 collect. u
42A. MOTORCYCLES
MINIATURE WHITE POODLE, GOOD 
with children, $20. Telephone 765-7316.
218
FREE KITTENS NEED KIND HOMES.
Telephone 764-4689. 216
PHONE
■ Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
• To place your message
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT. ONE 1150 
Case dozer, ten' foot blade, hydraulic 
controlled, winch, canopy. One L190 In­
ternational tandem truck to move with. 
Good running condition. Easy terms. 
Telephone 765-8013. 217
Mi H.P. ELECTRIC MOTORS. 110-220 
one phase. $20.00 each. Westbank Auto 
Wreckers. tf
YAMAHA






M, W. F, tf
COURIER PATTERNS 1959 HARLEY DAVIDSON CHOPPER. 1200 cc> immaculate, must be seen to be appreciated. No triflers please. Tele­
phone 767-2750. 216
MOVING! MUST .SELL OR RENT 
12*x56* two bedroom , mobile home. 
Must be seen to he appreciated. Please 
telephone 765-8797 or 765-6846. 219
10*x54* FURNISHED MOBILE ROME. 
Nice yard, shade trees and. grape 
vines. A built on shop. Leaving for the
U.S. Telephone 762-4748. 216
21 FOOT SHASTA. 1967. FOUR PIECE 
bath, tandem wheels, radio, like new. 
Telephone 763-5396. U
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE, SET UP 
in adult court. Telephone 763-3726 or 
765-7495. ‘ «
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
20' ALL WELDED ALUMINUM CREST- 
line cabin cruiser with flying bridge. 
105 horsepower Chrysler outboard with 
power tilt, tandem trailer. Telephone
765-6379 or 763-6168.
tion of the day, with lower ar­
ousal immediately after getting 
up and toward bedtime.
Dr. Dement said night-time 
sleep is rarely a problem. Peo­
ple who sleep less but still func­
tion well do not complain; nor 
do those who sleep up to 10 
hours but remain alert the rest 
of the time.
Doctors believe many narco­
leptics go undiagnosed because 
they don’t realize anything is 
wrong. Sleep is regarded as 
beneficial and most people be­
lieve they can’t get too much of 
a good thing.
MAKE ESTIMATE
Until recently the incidence of 
narcolepsy had been only 
vaguely estimated. But a San 
Francisco Bay study carried out 
established that a conservative
Barge Spills 
Oil In Harbor
VANCOUVER (CP) — A Gulf 
Oil Canada Ltd. barge was to 
arrive here for repairs today) 
after a compartment containing] 
85,000 gallons of diesel oil was 
holed'in two places in Nanaimo 
Harbor Saturday.
Nanaimo port manager John 
Dunham, who was still directing 
clean-up operations Sunday, said 
an undetermined amount of oil 
was spilled into the harbor as 
the tug Gulf Dianne and the oil 
barge were entering the port at 
low tide.
“We don’t know if the barge 
struck something on the bottom 
or whether the barge was out of 
position in the channel,” he said.
PEOPLE PALACE DAILY WINNERS
Collen Chapman, RR 1, Kelowna 
Mm. Fricsin, 2609 Richter St.
Mrs. Ed Hihkel, RR 1, Kelowna 
Kathy Kienas, Stuart Rd.
MARGARINE AOf
Parkay quartered........ ...........2 lb. pack V Jr w
Grade "A" Eggs CO-
Large in cartons ................................... ~
II A 11 Ready to Serve, 
nAIVl Shank end .... it. 69c
216
1971 MODEL 19’ FIBERFORM BOAT, 
inboard - outboard: 165 h.p. Mercury 
motor. Full top, three sets skis, etc. 
motor, also 7 h.p. motor. Full top, three 
sets skis, etc. Telephone 768-5223. 217
14M1* SKI BOAT. GLASSCRAFT. DEEP 
V with 60 h.p. Johnson motor, with 
electric start. Two tanks and two life 
jackets. Full top. Telephone 763-2881..216
8' FIBERGLASS BOAT FOR SALE. 
Sturdy. Oars not included.' $50. Tele-
phone 763-6171 217
12 FOOT WOODEN BOAT, TRAILER 




Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. ■ 763-3810
Butt End. 75<S lb.
GROUND CHUCK 79c
estimate of the number of suf­
ferers in the U.S. is 100,000 or 
0.5 per cent of the population.
At the present time, the best 
treatment appears to be antide­
pressants, Dr. Dement said.
“It may be that a reversal of 
the disorder will be as difficult 
as in any other genetic abnor­
mality. Effective treatment 
must await further understand­
ing of the condition.”
The sleep symposium was 
sponsored by the psychiatry de­
partment at McGill to explore 
the implications of sleep, sleep 
deprivation and anesthesia. Re­
searchers are .just beginning to 
find that it is related to illness, 
with an uncommon number of 




559 Groves Ave. 




Kadana By Nabob .. Jfa
FLOUR a si a a 
“Pillsbury” IbS. I
Finest quality .. B
MILK
Alpha evaporated 






keel lightfooted, free in 
dancer-stylo bullet slippers.
Packable, flexible, ideal for 
lounging, vacation travel.’ Make 
ballet slippers-of quilted cotton 
to match robe, pants, long skirt. 
Pattern 553: sizes S, M, L, XL 
included.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS In 
coins (no stamps, please) for 
each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class 
malting and special handling 
—to Laura Wheeler, care of 
The Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Nccdlccraft Dept., 60 Front St. 
W., Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4c sates tax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
1872 Nccdlccraft Catalog— 
Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, 
fashions. Free directions. 50c
NEW Instant Macrame— 
Basic, fancy knots. Pattern 91.
NEW Easy Art of Hairpin 
Crochet has 26 patterns $1.
Instant Crochet Pook—Step- 
by-step pictures, patterns. 11.
Complete Instant Gift Book- 
more than 100 gifts. $1.
Complete Afghan Book—91. 
16 Jiffy \Rugs Book 60c.
Book or 12 Prize Afghans. 60c 




1 GRENFELL MERCRAFT CRUISER
. . . inboard 292 V8 flathead erigine, bearing vessel, 
licence No. 8K6588. 23 ft. 8% ft. wide, 4 ft. high, C-W 
cabin covered deck, C-W trailer, all new tires, 2 ply 
cedar hull. Convertible canvas top.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week.
Collected every two Weeks.'
• . Motor Route
12 months .......   $25.00
6 months  .........   13.00
3 months ...:..............   7.00
MAIL RATES
B. C. outside Kelowna City Zone
12 months .....................  $22.00
6 months ............   12.00
3 months ................   6.50
Canada Outside B. C.
12 months .......................... $29.00
6 months .......................... 16.00
3 months ........    8.50





SPECIAL GROUP RATES 
We have special group 
rates for birthday parties, 
family outings, etc. 50c 
under 12, 65c adults.. For 
reservation Phone 5-5130.







KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sales every Wednesday. 9:00 p.m. Wa 
pay cash tor complete estates and 
household contents, Telephone 765-5647 









AU mall and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable in advance. '
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
TOMATOES Srted o i nn
SEED POTATOES n“: “c
Warbac, Nbrgolds, White Rose.
SIZES 6-14
SUNSHINE STANDOUT
A STANDOUT for sunny days 
—this airy dress is curved 
'roujid with bright binding. 
Whip it up for just about pen­
nies in dunk-dry-don cotton and 
Dacron blends. Send now!
Printed Patten) 0233: NEW 
Girls' Sizes 6, 8, 10. 12, 14. Size 
10 takes 2’i yds. 35-in,
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class, mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents add 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS and
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
ESTATE OF LEONARD 
WILLIAM MOULDEN, 
DECEASED
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Leonard William Mouldcn, late 
of the Postal District of Oyama, 
In the Province of British Colum; 
bin, Retired, are hereby re^ 
qulrcd to send them to the 
undersigned on or before Hie 
15th day of June, A.D. 1972 
after which date the Executor, 
The Royal Trust Company, will 
distribute the aaid Estate among 
the -parties entitled thereto 
having regard only to the claims 
of which they have had notice.
GIES, SALLOUM, DOAK 
and COMPANY
. । Barristers and Solictors 
1630 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, British Columbia 






Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this pago must' be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion, except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phone 763-3228
WANT AD CASH' RATES
One or two days So per word, per
Insertion.
Three consecutive days, 
word per Insertion.,
Six consecutive days, 4c 
per Insertion.
Minimum charge based on











Offers day care service 
for senior citizens. Trent 
yourself to a rest. You 
deserve it.
Call 762-0555
Bo per word, minimum $3.30. 
Death Notices, In Momorlama,
YES, SIMPSONS SEARS 
now offers you 
a complete
Hearing Aid Service
With prices ranging from 
$50 (for the government Ap­
proved aid) and up. Wo fea­
ture OT1CON, the world's 
I a r g e s t manufacturer of 
hearing aids. All units arc 
sold under our EXCLUSIVE 




Serving you nt 
Blmpsons-Sears
Phone 763-5814 Local 341
Peanut Butter 00.
“McCalls”. ... ...... 48 ounce tin ■ "*
Strawberry Jam OQf
Nabob,Regal brand ...............48 oz. tin 4r . w
Catelli Dinners
Macaroni and Cheese. jW B IT
11 ounce ........     4 pkgs. a "
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
DAMIITC AU 8'acc<J’ Bismarks and Fritters. 
UUlW Id All cakes plain and "lA. ACC 
sugared. Featured................. doz. IUC Uli
Cards of Thanks Bo per word, 
mum $2.60.
mini-
If paid prior to Initial billing, a 10%
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Applicable within circulation (one 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to
publication, except 12 
Monday publication.
One Insertion 81.09 
Three consecutive 
per column Inch.
noon Saturday for 
per column Inch, 
insertions 81.02
Six consecutive Insertions 81.75 pel 
colump Inch.
Read your advertisement the (Irai 
day , It appears. Wo will not bo res­
ponsible for more than one Incorrect 
Insertion, '
BOX REPLIES
30c charge for the use nt a Courier 
box number, and 50o additional if 
replies are to bo mailed.
Names and address of Boxholdcrs 
are held confidential.
Aa a condition of acceptance o! a 
box number advertisement, while 
every 'endeavor will he made to for* 
ward replies to th* advertiser as 
soon as possible, we accept no lia­
bility tn respect of Ims or damage 
alleged to arise through either fail­
ure or delay In forwarding such ref 
piles, however- caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise. _______
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd.
Specialists ip • Retaining Walls and Cappings • Piitlo 
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tables 
• Root Cellars and other products on requests. All 
products are reinforced and steam cured for added 
strength.
Located on Steven Rd., Wesibank Industrial Park. 
Call 7694697 — Evenings 769-4671
BATH TISSUE 70,
“Cashmere”. Asst. 6 roll pack  ® » w
SOUP ot $1 AA
Hlenx Tomato or *l0S I aUFUf
Vegetable. 10 ounce .. , . ■ w w
APPLE DRINK
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Courier, Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W., Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
hnd choose one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c.
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
sew tixlav, wear tomorrow. 91.
INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 





"OLD AGE PENSIONS" 
Tuesday, April 18-2 p.m. 
Legion Hall
Park on I^on In 2 Hour Zone
COMPLETE 
OPTICAL SERVICE 
Special Framca for 
a Fashionable Miss 
Just ns you choose make-up, 
clothes to complement yoyr 
own fashion look ... wo 
chooso eyewear \ to flatter & 








762-2987 243 Lawrence Ave
“AllcnV’.
48 oz. tin feature
4-1.00
DETERGENT Q0
Arctic Power heavy duly all ■
temperature. ............. 6l/» lb. box ■w
PEOPLE'S
FOOD MARKET




















Ihcin and do some tiling quid 
about It
MAJOR MANIA, MW 
ANO THR SUB PILOT 






































































He held the North hand and
was
had taken only a few cans of 
food,




Carbon monoxide, while you
Note -to Mn. C.M




the treatment is and how
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FACB IN A 
SMILIN'
GYBWSMEERSLCER








graded and ungraded eggs 
B.A.S
start. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
resources)





passed and, Schenkcn > easily 
made five.
doubled.
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE—Here’s how to work It
la LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, ttc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are al] 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
CM ERS RGWCE UN WSCYF
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: THE HUMAN HEART. AT WHAT 
EVER AGE. OPENS ONLY TO THE HEART THAT OPENS
IN RETURN-MARIE EDGEWORTH
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
W CAITHNESS (1630-18951
WIFE OF A SCOTTISH EARL 
C0NWCED THAT SHE WAS THE 
REINCARNATION OF MARY GUEEK 
OF SCOTS. WORE ONLY CLOTHING- 
COPIED FROM THE QUEENS 
PORTRAITS ATE ONLY FOOD 
PREFERRED BY THE QUEEN
-AND ARTER HER DEATH WAS 
BURIED IN THE RUINS OB
By Ripley
ANOLD frame dwelling
■ IN MOOSBURG, GERMANY,
APPEARS TO LINK 2 CHURCH 
STRUCTURES —BET ACTUALLY 
IT SEPARATES 2 DIFFERENT
CHURCHES-ST. MSTULUS 
AND SB JOHN THE BAPTIST
AFRICAN
SHRIKE
WARNS HERDS OP 




WILL STIR UP THE 
GRASSHOPPERS AND
LOCUSTS ON WHICH 
THE SHRIKE FEEDS
Siege In City Of Derry Now
Differs From One In 1689
LONDONDERRY (API
The Walls of Derry City look out
today on a scene of siege, just 
as they did three centuries ago. 
The issue is much the same
as It was in 1689, whether 
Roman Catholic or Protestant
should be boss.
The difference Is that in 1689
the Protestants were the be­
sieged and were starving, 
Today the Catholics have walled
themselves in and are eating,
Three adjoining city districts
the Bogsldc, Crcggan and
Brandy well—lie within, the bar­
ricades pf "Free Derry," nqw a 
citadel within n city. About half
e city's 56,000 population live
re under, control not of the
ular police or British 'Army 
Mt of the Irish Republican
This and similar "no-go
areas" in Belfast—so palled be­
cause the regular forces of law 
and ordpr don't Ro there—have
the Protestant majority fuming 
nnd threatening to get up simi­
lar barricades of (heir own. 
Protestants believe the British
Slit trenches and well
Nothing Against
Propane But
By George C. Thosteson. M.D
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Can a
propane gas stove in a mobile 
home 12 by 60 feet so contami­
nate the atmosphere as to make 
it unhealthy for old people? We 
are both over 80 and live in.
The stove is only three years
occur when monoxide is
present. A little more monoxide, 
and the consequences are 
worse. Much worse.
- Dear Dr. Thosteson: My hus­
band and I are in the 60s and
old and does not appear to have
any leaks anywhere: in fact we 
cannot actually smell the gas,
know that milk should be a part 
of your diet at that age. We are
trying to keep our weight down
but both of tis feel very drowsy and drink two-per-cent fat milk.





MSI X \Sf*iT 53 




We go to town once a week 
and outing seems to give us a 
better feeling altogether. We
Does the two per cent milk give 
us fhe same value of calcium
that we need for bone protec­
tion, etc.?—Mrs. G.M.
also keep the windows open as 
much as weather permits
I have no objection to propane 
stoves and heaters—except that
they absolutely must be prov­
ided with as good ventilation as 
must stoves using any other
burnable fuel.
Anything that burns—wood, 
coal, oil, kerosene, gas, peat,
burnable—producesanything 
some carbon monoxide. The
more enclosed the fire is, the
more monoxide will be formed
as opposed to carbon dioxide, 
which will form instead if there
is ample air and complete com­
can't see it or smell it, is a
deadly gas if you get too much 
of it. And it doesn’t take much:
few parts per million m the
air around you.
Yes. Either skim milk or two
per cent milk has just as much 
calcium; all that is removed is
some of the fat, which you can
well do without, if you are con­
One of its characteristics is
that it makes people sleepy
first. Too often, where a house 
mobile or otherwise) Is closed
up tight and a heater or stove is 
producing monoxide, the occu­
pants go to sleep and never
wake up.
trolling your weight
I can’t tell from your letter
Keeping
the skin soft” would not solve
trouble with bunions. It is a de­
formity of the first toe joint. See 
a foot specialist. There isn't any
home remedy for bunions that
whether yours is a cooking
stove or a heater, or both but
the only safe thing is for you to
make certain that it is properly
vented—has a chimney or a
vent pipe so the carbon monox-
will do the job.
send me any information on
what a paranoid is, and
Paranoia is a chronic,
mental illness characterized by
delusions of being persecuted or
plotted against, and sometimes 
with delusions of grandeur. It is
difficult even for a psychiatrist
to treat: there is no way for you
to attempt any treatment.
any way to remove a small
brown mole from the face?. Can
it be done without a doctor’s
supervision? Or must it be done
with a doctor’s supervision?—
It’s not a do-it-yourself. It can
be done by a physician (not
“under hi? supervision”). If in a
ide can escape outside and not
prominent location, it may be
accumulate inside your home.
.With the older types of fuel
(wood, coal, etc.) everybody
knew you had to have an ade­
quate vent or chimney. Other­
wise the smoke would drive you
out of the place.
The danger in gas stoves 
(most any kind of gas) is that 
they burn with very little
smoke. Therefore people don’t 
have the need of a vent forced
on them. But without a vent, the 
carbon monoxide gathers!
Now that warmer weather is
on its way, you’ll, doubtless use
the stove less and have the win-
dows open more, an won t be
in any great danger unless 
some night you need the heat
and close everything up. So be 
sure to have adequate ventila 
tion at night.
Meantime, be sure there's a 
vent pipe from the stove to the
outside, and that it is open. 
Have it checked. By all means
see whetheir your local health
department doesn't have facili- 
ties for checking this. Many dp
best to have a plastic surgeon
do it, or sometimes a dermatol­
Dear Dr. Thosteson: .1 am al
lergic to cat dander. We pur­
chased a trailer and now find
the former owners had two cats.
Is there anything we could 
spray on the rug and upholstery
to counteract the cat dander?
Not that I know of, but clean­
ing, especially v a c u u m i n g
should solve the trouble for you
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is it safe
to eat an egg with a blood spot 
on it? Is blood found in both
The little blood spots are not
uncommon and it won’t hurt 
you to eat such eggs. Producers 
try to avoid putting such eggs 
on the market because they 
worry people but there is no 
danger. The blood can be re­
moved with a spoon before you
Do so without delay. Drowsi-—.. „8S,. wvu.o
ness and often headaches will! in the egg as it is being formed.
cook the egg The blood occ rs
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY* BECKER partner in order to create the
over-all impression that he. had 










structed gun emplacements are
to work in the city’s shirt facto­
ries, for more than a century
the mainstay of its economy.
Meh drive out to the in
dustrial area at nearby May-
field and children remain within
the safely of the barricaded en.
claves using playgrounds
cleared by the IRA.
Shops are open normally. In
Crcggan, a housing develop­
ment on the hills above the old
walled city. Supplies come In
from wholesalers through two
checkpoints.
For a while after the British
takeover it seemed that grass­
roots opinion in the Jlogslde
might swing the Provisional
IRA into a truce. It was said
people were timl after years of
riot, arrest and killings;





Opening lead—king of spades.
Psychics generally don t pay, 
but occasionally they do pro­
duce a sensational triumph.
This extraordinary deal fea­
tures a successful psychic bid
by Harold Ogust In the U.S.- 
Great Britain match in I960
playing with Howard
Schenkcn against Britain’s Ter­
ence Reese and Boris Schapiro
Schenkcn opened one heart
and Schapiro overcalled with
Army suddenly has switched to
goes on, The IRA says it will 
settle for nothing lesS than Brit­
playing it sofl with the gunmen.
ish withdrawal and a united Ire
land, Derry, where an anclenl 
poet wrote about trees with an
Inside "Free Derry IRA men
make the rules and dish out the 
puhlsliment, A theft would be 
tarred and feathered, an In-
former Speeding cost a 
fine of £10 (326), imposed on
the spot by a young IRA man 
svlth a mask on his face and a
cun in his hand.
The army estimates the hard 
of IRA mei\ In the area at
no more than 200 but says It 
would take troops by the lliou- 
■and and a likely bloodbath to
Clear them out.
The Catholic barricades flrsl 
went up in October, 1908.
trump type of hand.
Reese, gazing at a misfit in
clubs, elected to pass, and 
Schenkcn—completely unaware
of the irregular nature of 
Ogust's two notrump bid — 
raised him to three. Schapiro,
with an eye on .the vulnerabil­
ity, bid four clubs, knowing that 
he could not be badly hurt with 
his eight-card suit
Ogust belatedly raised hearts
and Reese, having been silent 
lo.date, doubled—partly on his
two aces and partly on Schap­
iro’s having contracted for ten 
tricks all by himself. Everyone
two chibs. At this point Ogust
made a highly unusual bld of 
two potrump—deliberately sup­
pressing his trump support for
Ogust s smooth operation ob­
viously took the opponents by 
surprise, and his blds further
more proved to be phenomenal 
ly successful when later analy
sis showed that East-West could
have made a, grand slam in
spades against any defense!
Apparently the British pair 
fumbled the ball terribly some­
where along the line. Maybe 
East should have bid three
spades over two notrump, or
four spades over four hearts. Or
possibly West should have bld
four spades over four hearts
Is no question that Ogust's two
notrump bld was beautifully 
timed/ Measured solely by the
outcome, his psychic was a
scintillating success.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
gels on every bough, remains a 
battlefield with a gunman on
By JEANE DIXON
Tuesday, April 18
their own ideas and are worse
every barricade.
Premier s Cottage 
Broken Into
GANGES. R.C. (CP)—Premier
W. A. C, Bennett's summer cot
Inge on Saltspring island In the 
Gulf of Georgia was broken 
into sometime last week but
IK’MI* sa|d Sunday the thieves
'□''•’P’l-M ui;f <q Xnp.iniifs
Arles (March 21-April 19):
Your temper Is near the surface 
nnd doesn't help you get any­
thing settled. Let others tell 
•Jielr whole story before you
Changes in schedule and activ­
ity bring extra expenses. Save
your energy:1 It’s more valuable
than the cash that gets away.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Ev­
erybody had their chnnce yester­
day, has an alibi and a promise 
today. Stick with what you know 
from experience ami use your
Troops wore used for the RM a“nd‘h^r d((C‘ .................... . ...................................
line in Auguri, 1969. Sime then a|.0UIM| t|lc |l0)nCi | ideas far the moment. Walt a
F'C army hw« frequently pulled i . , , bllIhe barricades down ln»l always H<r thieves stnnslr.l n l^<l- 
they have been rebuilt. 1 "*'!» '? ri”^ ,l,r
Now army policy seems t(» he •x’‘hc said. No other damage 
. . f - -- ■ was done.containment rather than attack.
In the last week, the IRA bar­
Close associates resist
find out what provokes
l^o (July 23-Aux. 22): Open
for you than no help, 
Libra (Sept. 23-Od. 22): Use
care and prudence ip today's
pressure. The time for good 
questions la before you sign, not 
after. Cater to family needs.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Fast talkers stvnrm today. 
Those you know well aren't 
likely to agree with you. Plans
advance rapidly, details need to
be filled in.
\ Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc. 2D: 
Any opposition Is easier 
front , when you lay aside per­
sonal plans. Property brings re 
sponslbllity.
Capricorn (Dec, 22*Jan. 19)
Asking too much Is about pai
for the course today, Check de
tells and expect Interruptions
and obstacle*.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-1 cb. IR):
WOW.' LOOKIT ALL THIS STUFF 









HAVWG TWEP ’SKFETER * TO
SAFETY, THE EXHAUSTEP BUBBA FINCH IS 
TRYING TO FIGHT HIS WAY BACK TO THE SHORE.
HE CAN’T 




I JEST SWITCHED IT 
FROM TH'CORNFIELD 
TO TH'CLOTHESLINE
( : DIONT WAVE THE MEAftTTO
COULP BE YOU’RE
RIGHT. BUT I’M GOINS 
SWIMMING ANYWAY.
Nothing confidential stays that 
way today. Deal with criticism 
at once, without adding furtherconfrontation won't work now.Premier Bennett** wife, who
....... ...... .............. visited the cottage Sunday, told 
ith no response from the Brit- police the cottage had been 
uh;■ Tiles of tmrned'iMt ran and (»rokrn Into a number tif times 
nicks have been strengthened In the pa,>1, nt had other cut 
ith massive concrete blocks, ITagcs on the island.
codes have been bolstered
Get more facts, ask probing 
question. Co-operation depends 
on full understanding.
Virga (Am. jxsept. 2*1: fon-
«ii<h<lalc your resources follow
your own advice, Friends have
Issues. Routine is favored.
Places (Feb. 19-March 20)s
Unusual or serious purchases
should be postponed. An old
nerds
DAILY COUUEB. MON., ATM!. 17,1972 this year were 41 per cent seamless tube at 5,974,000 AnUmony-50 cents a pound,
FAGE 14 KELOWNA PA»va --------- higher than for the same period pounds. bulk. (99.5 per cent), carlots.
last. year.
Platinum—$120-125 an ounce.
Silver—$1,549 an 'ounce, New 
York; 59.4 pence, London.
Tin—$1.81% a pound, New 
York.
Quicksilver—$165 a flask (76 
pounds). New York.
Tungsten pre—$60.75-63.27 a 
short ton unit, duty extra.
A THING OF BEAUTY
CARLISLE, England (AP) - 
Universltyof Newqastle-on-Tyni 
animal specialists 'are trying ft 
produce a prettier pig that wil 
sell better on the. Europear 
market ‘'where great stress ii 
laid not only on lean meat, bu 
also on the shape of the cut."
WORKS HARD
HAMBURG, Germany (AP) 
— A burglar accused of drilling 
his way into 735 apartments in 
the last five years and stealing 
$93,000 finally has been caught 
by police. The 36year-old 
painter said his peak achieve­
ment was 18 break-ins in one 
night.
Major metals prices: producer’s plant
C e p p e r—52%-52% cents a Magnesium—37%-38 centsCOPPOF NOW BOCOUWS Plentiful totaU^~21.'8^^ pounds "con- sound, delivered? foreign 51.90 pound; ingot 
NEW YORK (AP) — Copper. were up $8 per cent from shted of 14,942,000 pounds of snts, nominal, New York. «—  
Imparts in February this year
NEW YORK (AP) — Copper, 
In a tight supply for * number 
of years, is plentiful now and 
prospects favor a continued ade­
quate supply, a top industry ex­
ecutive said last week.
Lead—15% cents a pound.
Manganese ere—61-64 cents a
ton unit of <5-50 per cent 
Nickel—$1.33 a pund, electro-
February, 197L Statistics tram copper alloy products and 
the Copper and Brass Fabrica- 6,922,000 pounds of full copper 
tors Council also showed that products. The largest single im- Aluminum—29 cents a pound, lytic cathodes. Port Colborne, 
arrivals for the first two months port category was copper alloy unalloyed ingots, delivered. . OnL
Zino—17-18 cents a pound.
"There will be no shortage of 
copper products in 1972, unless 
the Chileans fall flat or there is 
an International blow-up,’’ said 
Simon Strauss, executive vice- 
president of American Smelting 
and Refining Co.
"I don't seer any real pinch 
coming for two or three months 
because of new-mines coming 
into production," Strauss told 
the annual, meeting of the Cop­
per and Brass Warehouse Asso­
ciation In Palm Beach, Fla.
Strauss said he felt this nip* 
ply situation would continue 
through the present decade. On 
the demand side, he estimated 
shipments from copper refiner­
ies to customers this year would 
be five to six per cent rbove 
1971, but added that this would I 
not constitute a "boom." I
RESERVES ADEQUATE
Strauss told the distributors 
that there were adequate copper I 
reserves to, meet any foresees-1 
ble demand, but that there 
might be circumstances at 
times that would cause tempo­
rary shortages in responding-to I 
Increases in industrial demand. I
He said the major factors that I 
would influence price and avail-1 
ability of copper from new-re-1 
serves included grade of re-1 
serves, capital costs, political I 
climate in developing countries, 
ecological concerns and labor 
availability. I
Meanwhile, U.S. Imports of I 
copper and brass-mill products! 
dipped 10 per cent in February! 




BERNALILLO, N.M. (AP) 
— Nudists, of course, don't I 
wear clothes. I
But the nature worshippers I 
In New Mexico’s only nudist 1 
camp go even further—they I 
give away clothes. I
The Yucca Naturlst . Club I 
Saturday presented Goodwill I 
Industries with 1,780 pounds of I 
clothing and other items col- I 
lected in the club's annual clo­
thing drive.
MISSOULA, Mont. (AP),— 
Sunday wasn’t the day for 
sleeping late at the Mike Pic- 
chionni home.
Shortly after 11 a.m. a fran­
tic call summoned firemen 
and neighbors to his home.
.A fire truck, specially 
equipped with a vacuum hose 
and used mostly to combat 
grass fires, rolled up to his I 
bedroom window, and firemen 
and friends pitched in to their 
task.
A waterbed had burst and 
the vacuum hose was needed 
to bail out the flooded Pic- 
chionni bedroom.
• SYDNEY, Australia (Reu­
ter) About 600 men have of- 
fered’io marry a pregnant 16- 
year-old girl after her father 
offered her hand in a news*; 
paper advertisement here.
The father, who placed the 
advertisement through an 
agency, described the girl as 
blonde, blue-eyed and of 
• happy disposition, though shy.
A spokesman at the agency 
said: “He by no means 
seented a silly fellow—just a 
father very concerned about 
his daughter's well-being and 
future."
LONDON (AP) — Edward 
Heath, B r 11 a i n's bachelor 
prime minister, should have 
an official hostess, an opposi­
tion member of Parliament 
says.
“I am even willing to offer 
him the services of my ad­
dress book," MP Leslie Huck- 
field said Sunday.
Huck field, also a bachelor 
and 25 years younger than the 
55-year-old prime minister, 
noted that Heath has been 
holding dinner parties at 10 
Downing Street since Ills elec­
tion in June, 1070, without an 
official hostess.
THE LARGEST EXPENDITURE OF 
YOUR PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
IN 1972
LONDON (AP) - Anted-
cans may be exploring the 
moon, but it is Britons who 
are bringing the space age to 
the city bus.
A system now being tested 
would enable the space age 
bus driver ’ to "zap" a red 
traffic light with a radar 
beam, turn the signal to 
green, and drive on.
The government’s depart­
ment of the environment, 
which is testing the new sys­
tem near Liverpool, aaya It 
could be the answer for speed­
ing buses through dense city 
traffic,
EXPENDITURE BY PRINCIPAL SERVICES, 
FISCAL YEAR APRIL 1,1972 - MARCH 31,1973 
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.
1952/53 1962/63 1972/73
20 YEAR GROWTH OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
EDUCATION COSTS AND THE PERCENTAGE 
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THESE ARE THE ANNUAL BUDGETARY OPERATING COSTS OF EDUCATION 
TO YOUR PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT, BUT DO NOT INCLUDE 
THE LARGE SUMS OF PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT CAPITAL INVESTMENT MONEY REQUIRED 
EACH YEAR FOR NEW SCHOOLS, AUDITORIUMS, LIBRARIES AND GYMNASIUMS.
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